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Introduction

On 15 March 1962, President JF Kennedy declared to the US Congress that
consumers have four basic rights. These include:'

The right to safety. To be protected against products, production methods and
services which are hazardous to health or life;
The right to be informed. To be given the facts needed to make informed choice,
to be protected against dishonest or misleading advertising and labelling;
The right to choose. To be able to select from a range of products and services,
offered at competitive prices with an assurance of satisfactory quality;
The right to be heard. To have consumer interests represented in the making and
execution of government policy, and in the development of products and services.

Of these four basic rights, the focus here will be on consumers' right to information.
Namely, despite this right, the introduction of new selling methods brings along that
consumers have little information available. For example, mail order companies
started to offer an easy shopping method: choose what you want from a catalogue,
send your order by direct mail or over the phone, and delivery will follow some days
later. Likewise, with the introduction (and the popularity) of the Internet as a new
medium, buying products became easier. With a single click on the PC consumers can
nowadays buy all sorts of products online. Most popular categories to buy online from
are books, computer hardware/software, and music/video (Rasch & Lintner, 2001).

Thus, increasingly, retailers do not only offer their goods in-store. Additionally,
they have extended their services by selling their goods via methods that require a
less direct relationship between retailer and consumer. We refer to these methods as
distant selling methods.2

Advantages and Disadvantages of Distant Selling

Distant selling methods are becoming more popular among consumers. Online
selling, for example, offers many advantages. In Europe, the top five reasons for
buying online cited by consumers are (Rasch & Lintner, 2001):

• The ability to browse and purchase online;
• The ability to save time;
• The ease of the online purchase process;

' The International Organisation of Consumer Unions has added the following four rights: the
right to satisfaction of basic needs, the right to redress, the right to education, and the right to
a healthy environment.
2 Other terms used for this sales method are'direct marketing' or'direct selling'.
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• The access to products not available offline;
• The ease of comparing prices and features.

There are also disadvantages of Internet (or catalogue) purchases. For example,
people have been found to dislike (Smith & Swinyard, 2001):

• The additional costs (shipping charges and handling);
• The difficulty of judging the quality of products as physical inspection is highly

restricted;
• The transaction costs of returning unwanted items.

From a retailer's point of view, the advantage of distant selling is that it cuts down
the total costs. Salespersons are not needed and high rent rates (as in shopping malls)
are avoided. Instead, goods are stored in large warehouses rather than in expensive
displays.3 On the other hand, distant selling could be disadvantageous for retailers,
because interaction between a salesperson and customer does not take place.
Interaction effects, such as persuasion of consumers (Cialdini, 200la, 2O01b), or
impulse buying (e.g., Dittmar, Beattie, & Friese, 1996), which usually work in favour
of the retailer, are absent.

Thus, although the development of new selling methods is attractive for both
consumers and retailers, there are also disadvantages such as lack of interaction
effects (retailers), and lack of important information (consumers). In general, if the
consumer has no product information and, consequently, is unable to judge the
product, he or she will perceive the purchase as riskier. The concept of consumer risk
is discussed next.

Definition of Risk

Risk and attempts to reduce its impact is pervasive in society. For example, you might
not want to risk arriving late at work, so you go by car. Alternatively, an investor on
the stock market may intentionally take the risk of losing money when he buys
particular stocks. Nowadays, cigarette packages warn (potential) smokers of the bad
consequences of smoking with text slogans like: "Smoking enhances the risk of heart
and vascular diseases". A music chain in The Netherlands advertises with a 'no-risk
disk': when the purchased CD is unsatisfactory, consumers may claim the purchase

price back. These examples show the use of the word risk in different contexts
(varying from financial risk to health risk). What these examples have in common is
that they all involve a negative feature of a decision, or the chance of some loss (of

3 This is how Dell Computers explains why their prices are lower than those of competitors:
PCs are ordered over the internet. Large warehouses and some administrative costs are the
only costs, hence the low prices.
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money, health) (Yates & Stone, 1992). Despite many definitions of risk, Yates and
Stone (1992) propose that the risk construct always contains: (1) potential losses, (2)
the significance of those losses, and (3) the uncertainty of those losses.

The important distinction between risk and uncertainty is that the probability of
occurrence is unknown for uncertainty, but known for risk (see Antonides, 1996). In
addition to this statistical difference, Slovic, Fischhoff, and Lichtenstein (1984) found
that the statistical difference between risk and uncertainty is reflected in people's

perception of events. They found that the risk construct consists of two dimensions:
the 'dread risk' factor (first dimension), and the 'unknown risk' factor (second
dimension). Especially the second dimension distinguishes between risk and
uncertainty. The endpoints of this dimension are defined by, among others, 'not
observable' vs. 'observable'. Associated with these endpoints are other characteristics
such as 'unknown to those exposed' (vs. 'known to those exposed'), 'effect delayed'
(vs. 'effect immediate'), 'new risk' (vs. 'old risk'), etc. Clearly, the endpoints represent
the difference between events with an uncertain probability of occurrence

(uncertainty), and events with a known probability of occurrence (risk). Thus,
uncertainty and risk are two endpoints of a continuum, and people associate different
characteristics of a situation with uncertainty and risk.

Relating this definition of risk (vs. uncertainty) to the application of sales

strategies, we may see that most techniques are aimed to move consumers

perception of a purchase situation from uncertainty to risk, or even from uncertainty
to certainty. This research focuses on the application of one of such techniques

designed to establish this, the product trial.

Taxonomy of Losses

As said above, risk involves some kind of loss. When we think of a loss we often think
of something we used to have but do not have anymore. In other words, when
experiencing a loss we may feel deprived of something we had in the past. Another

loss experience may occur when we end up with an outcome that is perceived as
worse than before, e.g., the amount of free time we experience when we work (vs.

when we do not). In order to assess whether something is perceived as a loss we need
a reference point. The notion of a reference point will be discussed in Chapter 3.

Losses may occur in different domains. Jacoby and Kaplan (1972) constructed a
taxonomy of losses. Their classification mainly applies to consumer behaviour and
contains financial losses, performance loss, physical loss, psychological loss, social

loss, and time loss. The taxonomy mainly applies to consumer behaviour. We speak

offinancial losses when consumers lose money because the product does not work at

all, because it costs a lot to maintain the product, or when an equal or better
alternative is available at a lower price. A performance loss occurs when there is

something wrong with the purchased product and therefore does not work properly.
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Note that performance losses and financial losses go hand in hand. For example, we
may spend additional money to replace or fix a deficit product. An example of a
financial loss without a performance loss is the purchase of a non-winning lottery
ticket. Physical losses are losses resulting from unsafe products (chemical or toxic
liquids), or products that threaten our health (e.g., cigarettes). Psychological losses
follow from a discrepancy between a product and a consumer's self-image. For
example, someone who aspires to be a vegetarian, but buys fast-food hamburgers
twice a week will experience a psychological loss when confronted with his food
intake. Social losses are losses resulting from a negative way of how people think of
you. This negative perception may follow when people associate you with a particular
(purchase of) a product. For example, buying marihuana may negatively influence the
way people think about you. Last, there is time (and e#ort) loss. It is the loss of time
when consumers need to return, replace, or repair, etc., products. The focus in this
research is on avoiding the financial loss, i.e., offering sales promotions to consumers

as a way to reduce their perceived risk of a purchase.

Benefits of Sales Strategies

Sales promotions, such as price discounts, help both consumers and retailers.
Irrespective of the applied promotion technique they give consumers the opportunity
to learn about a product. As with many other factors, uncertainty about a product's
possible benefits in the future may strongly inhibit consumers' willingness to buy.
Together with other factors (e.g., budget restrictions) this uncertainty contributes to
the perceived risk of a particular purchase. In the domain of consumer behaviour the
perceived risk of a purchase often involves losing money, or a financial loss (Yates &
Stone, 1992).By making use of sales strategies consumers can reduce the risk of the
negative financial consequences of their purchase decisions (Roselius, 1971).

Given the rapid development of new products, extended products, or improved
products, consumers may have great difficulty in deciding what to buy. As mentioned
earlier, retailers are obliged to provide product information in order for consumers to
make better decisions. The application of sales strategies, especially those techniques
which provide product information before the purchase decision, is a good way for
retailers to provide enough product information. Especially when the promotion
technique is perceived as a'low risk' strategy, consumers may become more willing to
try (e.g., product sampling, product trials) or to buy (e.g., in-store coupons, money-

back guarantee). Thus, from a consumer's point of view, sales strategies may provide
product information while from a retailer's point of view, it provides consumers' legal
right to information. Table 1.1. summarises common sales strategies as well as their
objectives (trial and/or repeat purchase) of these techniques. Generally, trial is aimed
at attracting new consumers, while repeat purchase is aimed at keeping existing
consumers (loyalty).
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Table 1.1. Examples of sales strategies and objectives
(adapted from: Williams, 1996).

Sales promotion Trial Repeat purchase
technique

Price discount                        4

Couponing                           4                             4

Free product packs;                    9/                                    14
Bonus packs

In-store                        4
demonstrations

Sampling                             4

Cash refunds                                                        4
Buy backs

Mail-in premiums                   4                               4

Research on Sales Strategies

Despite the existence and application of many sales strategies (for a more complete
overview see Williams, 1996) these techniques have rarely been studied in terms of
how they affect product choice or product evaluation. Searching the literature it
appears that promotion techniques are not the main focus of many researchers.
When studies report on retailing techniques they mainly focus on modelling the
technique and hardly on possible effects of the techniques on actual consumer
behaviour.

The most researched techniques found are product trials (Dubas, Dubas, &
Atwong, 1999; McGuiness, Gendall, & Mathew, 1992; Goering, 1985; Dickinson &
Wilby, 1997; Scott & Yalch, 1980; Simonson, Carmon, & O'Curry, 1994) and to a
lesser extent money-back guarantees (Heiman, MeWilliams, & Zilberman, 2001;
Mann & Wissking, 1988; Moorty & Srinivasan, 1995; Davis, Gerstner, & Hagerty,
1995)· Closely related to product-trial research is research on direct vs. indirect
product experience (e.g., Fazio & Zanna, 1978,1981).

Most studies on sales strategies have focused on building models to describe how
the techniques will work, or have focused on consumers' covert behaviour, such as
attitudes and beliefs. When the effects of, for example, product trials were
investigated the results were interpreted in terms of consumers' cognitive responses,
or arousal levels (Kempf & Smith, 1998; Kempf, 1999; Kempf & Laczniak, 2001).
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Actual buying decisions have rarely been studied.
Thus, the gap in the literature is the lack of experimental research in the domain of

how sales strategies, such as product trials and money-back guarantees, will affect
consumers' actual purchase decisions. Although money-back guarantees are
considered in the first two experiments of the thesis, the main focus shifts to product
trials and their effects on consumers' product evaluation in Experiments 3-7.

Objective of the Thesis

The sales strategies presented here were introduced as ways (for consumers) to
reduce the perceived risk in buying decisions. Claims in the psychological literature
(PloUS, 1993) as well as in the management literature (Smith & Nagle, 1995) bring
forth another perspective: not only are these techniques useful ways to reduce
perceived risk for consumers, they are also subject to psychological effects, which are
thought to be advantageous for retailers. Namely, it is expected that product trials
will give consumers the sensation of ownership, thereby shifting their reference
point. This shift in reference point will then cause an endowment effect and,
consequently, result in an increased liking for the trial goods. Without going into
detail right now, the endowment effect is the observation that people value goods,

once in possession, more highly than goods not in possession (Thaler, 1980).
Additionally, given the lack of experimental studies on the effectiveness of product
trials (or sales strategies in general), the aim of this thesis is to study experimentally
the effectiveness of product trials and, to a lesser extent, money-back guarantees.
This thesis reports a series of experiments to test the effects of temporal endowment
in the product trial technique. In a real-purchase context, the effect of product trials
is studied.

Managerial Relevance

The application of risk-reducing techniques can be advantageous for both consumers
and retailers. Consumers may reduce the perceived risk and retailers can make

products more familiar to consumers. Given the application of product trials it is still
not known to what extent product trials are successful techniques. For example, are

product trials by definition successful, or is a successful application dependent on
other factors? What determines the successful application of product trials? How do

product trials affect consumers' product evaluation (attitudes, monetary evaluation).
This research has several managerial implications. A first implication follows from

our study on the effects of product trials on attitudes and economic valuation. These

I are two different aspects of product evaluation: attitudes are more indicative of an

opinion or evaluation, while economic valuation is more indicative of actual
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behaviour (e.g., purchase likelihood). A second implication follows from our study on
conditions under which product trials may be more (or less) successful. First, we
focus on the type of trial product. Knowledge about what type of product will be more
suitable to use as a trial product may help retailers to decide on whether to offer a
product trial or not. Second, we study the role of expectations. Expectations are often
created by television commercials or printed ads, and may influence people's
attitudes. For example, a TV commercial for shampoo showing happy women with
shiny hair may create high expectations (and a favourable attitude) of the
effectiveness of the shampoo. Consumers may then use a product trial to find out if,
and to what extent, their attitudes are justified. Thus, knowledge about the role of
expectations in product trials gives retailers insight into whether expectations affect
product evaluation, whether direct experience affects product evaluation, or that both
contribute to product evaluation.

Scientific Relevance

The effectiveness of product trials is a less studied (if not unstudied at all) topic in the
marketing and the psychological literature. In the marketing, or consumer behaviour
literature we find hypotheses of how product trials may work (e.g., Hoch &
Loewenstein, 1991). However, these hypotheses have not yet been tested
experimentally.

This research helps to complete the literature on product trials. First, it provides
experimental evidence of the working of product trials. Second, it contributes to a
better understanding of the role of endowment in promotion techniques. It makes
use of an important phenomenon in the decision-making literature, the endowment
effect, to test the effectiveness of product trials. Until now it has often been thought
that product trials benefit from the endowment effect (Plous, 1992; Smith & Nagle,
1995) and this series of experiments tests this assumption. To conclude, this research
has implications for the marketing literature (adding experimental research to
hypothetical research), and the social and economic psychological literature (testing
an application of the endowment effect on direct product experience).

Overview of the Thesis

This dissertation consists of seven chapters. Chapter 2 gives a theoretical description
of product trials as one of several retailing techniques. It starts with a comparison
between different retailing techniques and gives a rationale for a study on product
trials. The concept of attitude is introduced and product trials are discussed in
relation to a theory of attitude formation, the elaboration likelihood model of
persuasion (ELM) (Petty & Cacioppo, 1986a). Following the implications of the ELM
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for product trials this chapter continues with a discussion of different aspects of
attitude formation in (different stages of) a product trial and their role in product
trials.

Chapter 3 gives possible explanations for the endowment effect, which serves as
the basis for the assumed effectiveness of product trials. It discusses terms such as
prospect theory, value function, loss aversion, reference point, framing effects, and
explains how prospect theory may affect product evaluation. The term endowment
effect is introduced and an overview of experiments on the endowment effect, as well
as implications of the endowment effect for different domains is given.

Chapter 4 reports five experiments designed to test the idea that the endowment
effect would make the evaluation of trial products more favourable.4 Experiments 1-3
measure consumer willingness to pay (WTP) for different consumer goods (CDs in
Experiment i and 2; variety of goods in Experiment 3) as a function of sales strategy
(product trial, money-back guarantee, normal sale). Product trials performed not
better than money-back guarantees; they even performed worse than when no sales
promotion technique was offered. Experiment 4 tests the role of actual ownership in
trial-based product evaluation. To complete our research design in line with a more
valid test for the endowment effect, Experiment 5 was conducted to test the
relationship between product trial and endowment, and how this affects economic

product evaluation. Evidence that the endowment effect had occurred during product
trial, thereby increasing the value of the good, was not found. Given the results of the

analyses, additional structural equation modelling (SEM) analyses were performed
where people's attitudes were assigned the role of mediator variable. A two-fold effect
of product trial on economic product valuation was found.

In Chapter 5 two experiments are reported that seek explanations for the poor
performance of product trials. In Experiment 6 it was argued that the status of a trial
good ('second-hand' after trial) could explain this finding. Indeed, when subjects
were asked for their WTP for a brand new radio and a test radio, WTP was
significantly lower for the test radio. This effect of trial on WTP implies that the trial
itself can be represented by some positive value. Experiment 7 tested the value of the
trial itself, and showed that trial can indeed be represented by a positive economic
valuation.

In Chapter 6 the role of expectations (Oliver, 1980) prior to a product trial is taken
into account. Two alternative hypotheses are tested: the perceived performance

hypothesis and the disconfirmation of expectations hypothesis. The former states that
consumers assign greater weight to the disconfirmation of expectations in satisfaction
judgments than to actual performance, while the latter assumes the opposite: actual

performance receives greater weight in satisfaction judgment than disconfirmation.
Neither hypothesis was confirmed. Both expectations and disconfirmation were

4 Experiments 1 and 2 were part of my master's thesis. For the coherence of the experiments
they are included in this thesis.
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found to contribute to attitude formation, with a two-fold effect of expectations on
attitude formation.

To conclude the thesis, Chapter 7 gives general conclusions and a discussion of all
the findings. It provides a critical review of the experiments, discusses the relevance,
restrictions, and implications of the findings and ends with suggestions for future
research.



Chapter 2

Product Trials and Product Evaluation
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Introduction

Consumers want to spend their money in the best possible way, given their budget
constraint. Many purchases are routine, and apart from the first purchase, consumers

buy them without thinking much. Routine purchases are common low-priced,
frequently purchased products, or fast-moving consumer goods (e.g., toothpaste,
washing-up liquid).5 When these types of products do not meet expectations the
financial consequences are minimal. However, when products are unknown or more
expensive, consumers become more reluctant to buy, or they want more product
information before they make a decision. Lack of product information, especially for
expensive goods, generates perceived risk on the consumer's side, and the retailer's
task is to reduce this perceived risk by providing information, or by reducing the
potential financial loss. There are different retailing tactics, each of which reduces
perceived risk in its own way. Although the strategies are closely related, there are
some essential differences that will be discussed in this chapter. Further, this chapter
will also justify a study on product trials as well as the factors in two of the trial stages
of consideration. Finally, this chapter ends with a discussion concerning why product
trials might be an effective tactic from a decision-making perspective.

Ways to Reduce Perceived Risk

Several strategies may be employed to reduce risk, including rebates, product
samples, product trials, and money-back guarantees. When offered a rebate,
consumers are promised to receive (part of) the purchase price back after purchase.
The only requirement is to send in a coupon that goes with the product. The product
must be bought before the coupon can be sent in, so limited product information may
be available at the moment of purchase. In product sampling, often applied with food
or drinks, consumers receive a trial-size portion of a product. The aim of product
sampling is to generate product trial so that consumers would become familiar with
and, finally, committed to the trial product (MeGuiness, Gendall, & Mathew, 1992).
Information about a product is not available at the moment of sampling (assuming
the sampling of unknown products). Examples of product sampling are the provision
of free CD-ROMs with computer magazines, and providing snacks in a shopping mall.
After product sampling the actual product trial takes place and consumers can
interact with the product (trying out the software, or tasting the snack). The trial
provides information about, and direct experience with the product and consumers
are informed about its properties. Sampling and trial are closely related. Sampling
involves only the distribution of products among consumers, and the trial allows
consumers to assess a product's properties. Thus, sampling precedes trial. The last

5 There are more expensive goods that can still be purchased on a habitual basis (e.g.,a
particular piece of a clothing that fits well).
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strategy is the money-back guarantee. Consumers are offered the guarantee that the
full retail price will be refunded if the product is not satisfactory. Like free trials,
consumers who are offered a money-back guarantee are able to learn about a product
(information acquisition), but unlike free trials the money is paid up front. The main
difference between free trials and money-back guarantees is thus the moment of
payment relative to the moment of information acquisition. It is only with free trials
that the moment of payment takes place after information acquisition. Thus,
consumers will form their attitudes toward a product before purchase with a product
trial, and after purchase with a money-back guarantee. Finally, there is the no-
tactics-at-all way of selling products. It is referred to as a normal sale. Consumers are
neither promised a trial, guarantee, or refund. They buy a product. Of all tactics
discussed here, the risk of a bad purchase is highest with a normal sale. Table 2.1
summarises the different retail tactics and how different factors play a role in the
purchase process.

Rationale for Studying Product Trials

A product trial gives the consumer the opportunity to learn about, or receive
information about a product before the actual purchase. Product trials are often
offered in-store, as well as at home. Apart from the transaction costs for the
consumer, namely, the consumers must repackage the product and return it, product
trials are highly advantageous for consumers because it gives them plenty of time and
opportunity to interact with the product before deciding on a purchase. This
opportunity reduces, among others, the risk of a financial loss: In addition, product
trials provide reliable and direct information to the consumer about the product.

From a retailer's point of view product trials could serve as a signal to the
consumer that the product is of a certain level of quality (a retailer will only offer
product trials for good products). This should create confidence at the consumer's
side. The down side of this tactic is that the retailer runs the risk of ending up with a
pile of used, unsold product that did not meet expectations. Reviewing the research
on product trials there are two reasons that support the choice for a study on product
trials. The first is the differences between direct and indirect experience on consumer

judgments. The second is the type ofjudgment that is used in product trials.

Direct and Indirect Product Experience

Information is better accepted when it is obtained by first-hand experience (direct
experience) than when it is obtained by other sources (indirect experience). Also,
direct experience is considered more reliable than indirect experience. Hence, it is

6 Other types of losses are discussed in Chapter 1 (cf., Yates, 1992; Roselius, 1971; Jacoby &
Kaplan, 1972)
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Table 2.1. Retail tactics used to reduce perceived risk and the role of different factors
in the purchase process

Coupon/ Money-back
Factor Rebate Product trial guarantee Normal sale

Direct After purchase Before After purchase After purchase
product purchase through through

experience decision interaction interaction
through trial

Access to After purchase Before After purchase After purchase
direct purchase
product decision
experience

Way of risk Through price Through Purchase can be   No
reduction reduction disclosure of undone

product
information

Potential risk Coupon is not No risk Money is not Product does
for consumer sent in because claimed back not satisfy, i.e.,

of transaction because ofhigh financial loss.
Costs. transaction

Costs

Commitment Yes No No Yes

to purchase

expected that product trials are perceived as more reliable sources of information
than other sources (e.g., printed ads). Indeed, information is better accepted through
trial than through indirect sources (Smith & Swinyard, 1982, Wright & Lynch, 1995).
Moreover, there is evidence that direct experience yields different results than
advertising. Attitudes toward a food snack were more extreme (e.g., the extremity of
affect) after trial of the snack than after exposure to an ad of it. In addition,
confidence with one's own attitude was also higher after trial than after exposure to
ads (Smith & Swinyard, 1982,1983; Marks & Kamins, 1988).7 Most studies on direct
vs. indirect experience have focused on the contribution of cognitions and affect
(Fazio & Zanna, 1978, 1981; Millar & Millar 1996) in consumer judgments. Results

7 In Smith and Swinyard's (ig83) research, attitude extremity was measured by two global
attitude indicators: semantic differentials and a 7-Point appealingness scale. Confidence was
measured on a rating scale by asking subjects how certain or uncertain they were that their
appealingness rating was correct.
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from these experiments showed, among others, that the role of cognitions and affect

depends on whether direct or indirect judgments were made. Also, direct and indirect
experience predicted different types of consumer behaviour (Millar & Millar, 1996).
What these studies have not investigated is whether and how the type of product

experience affects subsequent purchase behaviour (e.g., WTP). Should retailers

provide free product trials at all?

Imperfect Information in Consumer Judgment

By studying product trials we might gain insight into how missing information
influences consumers' evaluation of an item when it is the only option (non-
comparative judgment) compared to when it is one of several in a set of goods

(comparativejudgment) (Kivetz & Simonson, 2000; Moon & Tikoo, 1997).
Hsee (1996) differentiates between judgments following from joint evaluation and

judgment following separate evaluation. In joint evaluation (JE) there are several

options available and one can compare (attributes of) one option with (attributes of)
another option. In separate evaluation (SE) there is only one option available and
judgment is made without any other available alternatives to compare with. The
evaluation mode has an effect on object evaluation. For example, Hsee (1998) asked
subjects in different conditions to indicate how much they were willing to pay for ice
cream. In the JE condition subjects were presented with drawings of two servings of
ice cream: 8 oz. of ice cream in a 10 oz. cup (underfilled), and 7 oz. of ice cream in a 5
oz. cup (overfilled). In each of the SE conditions subjects were presented with one of
the two servings and asked how much they were willing to pay for the ice cream. It
was found that in JE people were willing to pay more for the 8 oz. ice crearn/10 oz.
cup, while in SE people were willing to pay more for the 5 oz./7 oz. cup. Obviously, in
JE people had focused more on the amount of ice cream, while in SE people had
focused more on the amount of ice cream relative to the size of the cup. In other
words, when making SE people also focus on irrelevant attributes (such as the size of
the ice cup), while in JE people are less likely to pay attention to irrelevant attributes.

In addition to above example, the following example also illustrates the two
judgments types. When deciding on the purchase of a cell phone we might find
ourselves contemplating one particular mobile phone (A). Suppose we know its
stand-by time, storage capacity for phone numbers, but not its reception quality. Our
evaluation of A depends on the weight assigned to the separate attributes, and the
decision is made on the basis of comparison of the attribute values of one single cell
phone (separate evaluation). In another situation we might think of the purchase of
one of three cell phones (including A). Again, there are the three attributes stand-by
time, storage capacity, and reception quality. Assume that for neither of the phones
we have information of all three attributes. For phone A, we know the stand-by time
and storage capacity. For phone B, we know its stand-by time and reception quality,
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Table 2.2 Example of choices with missing information (Kivetz &
Simonson, 2000)

Portable PC Portable PC Portable PC
A         B         C

Speed (Information    166 MHz 100 MHz
(range: 85 - 200 unavailable)
MHz)

Memory 12 MB RAM (Information   24 MB RAM
(range: 4 - 32 MB unavailable)
Ram)

Battery life 8 hours 3 hours (Information
(range: 1 - 11 hours) unavailable)

and for phone C the reception quality and storage capacity is known. Now our
evaluation of the attributes of phone A involves a comparison between the attributes
of three phones (joint evaluation), rather than a trade-off between the attribute
values of phone A only.

In general, the evaluation of attribute performance of one option (and hence the
overall evaluation of that option) depends on whether the evaluation is made in
isolation, or simultaneously. When making separate evaluations, people focus more
on attributes for which it is easy to determine independently how good a particular
value is (easy-to-evaluate attribute). When making joint evaluations, they focus
more on attributes for which it is hard to determine independently how good a value
is (hard-to-evaluate attribute) (e.g., Hsee, 1996; Hsee & LeClerc, 1998). Examples of
easy-to-evaluate attributes are form and weight. Qualitative properties, like reception
quality, or number of entries in a dictionary are hard-to-evaluate attributes. The shift
in the relative impact of the two type of attributes in judgment is referred to as the
evaluability hypothesis (Hsee, 1996).

The  type of judgment being  made  not only affects the evaluation  of an option,  it
also affects the weight assigned to different types of attributes. Kivetz and Simonson
(2000) studied the effects of missing information on consumer choice. They
presented different groups of subjects with different pairs of options and the subjects'
task was to make binary choices. An example of a stimulus (portable PC) is shown in
Table 2.2. For example, one group chose between PC A and B, a second group
between B and C, and a third group between PC A and C. Using a variety of stimuli
they found that common attributes (values available for all options) were       2
significantly more often used than unique attributes (values not available for all
options) as reasons for choice. Furthermore, the effects of missing information of an
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attribute of an option on product judgment was dependent on whether that option
was superior or inferior on the common attribute. When an option was superior on
the common attribute (e.g., A is superior to B on the common attribute 'battery life'),

missing information on the unique attribute (Speed) was not a significant reason

against that option. But when an option was inferior on the common attribute (e.g., A
is inferior to C on the common attribute 'memory') missing information (Speed) was
found a significant reason against that option. Thus, the attractiveness of an option
may change when an option becomes inferior (or superior) on the common attribute.
Also, missing information was found to result in intransitive preferences. For

example, 62% preferred A to B, 64% preferred B to C, but 79% preferred C to A in the

PC example.
In another study on missing information and product valuation, Moon and Tikoo

(1997) found that when subjects perceived attributes as correlated (a camera's

durability and lens sharpness), they used a correlated attribute from the same
product (e.g., lens sharpness) to infer the value of a missing attribute (e.g.,
durability). Information from other products' attributes (e.g., lens sharpness of other
cameras) was only used when the variance of that attribute was low across products
(i.e., low inter-brand variance). In the camera example, people only used other
cameras' lens sharpness values to infer the durability of a camera when the values of

lens sharpness did not differ too much.
In sum, despite the large amount of research on the effects of direct and indirect

product experience on consumer choice, research that relates the role of direct and
indirect experience to actual purchase behaviour is still lacking.  Last,  much research

has investigated the impact of missing information on product evaluation when

multiple options were available. Using only one option, a study on product trials
would give insight into how missing information within a single option may affects
consumers '

judgments and purchase decisions.

A Three-Stage Model of Trial Behaviour

In this section we will describe a model of trial behaviour. We conceptualise it as a
three-stage model as shown in Figure 2.1. In each stage factors related to both
cognition and emotions are present. First, consumers must have a minimum level of
interest in a product before they will try it. One way to induce trial is through
sampling. Presumably the more costly it is to undertake the trial, the more interest is

required. However, the prior interest does not have to be very high to get people to
try something new. For instance, product sampling has proven to be an effective way
to persuade people into trial (McGuiness et al., 1992). The focus is therefore not on

how people can be induced to try, but on the processes once the trial has commenced.
A product trial provides new information and the consumer's task is to process the

information and integrate it with existing knowledge during trial. The continuous
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(IPre-#iallitage     l Tdallstage         l cpost-Irialstage
No or indirect product Direct product experience Evaluation of direct product
experience experience

Cognitions Cognitions Cognitions
•  Perception of a • Processing incoming • Final object evaluation
need information • Purchase decision

• Initial opinion • Integrating new
information

• Updating initial
opinion

• Disconfirmation
judgment

Emotions Emotions Emotions
• Curiosity • Attachment • Satisfaction/

dissatisfaction

Effects resulting in Effects resulting in particular
particular emotions emotions

• Mere-exposure effect • Endowment effect
• Mere-possession

effect

Figure 2.1. A three-stage model of trial behaviour

flow of information requires that consumers update their attitudes in each stages i.e.,
each time a new piece of information is encountered. Like purchase behaviour, trial
behaviour can be categorised into three stages: a pre-trial stage, the actual trial stage
and a post-trial stage: In the pre-trial stage the consumer might consider whether he
or she is interested enough in an object to engage in a product trial. It is the stage
where interest, need, or curiosity for a product is induced through advertising,
product sampling, etc. Sufficiently interested consumers move to the trial stage
where they actively interact with the object in the store or at home. The consumer
processes incoming information that will be integrated into existing knowledge. The
integration of the new information is cognitive in nature and is a cyclical, step-wise
process: new information-integration-attitude updating-new information, etc.
Emotions in this stage are those produced by, among others, mere-exposure (Zajonc,
1968), mere-possession (e.g., Sen & Johnson, 1997) and product attachment (Schultz
Kleine, Kleine III, & Allen, 1995). After the trial stage the consumer moves into the
post-trial stage in which the cognitive factors represent object valuation and the
purchase decision. Emotions are satisfaction/dissatisfaction (Oliver, 1980) and, as
proposed here, the endowment effect (Thaler,  1980) is assumed a consequence of the

8 At a higher level these trial stages are part of the pre-purchase stage, because they precede
actual purchase behaviour.
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emotions and effects in the trial stage.
The research reported here focuses on the second (trial) and third stage (post

trial). The reason for not including the first stage is that it is relatively easy to get
people to try a product, and this stage has previously received ample research.

Rather, the focus is on how the new product information affects attitudes, how these
attitudes yield some final product evaluation and how this final judgment affects
buying behaviour (willingness to pay). To summarise, the focus is on how the
disclosure of missing information, through trial, affects subsequent product
evaluation and purchase decisions. The next section will describe to process of
evaluation, especially how attitudes contribute to product evaluation.

Attitude and Attitude Formation

When evaluating objects (ideas, issues, events) people make judgments about them.
The objects being evaluated are attitude objects and the evaluations of those objects
are attitudes. There are many definitions of attitudes, but most refer to an attitude as
some evaluative judgment or feeling toward an object. For example, Petty and
Cacioppo (1986) define attitudes as "(...) general evaluations people hold in regard to
themselves, other people, objects, and issues" (p. 129). Fazio and Zanna (1981) define
an attitude as "(...) the evaluative feeling that is evoked by a given object" (p. 162).
Thus, an attitude is an evaluative judgment about an object and can be expressed in
three different ways: cognitive, affective, and behavioural (for an overview see Eagly
& Chaiken, 1,993). Cognitive responses are represented by thoughts people have about
an attitude object ("Dancing is a nice way to spend my free time"). The affective
category consists of feelings or emotions toward the attitude object ("Dancing makes
me feel happy"). The behavioural response contains the overt actions with respect to
the attitude objects ("I often go to discotheques to dance"). Figure 2.2 depicts the
three classes of evaluative responses of attitudes. This model is called the three-
component model of attitude.

In line with the idea that attitudes can be categorised into different classes of
responses, is the assumption that attitudes have different antecedents as shown in
Figure 2.3. These antecedents are cognitive, affective, and behavioural in nature.
Note that from this perspective, attitudes are considered as a product of cognitive,
affective, and behavioural components (see Eagly & Chaiken, 1993). The cognitive
component of attitudes refers to cognitive learning processes that occur when people
form their attitudes. These processes occur when people gain information about an
object to form beliefs. The information can be obtained by direct experience (e.g.,
product trial) or indirect experience (e.g., advertising, TV commercials). Regardless

of the way in which the information is obtained, people use the information (actually,
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Cognitive
Processes

Attitude Objects Attitude Affective
Processes

Behavioural
Processes

Observable Inferred Observable

Figure 2.2. Three-component model of attitude (Eagly & Chaiken).

Cognitive
Processes

Affective Attitude
Processes

Behavioural
Processes

Figure 2.3· Attitudes as consequences of responses (Eagly & Chaiken, 1993).

they learn from it) to form their beliefs and attitudes. Second, the affective
antecedent refers to the pairing of an attitude object (conditioned stimulus) with a
stimulus that elicits a particular response (unconditioned stimulus). For example, an
advertisement for soft drink (unconditioned stimulus) may repeatedly be
accompanied with feelings of freshness, energy, (conditioned stimulus) etc., such that
feelings of freshness become associated with the drink. Thus, affective antecedents
are learned by associations, or by classical conditioning and result in learned
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emotions.9 Last, behavioural components of attitudes are included in theories of
cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 1957) and self-perception theory (Bem, 1972). For
example, Bem's (1972) self-perception theory poses that people's attitudes are
inferred from their own behaviour ("I often visit discotheques, so I must like
dancing"). Likewise, cognitive dissonance poses that people's need for dissonance
reduction results in attitudes that display the least discrepancy between their
cognitions and their overt behaviour. For example, people who smoke light cigarettes
will reduce dissonance by claiming that the light cigarettes being advertised are less
harmful to their health than regular cigarettes. Another famous model in the domain
of attitudes will be discussed next.

The Elaboration Likelihood Model of Persuasion

According to elaboration likelihood model of persuasion (ELM) (Petty & Cacioppo,
1986b) attitudes are formed by the elaboration on the information (arguments)
relevant to the object being evaluated (issue-relevant thinking). In the ELM there are
two variables that determine whether people engage in issue-relevant thinking
(elaboration): motivation and ability (Petty & Cacioppo, 1986b; Petty & Cacioppo,

19868).10 Motivation refers to the extent to which people are motivated to consciously
process the information (or message). People's motivation is influenced by variables
in a communication. For example, is the attitude object of personal relevance? Is the
person motivated to learn (see "need for cognition", Cacioppo & Petty, 1982). Abuity
refers to the extent to which people are able to process the information. Both
personal and environmental factor may affect people's ability. For example, are
people distracted by external sources? Do they understand the arguments? Do they
have topic-relevant knowledge? Elaboration likelihood is high when people are highly
motivated and able to engage in issue-relevant thinking. If, on the other hand,
conditions inhibit people's motivation and ability elaboration is likely to be low.
Depending on the degree of elaboration people either follow the 'central' or
'peripheral' route of persuasion to form their attitudes (e.g., Petty & Cacioppo,
19868). Central-route attitudes are formed when elaboration is high. The information
provided is carefully scrutinised and information processing is extensive (much
cognitive effort). Alternatively, peripheral-route attitudes are formed when
elaboration is low. The amount of cognitive effort that has been spent on the

9 The idea that cognitive responses, like learning, change and form attitudes is incorporated in
the cognitive response model of attitude formation (e.g., Hovland, Janis, & Kelly,  1953)
'° In addition to ELM, Batra & Ray (1986) discuss a third element in relation to cognitive
processing: opportunity. In their MAO model (motivation, ability, opportunity) they use the
terIll opportunity to refer to variables that are not under the respondent's own control (e.g.,
number of arguments)". The term ability is reserved to refer to variables that are controllable
(e.g., knowledge). Note that in ELM ability can refer to both controllable and uncontrollable
variables. For an overview of ELM and MAO see Antonides and Van Raaij (1998).
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Figure 2.4. The elaboration likelihood model of persuasion
(Petty & Cacioppo, 1986b).

information is low. People's attitudes are more or less formed on the basis of simple
cues in the environment or on existing schemata. It is further argued that central-
route attitudes are persistent, resistant, consistent and more predictive of behaviour,
while peripheral-route attitudes are more or less temporary, superficial, susceptible,
and less predictive of behaviour. For example, someone who has extensively
processed the relevant information (arguments) and analysed the pros and cons of
each piece of information is more likely to form a more persistent attitude than
someone who takes worth-to-mouth information as a principal source of information.
The ELM is presented in figure 2.4.
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Implications of the Elaboration  Likelihood Model for Product Trials

The ELM describes conditions under which people form particular types of attitudes.
Depending on the elaboration likelihood of an information source they will adopt
either temporary attitudes (peripheral route) or persistent attitudes (central route).
Especially in highly competitive environments, retailers wish to persuade consumers
of the benefits of their products over all other competitor brands, and persistent
attitude changes through central-route persuasion is what retailers may wish to
reach.

Let us consider the two factors in the ELM, motivation and ability, which
determine the amount of elaboration. In order for a product trial to be an effective

tactic, consumers must be motivated to engage with the product trial. When
consumers do not expect to learn anything new from trial, they are less likely to
appreciate the trial and this results in low-order beliefs. Once a product has been
selected as appropriate for trial, product sampling can increase motivation. The
second factor in the ELM, ability, asserts that consumer's prior knowledge,
environmental factors, or clarity of information may act on the amount of
elaboration. It will not make sense to ask a non- mechanic to assess the quality of a
car engine. Likewise, the true advantages of walking shoes cannot be assessed when
they are worn during a cycle trip or during a 5-minute walk to the railway station. In
short, when the credibility and representativeness of a product's true performance
cannot be assessed during the trial period it is said that the trial validity is low. When
the credibility and representativeness of true performance can be judged in the given
trial period the trial validity is high (e.g., Kempf & Smith, 1998). Related to trial
validity is the trial diagnosticity and is defined as the degree to which consumers
believe the trial is useful in evaluating a product's attributes (Kempf & Smith, 1998).
The degree of diagnosticity is influenced by whether a product's salient attributes can
be evaluated by trial or not. A trial is highly diagnostic when, through trial, the
product's attributes can directly be evaluated without ambiguity in the information,
or without problems due to lack of expertise. On the other hand, a trial is highly non-
diagnostic when a product's salient attributes cannot be evaluated by trial, or when
expertise is missing. An example of a highly diagnostic trial is eating an entire
chocolate bar to assess its sweetness.

In sum, in order to reach high levels of elaboration for trial products the ELM
suggests that consumers must have the feeling that the trial yields relevant product
information and that the product's attributes that are tried are representative of the
true performance of the product (validity).
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Attribute Information Types and Related Consumption Behaviour

Product attributes can roughly be classified in three types: search attributes,
experience attributes, and credence attributes (e.g., Nelson, 1970; Wright & Lynch,
1995; Kempf, & Smith, 1998). Search attributes can be evaluated without direct
experience, and can be obtained indirectly (e.g., through advertisement claims,
product reviews). Examples are form, shape, and colour. Experience attributes can
only be evaluated through direct experience. Examples are taste, user friendliness of
appliances, speed, or, more generally, true performance of a good. Products that
consist of mainly search attributes are labelled search goods and products that
consist of mainly experience attributes are labelled experience goods. In addition to
these goods there is also the type of good of which an attribute cannot be evaluated
but has to be believed. These goods are called credence goods. Examples of credence
goods are green electricity, free-range eggs, and biological products. In short, there
are search goods, experience goods, and credence goods.

Search and experience goods fit more or less into two perspectives of consumption
behaviour: the information processing view and the experiential view (see Holbrook
& Hirschman, 1982). According to the information processing view the consumer's
task is to evaluate and judge through 'secondary process' thinking. These secondary

processes include search for information, retrieval from memory and weighting of
evidence. Alternatively, the experiential view emphasises 'primary process' thinking
and hedonic responses. This type of consumption is pleasure oriented and results in
pleasure, fun, and gratification. Attention is paid to the hedonic components of
consumption (e.g., a visit to a theme park).11 In product trials, consumers are
searching for information about search attributes, so product trials fit into the
information processing view. 12

Attitude Formation in Product Trials

The purpose of a product trial is for consumers to evaluate products, and assess

product quality while interacting with them. Product information is obtained directly
and continuously. Because of the interactive learning process (new information is
encountered and integrated into existing knowledge), attitudes toward the product
(or product features) are likely to be 'updated' instantly. For example, once in a PC

11 It should be mentioned that there is no one-to-one relationship between the information
processing view and search attributes, and the experiential view and experience attributes.
For example, one may search for information (information processing view) about the taste of
a new snack (experience attribute).
12 Product trials may also satisfy curiosity, which is also hedonic in nature. But the main
purpose of product trial in this research is information acquisition.
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Table 2.3 Factors in the trial and post-trial stage and some examples of previous
research

Trial stage

Cognition and afect Regan & Fazio (1977); Fazio & Zanna
(1981); Smith (1993); Millar & Millar
(1996); Richins (1997); Kempf & Smith
(1998); Kempf (1999); Mano & Oliver,
1993)·

Expectations and disconfirmation Oliver (1980, 1985, 1992,1993, 1995,
1996); Oliver, Rust, & Varki (1997);
Oliver & DeSarbo (1988); Oliver & Burke,
1999).

Personal involvement andpersonal Smith & Swinyard (1982); Schultz, Kleine
relevance III, & Kernan (1989); Schultz Klein,

Kleine III, & Allen (1995).

Post-trial stage

Endowment effect Knetsch & Sinden (1984); Knetsch (1990;
1995); Kahneman, Knetsch, & Thaler
(1990, 1991); Van Dijk & Van
Knippenberg, 1996, 2000)

shop, a consumer may find the screen quality of a laptop better or worse than

anticipated. Another consumer may learn that a beverage is more bitter than
expected, resulting in an immediate downward opinion shift on the taste dimension.
Based on whether the product is better or worse than expected, both consumers will
change their attitude. As in these examples people do seem to update their attitudes
during product trial each time a new piece of information is encountered (e.g.,
Goering, 1985; Oliver, 1996; Sengupta & Johar, 2002). Because of the learning
process during trial (represented by the cognitive component of the model in Figure

2.2), and the interpretation of new data before attitudes are formed, we will adopt the
perspective that attitudes are formed by the integration of cognitive, affective, and
behavioural components (Figure 2.3)·

Of the two stages considered in this research, Table 2.3 gives an overview of the
most important factors in the stages discussed next.
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Factors in the Trial Stage

The contribution of cognitive, affective, and behavioural influences on attitude
formation during and after product trial may have unequal weight in attitude
formation. Eagly & Chaiken (1993) support the idea that attitudes (or evaluations) do
not always contain all three aspects. For example, one can easily evaluate a product
by simply reading consumer reports. Attitudes will then primarily be based on beliefs.
In this situation the role of cognitions is more prominent than that of affective and
behavioural influences. Indeed, it seems that two aspects, cognition and affect, have
received more weight in early literature (Smith & Swinyard, 1982) as well in more
recent literature (Kempf, 1999). Other factors that we considered as present in the
trial stage are expectations and disconfirmation, personal involvement, and
information acceptance.

Cognition and Affect

It is likely, especially with product trials, that the feelings and thoughts experienced
during trial will cause people to like or to dislike a product rather than the
behavioural inferences they make. Product trials involve many factors like the
evaluation of the consumption experience (Hirschmann & Holbrook, 1982; Kempf &
Smith, 1998), (dis)confirmation of expectations (Oliver, 1980, 1996), attitude
formation (see Eagly & Chaiken, 1993), and beliefs (Smith & Swinyard, 1982; Marks
& Kamins, 1988). Emotion theorists (cf., Richins, 1997) distinguish clusters of
emotions in different consumption experiences. All these factors are assumed to
determine attitudes and subsequent behaviour. Cognitions and affect (and perhaps to
a smaller extent emotions) play an important role in attitude formation through
product trial as developed in the integrated information response model (Smith &
Swinyard, 1982).

Smith and Swinyard (1982) combined concepts from different lines of research
into a model they labelled the integrated information response model (Figure 2.5).
According to this model, the information source highly affects the nature of
cognitions and affect and resulting purchase intentions. When an information source
yields a low level of information acceptance (e.g., advertising), low-order beliefs and
low-order affects are formed:3 The low-order beliefs result in awareness (people can
identify brand's product category) and uncertainty. People are uncertain because they
do not know whether particular attributes can be reliably associated with an object.
When people are not sufficiently involved the uncertainty will not generate perceived
risk and information processing will stop. However, when people are highly involved,

13 Information acceptance can be low due to low source credibility, message rejection,
counterarguments. Beliefs represent the probability that particular attributes are associated
with an object.
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Figure 2.5. Integrated information response model (Smith & Swinyard, 1982).

they may wish to reduce perceived risk by searching more information, for example
through trial. Alternatively, for people who wish to reduce uncertainty by forming
high-order beliefs, direct experience (e.g., product trial) is a favourable information
source. Direct experience can be accomplished by test drives, product
demonstrations, but also by buying the product.'4 Direct experience results in high
information acceptance and high-order beliefs and affects. The result is commitment,
often leading to a purchase. To summarise, the model shows that the low-order path
might result in trial behaviour, and that the relation between attitude and behaviour
will be weak. The high order path, alternatively, could result in more enduring
behaviour with a stronger attitude-behaviour relationship. In addition, the model
shows how indirect information (with a low level of information acceptance) can,
through trial, result in a higher level of information acceptance. The dashed arrow
from Advertising to High Information Acceptance represents this relationship.

The role of cognition and affect in relation to attitude formation was studied by
Fazio and Zanna (1981). They attribute the different nature of cognitions and affect as
a function of information source to the greater certainty of attitudes following direct
experience. As they conclude from their own research: "6..) An individual whose
attitude is based on direct behavioural experience may hold that attitude with
greater certainty  than  will an individual whose attitude is formed on the basis  Of
indirect experience (p. 180)". Reasons for the differential strength are the amount of
information available, information processing differences, and attitude accessibility.
The validity of their conclusions was shown earlier by Regan and Fazio (1977)· In a
natural setting (student housing accommodation) they observed that the attitude-

14 In this case the purchase is labelled a trial purchase and differs from committed purchase in
that trial purchase serves to acquire information. Committed purchase is more affectively
based, i.e., consumers buy it because they really like the product.
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behaviour relationship is stronger when direct experience is involved. They found
that students who had experienced problems with student accommodation displayed
a stronger attitude-behaviour relationship than students who had only learned about
the accommodation problems via others. Additional support for Fazio and Zanna

(1981) was given by Millar and Millar (1996). In three of their experiments, students
received either direct or indirect experience with several puzzles and their affective
and cognitive responses were analysed. Direct experience produced more affective
responses than indirect experience, while indirect experience produced more
cognitive responses. Also, direct experience predicted consummatory behaviour
(behaviour performed only for the activity involved in performing it) better and
indirect experience predicted instrumental behaviour (behaviour to accomplish a
goal) better.15 Additionally, evaluations made after direct experience were better
predictors of choices than evaluations made after indirect experience. Last, when
behaviour was consummatory, attitudes formed by direct experience were more
accessible than attitudes formed by indirect experience. When behaviour was
instrumental, attitudes formed by indirect experience were more accessible. t6

To summarise, previous research has provided evidence that cognition and affect
are two important variables that play a key role in attitude formation in a direct-
experience context. The research in this dissertation will extend the role of cognition
and affect to product trials. Unlike the direct experience situations described above,
the purpose of direct experience in product trials serves a goal: obtaining information
and deciding whether a purchase is worthwhile. Thus, direct experience in product
trials serves an instrumental role.

Research on the effects of direct and indirect experience is parallel to what
marketing research would label research on product trials (direct experience) and
normal purchases (indirect experience). As outlined above, there is ample evidence
that cognitions and emotions are important in purchase situations. There are two
good reasons to consider cognitions and emotions in a direct experience context, like
product trial research. First, both the perspective depicted in Figure 2.3 (modelling
attitudes as a consequence of several factors) and the integrated information
response model (Figure 2.5) advocate a greater contribution of cognitive and affective
components than of behavioural components in attitude formation. Second, Fazio

and Zanna (1981), and subsequent research has proven the significant role of
cognitions and affect. Also, quite a few studies have provided evidence that emotions
play a key role in consumption experiences (e.g., Richins, 1997; Smith, 1993; Assael &

'5 For example, reading a newspaper is consummatory when the goal of reading is to pass the
time in an airport. When the goal is to keep up to date the behaviour is instrumental. A
purchase serves an instrumental goal, namely that of collecting more information (trial
purchase) or of satisfying one's own needs (committed purchase).
'6 Accessibility of attitudes was measured by response time. Subjects pressed a key to indicate
whether they liked or disliked an object presented on a screen.
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Kamins, 1989; Mano & Oliver, 1993), and in affective based post-consumption
processes like satisfaction (e.g., Oliver & Bearden, 1985; Westbrook & Oliver, 1991).

The role of affect and cognitions seems to depend on the type of product
considered. In one of her studies, Kempf (1999) studied the role of cognitions and
affect in product trials for different types of products: a hedonic (PC game) and a
functional (spelling checker) good. The cognitive component in the product trial was
measured by the expectancy value of brand attributes, which consisted of product-
related beliefs (bi), belief confidence (ci) and attribute evaluations (ei).17 The affective
component was measured by indices of pleasure and arousal. The results indicated
that trial evaluations for hedonic goods were more determined by affect (arousal,
pleasure) than by cognition. Evaluations for functional goods were determined by
both affect (pleasure) and cognition (expectancy value). In addition, the degree of
arousal was larger for the hedonic good than for the functional good, and the effect of
arousal on trial evaluation was greater for the hedonic than for the functional good.
Likewise, Mano & Oliver (1993) found that arousal was significantly related to the
hedonic evaluations (interest, positivity, appeal) of a good, but not to its utilitarian
evaluations (need, value). Of the hedonic evaluations, interest in the product was
highest related to arousal. Thus, cognitions not only affect evaluation, they have also
differential effects on the evaluation of different types of products. Evaluation of
hedonic goods is mainly based on emotions, and that of functional goods mainly on
cognitive factors.

To summarise, the discussion on the relative importance of components of
attitudes in a product-trial context has made clear that both cognition and affect are
important determinants of product evaluation following direct experience. Further,
the nature and contribution of cognition and affect is different for different levels of
product experience. The second factor in the trial stage concerns the role of
consumers' expectations, and the level of disconfirmation of these expectations.

Expectations and Disconfirmation

Imagine a consumer who is looking for a fast sports car, and is considering a Toyota
MR2, which is being advertised as fast and easy to operate. After exposure to Toyota's
advertisements and hours of Internet search he believes that the advertised car will
exactly fulfil his needs. Because there is quite a bit of money involved in the purchase,
he decides on a test drive. During the test drive the car's acceleration speed turns out
to be slower than expected. Besides, the car has no power steering. These two
observations are sufficient to conclude that the car is not as good as expected
(actually, it is worse) and, hence, a purchase is out of the question.

17 With expectancy value =   (b, · c.·e, )  with i a running index of product attributes being

evaluated.
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Expectations
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Figure 2.6. The complete expectancy disconfirmation with performance model
(Oliver, 1996)

This example shows that the expectations people may have prior to a product
experience might act on their final evaluation (Oliver, 1980). These expectations are
based on prior experience, commercial messages etc., and form the standard from
which to judge performance. After product experience people compare their
expectations to perceived performance and some "better than/worse than" measure
(referred to as disconfirmation) is constructed. Disconfirmation can be positive, zero
or negative. Positive disconfirmation occurs when perceived performance exceeds

expectations. Negative disconfirmation occurs when perceived performance falls
short of expectations. When performance meets expectations no disconfirmation
occurs. Depending on the nature of disconfirmation, people's evaluations yield either
satisfaction or dissatisfaction. The expectancy disconfirmation model with
performance model (Oliver, 1996) is shown in Figure 2.6. The theory will be
discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.

Expectations (and satisfaction) do not always refer to a single attribute of a
product. Imagine that a new brand of toothpaste is introduced. Some consumers may
focus on the effectiveness, while others may focus on the taste of the toothpaste.
When the toothpaste has an awful taste but is highly effective, the first group will be
satisfied and the second group dissatisfied. Had it been the other way around
(toothpaste is not effective, but has a nice taste), the second group would be satisfied.
Thus, according to the expectancy disconfirmation model, satisfaction is a function of
expectations, perceived performance, and disconfirmation. That this relation is not
always as modelled as in Figure 2.6, is discussed in the next two sections.

Overcoming Poor Performance
The expectancy disconfirmation model makes several strong predictions. For
example, the model predicts that negative disconfirmation yields dissatisfaction, and
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positive disconfirmation satisfaction. However, Gaeth, Levin, Sood, Juang, and
Castellucei (1997) showed that people can 'recover' from a negative outcome (often
yielding negative disconfirmation and dissatisfaction) when it is followed by a
positive one.

In their study, subjects' task was to edit a paragraph using an electronic
typewriter. Subjects were exposed to either a success experience, a product failure
experience (due to incorrect instructions, or a printer failure), or both experiences

during the task. This resulted in six conditions. In the success condition, people
successfully completed editing the paragraph and the experimenter congratulated the
participant. In the failure(instructions) condition subjects received faulty instructions
such that the printed paragraph was different from the example paragraph. The
experimenter said the printout was wrong. In the failure(machine) condition subjects
received correct instructions, but the experimenter shut off the printer once the print
job started, such that the printout was wrong. He acted surprised and said that this
had never happened before. Two other conditions combined success and failure
experiences. In the failure(instructions)/success condition subjects received two
paragraphs to edit: the first task followed the failure(instructions) condition, and the
second task followed the success condition with help from the experimenter. In the
failure(machine)/success condition subjects also received two editing tasks. The first
task was given under the failure(machine) condition, and the second task was given
under the success condition with help from the experimenter. Last, there was the
success/success condition where subjects successfully completed two different, but
technical equal, editing tasks. During the second task they received, if necessary, help
from the experimenter (this to be in line with the failure/success conditions). The
results showed that subjects who had experienced failure (either due to incorrect
instruction, or due to a machine deficit) followed by success, reported significantly
higher quality ratings than subjects who had experienced only a product failure. Also,
quality ratings with a failure-success experience were equal to the quality ratings of a
success-success experience. Obviously, initial product failure was overcome by
subsequent success. Frustration ratings of subjects who had experienced a product
failure followed by success, did not differ from ratings of subjects who had
experienced failure only. Also, people felt more frustrated after a failure-success
experience than after a success-success experience. Thus, while product evaluation
recovered after an initial product failure, feelings of frustration after a product failure
remained.

Forward and Backward Effects of Expectations on Satisfaction
Of the three determinants of satisfaction (expectations, perceived performance,
disconfirmation) the effects of expectations on satisfaction are the weakest (Oliver,
1980). One explanation is that perceived performance and disconfirmation may
attenuate expectations, i.e., the effect of expectations may decay (Oliver & Burke,
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13
Figure 2.7. The broken B stimulus (Bruner & Minturn.
Depending on prior expectations people may interpret
the stimulus as either the letter B, or the number 13.

1999).
Additionally, expectations may affect final judgment in a forward manner (in

prospect), or in a backward manner (in retrospect) (Pieters, Koelemeijer, & Roest,
1995)· When expectations influence perceived performance such that people interpret
performance outcomes in the light of their expectations (i.e., in prospect) we speak of
for ard assimilation. A common explanation is people's need for consistency, and
perceived performance is in fact guided by their expectations. Forward assimilation is
caused by a confirmation bias. Figure 2.7 illustrates how expectations may guide
perception. The Figure shows the Broken B stimulus (Bruner & Minturn, 1955)·
Subjects were asked to identify the stimulus. People who had been exposed to four
different capital letters identified the stimulus as the capital "B". In contrast, people
who had been exposed to four pairs of digits identified the stimulus as the number
"13". In other words, expectations may guide later perceptions (priming). In the
marketing area, the focus is often on attitudes rather than on perception. However, it
can be assumed that a similar priming effect may occur, and that expectations may
guide people's attitudes. For example, highly positive expectations may yield positive
attitudes, whereas highly negative expectations my result in a more negative attitude.

Backward assimilation occurs when perceived performance acts on recalled
expectations. Thus people may think that they indeed expected a certain level of
performance once this level has been observed. In fact, they suffer from the hindsight
bias. Support for both forward and backward assimilation was provided by Oliver and
Burke (1999) and Gaeth et al. (1997). In Oliver and Burke's field study, expectations
of a restaurant experience correlated significantly with perceived performance
(forward assimilation) and retrospective expectations of a restaurant experience
correlated with performance (backward assimilation). Likewise, Gaeth et al. (1997)
found that performance ratings of a word processor varied significantly according to
selfreported quality and usefulness expectations. Thus, the effects of expectations on
satisfaction are not straightforward.
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Personal Involvement and Information Acceptance

Objects or information that appeal to us are more likely to be accepted than objects or
information that do not. This personal relevance or personal involvement is one of
the motivational factors in the ELM. People who are more involved with an object
hold stronger beliefs with regard to the object, thereby accepting less outcomes or
information compared to people who are less involved. Consequently, high-involved

people are less easily influenced by arguments that do not favour their beliefs than
low-involved people (e.g., Sherif and Hovland, 1961), because their latitude of
acceptance is narrower. The latitude Of acceptance (or zone of indifference)
represents a zone of acceptable outcomes. Alternatively, there are the latitude of
rejectance and the latitude Of noncommitment. These represent the range of beliefs
or outcomes that are not acceptable, and the range of beliefs that are neither
acceptable nor unacceptable, respectively (Eagly & Chaiken, 1993). For example, a
train arriving 1 to 10 minutes late is for most people within their latitude of
acceptance. But when the delay exceeds 10 minutes people get annoyed, because the

delay has moved to their latitude of rejectance. In general, the larger the range of
acceptable values (high latitude of acceptance) the more likely that information will
be accepted.

Involvement
Involvement with an object or event seems to affect the attitudes people hold. The
more involved a person is, the more his own attitude will serve as an anchor from
which to judge other stimuli (because high-involved people hold stronger attitudes
than low-involved attitudes). Consequently, high-involved people have a smaller
latitude of acceptance (or wider latitude of rejectance) than low-involved people.
However, they are more likely than low-involved people to assimilate information
(interpret information as more similar to the anchor) that falls within their latitude of
acceptance, and to contrast information (interpret information as more dissimilar to
the anchor) that falls within their latitude of rejection. Thus, the involvement
determines the width of the latitudes, which in turn, determines whether information
is assimilated or contrasted. This explanation stems from social judgment theory and
assimilation-contrast theory (Sherif & Hovland,  1961).

Petty & Cacioppo (1979) found that for counterattitudinal information, increased
involvement decreased message acceptance. When information was proattitudinal,
increased involvement led to increased message acceptance. This was tested by Assael
and Kamins (1989). They had subjects exposed to an advertisement of pens followed
by a trial. The number of counterarguments was measured as a function of
involvement, appeal type (whether product claims were one-sided or two-sided) and
expectation level. Cognitive responses were highest for high-involved people (as
compared to low-involved people). Further, the number of counterarguments people
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gave was highest for those with the highest level of involvement and highest
expectations. The effect of personal involvement on information acceptance is thus
mediated by, among others, the quality of the information presented and the
expectation level.

From the above discussion we should realise that involvement determines to a
great extent the information that consumers will accept prior to and/or during
product trial. Suppose a highly involved consumer, who does not accept information
(including product claims) easily, is offered a product trial. Does this mean that
expectations do not cause disconfirmation for this person? The answer is no. Oliver
and Bearden (ig83) studied the role of involvement in the expectancy
disconfirmation model. The model was found to be equally valid for different levels of
involvement, indicating that the relation between expectations, disconfirmation and
satisfaction holds for different levels of involvement.

To summarise, three different factors in the trial stage were discussed that may
operate to form attitudes of a trial product. Some of them are more within the
retailer's reach than others. For example, retailers cannot control the type of
information source (and hence cognition and affect) that consumers choose to reduce
perceived risk. Some consumers may prefer indirect information sources like
consumer reports, or other people's advice, while others prefer first-hand
information and like to visit showrooms. The only aspects that retailers can control
are, given a preferred information source, the conditions that create favourable
product evaluations. Thus, consumers who consult indirect information sources
should feel that the source is reliable, accurate, trustworthy, and expert. Retailers
should give consumers who opt for first-hand information a product experience that
only presents the advantages and not the disadvantages. For example, it is better to
give consumers a small piece of chocolate rather than a whole chocolate bar that
makes them sick. Expectations, on the other hand, are much easier to control. It is
not difficult to create either extremely high or extremely low expectations
independent of the chosen information source. Likewise, it is not very hard to
imagine that some consumers will be more involved with a product than others.
Whereas youngsters may be more interested in pop music, older ones may be more
interested in classical music. In general, the retailer should gear to the demands of
separate consumers groups when marketing particular products and match product
attributes to their demands, life-style, etc. However, more difficult to control is how
intrinsically engaged consumers are with a product. Even within a homogenous
group the level of involvement may differ extensively. Some youngsters may dislike
pop music, but like classical music.
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Factors in the Post-Trial Stage

Satisfaction and Dissatisfaction

The discussion about the variables in a product trial process only considered those
variables that operate in the actual trial stage. The evaluation of information in the
last stage is, of course, influenced by experiences in the actual trial stage. Thus, the
impact of expectations and disconfirmation will spill over to the post-trial stage. As
modelled in the expectancy disconfirmation model expectations may result in
disconfirmation, which in turn produces satisfaction or dissatisfaction. Spreng,

MacKenzie, and Olshavsky (1996) propose that in addition to disconfirmation we
should also consider the desirability of disconfirmation as an antecedent of
satisfaction. For example, I might expect my train to be late. But when the train is
indeed delayed it does not necessarily follow that I am satisfied, despite the fact that
the outcome was as expected.

Whether people are satisfied depends on the level at which they have formed their
expectations (remember the toothpaste example on page 18) (Oliver, 1996). Also, the
type of satisfaction is relevant. Spreng and Dr8ge (2001) mention two types of
satisfaction. The first type is satisfaction with attribute performance. In an earlier
example it was the satisfaction with the Toyota's acceleration speed. The second type

is satisfaction with the information that has been used to judge product attributes
(cf., Spreng et al., 1996). Consumers receive product information through salesmen,
packaging, etc. For example, a salesperson might promote a new radio as one that is
cheap in battery use, and consumers willlater find out whether this is true. Whether
or not the information is to the advantage of the consumer, they seem to dislike it
when performance is not as advertised (Spreng et al., 1996). When subjects'

expectations were manipulated such that features of a camcorder were not as
expected, satisfaction with the information was lower than when performance was as
expected. The nature of the disconfirmation (positive or negative) did not matter.
Simply realising that incorrect information had been provided yielded dissatisfaction
with the provided information (Spreng & Dr8ge, 2001).

Increased Valuation of Trial Products:
The Endowment Effect as Motive for Applying Product Trials

Although a retailer's use of a product trial is not without risk, there are some good
reasons for providing it. Think of the following: Have you ever been in a bookshop
taking a book from the shelves for inspection and felt some resistance when you
wanted to put it back? Or have you ever been dubious about buying a cell phone after
you have used one (and, of course, only perceived the benefits).

Even without a real need for a product, just direct experience can make people
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more eager to buy a product. Video games, such as Game Boy Advanced, Play Station
2, or Nintendo 64 are good examples. It is quite common to see these games, which
often wants us to continue playing and exploring the game, on display in the stores
for a free trial. Especially products with hidden properties have become popular free-
trial products.

So what causes people to become seemingly 'attached' to a good after direct
experience? For an answer we must turn to decision-making research. A first
explanation comes from the observation that repeated exposure to an object increases
the preference for that object. This mere-exposure effect (Zajonc, 1968) predicts that
the more often a stimulus is presented, the more highly it will be appreciated.
However, the mere-exposure effect becomes less strong at higher exposure
frequencies. In the case of product trials, consumers are repeatedly exposed to the
trial product, and mere exposure will predict that due to repeated exposure (which
goes with interaction), the trial good is more preferred over other products than
before, but up to a certain point (i.e., dependent on exposure frequency). Second,
there is the theory that people may become adapted to the sensation Of ownership
(Strahileviz & Loewenstein, 1998). The more people become adapted to the
ownership state, the more difficult it becomes for them to imagine not possessing an
item. Because direct experience allows an easy imagination of product ownership,

adaptation predicts that people will move closer to the sensation of ownership with a
product trial, making a purchase more attractive and more likely. Third, people have
been found to form an attitude by reflecting on their own past behaviour. This self-
perception may explain, for example, why people display a particular attitude toward
something they done in the past.'8 Fourth, dissonance reduction (Festinger, 1957)

may bias people's attitudes such that thoughts and behaviour become more
consistent. One way to reduce dissonance is through rationalisation. For example, a
consumer who bought an airplane ticket to London for €200 is more likely to rate the
flight as enjoyable than someone who bought a last-minute ticket for the same flight
for £50. When the former consumer experiences dissonance ("My ticket was too
expensive, but nevertheless I bought it") he will try to reduce dissonance by stating
that the flight was very enjoyable, that the served meal was delicious, etc. In other

words, he rationalises his own past behaviour. When the latter consumer experiences
no dissonance ("the ticket was a good bargain"), he will not feel any reasons to justify
his behaviour.  Due to these differences in experienced dissonance the valuation of the
flight by the two different consumers may differ a lot. In the case of a product trial,
consumers may rationalise their trial behaviour by expressing a favourable attitude
toward the good after trial. A last explanation why people display attachment to a

i8 People may infer their attitudes by reflecting on what they do and what they do not. For
example, a consumer who finds himself engaged in a product trial, may infer that he is to
some extent interested in the product. Alternatively, a consumer who refuses a product trial
may infer that he is not interested.
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good comes from an influential concept in decision making and was introduced by
Thaler (1980). He introduced the term endowment ellect for the observation that
people value items more when they are in their possession compared to when they
are not in their possession (cf., Kahneman, Knetsch, & Thaler, 1990, 1991; Knetsch &
Sinden, 1984). This overvaluation of items results in less willingness to part with
items in possession than would be the case if the item were not in their possession.
The endowment effect predicts that a trial good will be overvalued, because

temporary possession will shift the reference point from non-ownership to ownership
(Hoch & Loewenstein, 1991). Despite suggestions in the literature that the
endowment effect may make free trials an effective strategy (Plous, 1993; Smith &
Nagle, 1995) no experimental data have been collected so far to verify these claims.
The next chapter will therefore outline the theory of the endowment effect before
describing experiments investigating the working and effectiveness of product trials.

Summary

This chapter started with a description of different sale strategies designed to reduce
perceived risk in a purchase. Despite the similarity of these tactics there are
significant differences between them that have important implications for their
effects. The main difference between the tactics is with respect to the amount of
information that consumers possess at the moment of purchase. Some tactics reduce
perceived risk through the provision of information (product trial), others by
reducing financial losses (money-back guarantees, rebates). In addition, some tactics
provide product information before the purchase decision (product trial), with other
tactics the information is acquired after purchase (rebate, money-back guarantee).
Last, for some tactics a purchase is binding (rebates, normal sale) whereas for others
the purchase is not (product trial, money-back guarantee),

On the basis of previous research we provided a rationale for further investigation
of the product trial tactic. The chapter continued with an outline of the stages of the
product trial, related models of (consumer) behaviour, and the most important
factors that should be considered in these stages. Last, this chapter concluded that
the endowment effect is often seen as an important motive for an application of free
product trials.
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Perspectives on Object Valuation and the Endowment Effect
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Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to describe how theoretical perspectives on decision
making have changed over time. The chapter first deals with an influential theory in
the field of decision making, expected utility theory, and describes how on the basis of
experimental research this theory was replaced by prospect theory. The main
difference between the two theories is that expected utility theory is a theory of how
people should make decisions (normative theory), whereas the prospect theory
describes how people actually make decisions (descriptive theory). Both theories deal
with decision making under risk. This chapter starts with describing the theories. It
ends with the implication of these changes in the context of riskless decision making.

Expected Utility as a Normative Theory of Choice Behaviour

Although we are not always aware of it, we make many decisions in succession.
Most of them are routinely performed, and for those that are not, careful
contemplation on each of them is an impossible task. According to Simon (1957), our
judgment capacity is restricted in its capacity to act rationally. Although people try to
make rational decision, they often lack important information which prevents them
from calculating the optimal choice given the available information. Examples are
restrictions in time and cost (or more generally, effort), retention of information in
memory, and intelligence. Simon (1957) labels this property of human judgment
bounded rationalitv. Because we are bounded in our rationality, we need to use
strategies (e.g., optimising or maximising) which help us make a decision rather
quickly (cf., Janis & Mann, 1977).

In their expected utility theory, Von Neumann and Morgenstern (1944) introduce
a normative theory of how people should make decisions. According to the principles
of expected utility theory people base their decisions on probabilities (ef., Baron,
2000).A decision consists of three elements: states of the world (conditions), options
(possible choices), and outcomes (description of what would happen if an option is
chosen, given a particular state of the world). A prospect (Xt, pi, ...,Xi, Pi;...Xl, PA
yields outcomes xi with probability pi and each outcome is assigned utility Ui. The
expected utility (EU) of a chosen option is given by the summation of the utilities of
the outcome (U) multiplied by their corresponding probabilities (p):

EU =Lp,·Ui [3.1]

with i =  1,  ..., I, with I being the number of choice alternatives. According to expected
utility theory one should choose that option which yields highest expected utility. The
relation between states, options, outcomes, and utilities is shown in Table 3.1 and is a
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Table 3.1. Relation between states, outcomes, and utilities in a
two-states, two-options decision problem

State of the world
Option                             1                           2
A                                        UA (1) UA (2)
B                                     UB (1) UB (2)

simplified representation of a decision with two states of the world, two options and,

consequently, four outcomes.

The expected utilities of options A and B are, respectively:

EUA = p(i)UA(1) + p(2)U,(2)
EUB = P<1)UB(1) + p(2)lia(2)

with p(1) and p(2) the probability that events i and 2, respectively, occur.
Expected utility theory is based on four assumptions that can be ordered from

least to most normative: cancellation, transitivity, dominance, and invariance
(Tversky & Kahneman, 1986). The term cancellation refers to the elimination of
equal components in alternatives that do not contribute to the outcome of a decision.
The choice of an option, consequently, is only dependent upon those states that
contribute to different outcomes of the options. The assumption of transitivity
implies that preferences can be ordered along an ordinal scale. Thus, if U(A) > U(B)
and U(B) > U(C), then U(A) > U(C). Consequently, A should be preferred to C.
Dominance refers to the assumption that if an option is dominant (i.e., better) in one
state and at least as good in other states, one should chose the dominant option.
Finally, invariance implies that preferences for an option should be independent of
the way the problem is described, or how the situation is presented. Thus, different
representations of a problem should yield the same preference. Examples of the
violation of invariance are framing effects, like the Asian disease problem (Tversky &
Kahneman, 1981). Types of framing are risky choice framing, attribute framing, and

goal framing (for a discussion see Levin, Schneider, & Gaeth (1998). In their study,
Kahneman & Tversky observed several violations of rational behaviour which led to
the introduction of a new theory, prospect theory.
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From Expected Utility Theory to Prospect Theory

According to expected utility theory, the utility of an outcome is weighted by its
probability, and people will choose that option for which the corresponding expected
utility is highest. However, Kahneman and Tversky (i979) showed that people do not
always behave according to expected utility theory. In a series of experiments they
offered subjects choices between pairs of hypothetical prospects (x, p; y, q). In each
prospect subjects could win x with probability p, and y with probability q. For
example, a prospect (1200, .40; 1800, .60) means that there is a 40 percent chance to
Win 1200 and 60 percent chance to win 1800. Next are some examples of the
problems reported by Kahneman and Tversky (1979). With, among others, these
problems Kahneman and Tversky (1979) showed that people do not always follow
expected utility theory. In all examples the numbers in parentheses shows the
percentage of subjects choosing that option.

Problem 11

In addition to whatever you own, you have been given 1000. You are now asked to choose

between:

A:  a 50 percent chance to gain 1000, or (16)

B:   a sure gain of 500 (84)

Problem 12

In addition to whatever you own, you have been given 2000. You are now asked to choose

between:

C: a 50 percent chance to loose 1000 (69)

D:  a sure loss of 500 (31)

The preferences in Problems li and 12 shows two things. First, although Problems 11
and 12 are identical in terms of final outcome (in both problems the expected
outcome is 1500; Problem 12 is obtained from Problem 11 by adding 1000 to the
initial state and subtracting 1000 from all outcomes) 19, people preferred a certain
gain to a probable gain (Problem 11), a phenomenon referred to as the certainty

etlect. In addition, they preferred a probable loss to a certain loss (Problem 12). Thus,
preferences for gains and losses were not symmetrical, i.e., choices reversed when the

19 A=(2000, .50; 1000, .50)=C and B=(1500)=D, yielding an expected value of 1500.
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sign of the outcomes are changed. This phenomenon is called the rellection dlect.
Second, the above examples show that although Problems 11 and 12 are identical in
terms of outcomes, people did not take into account what they currently had. Rather,
they seemed to evaluate changes from a reference point (to be discussed later), rather
than final outcomes.
With the demonstration of the following problem they showed that people ignore
distinctive components of alternatives, and focus on common components.

Problem 10:

Consider the following two-stage game. In the first stage, there is a probability of.75 to end
up the game without winning anything, and a probability of.25 to move into the second

stage. If you reach the second stage you have a choice between:

80 percent to win 4000 (22)

or

3000 for sure (78)

Note that in terms of final outcomes, Problem 10 is equal to the following choice problem

(Problem 4):

Problem 4:

20 percent to win 4000 (65)

or

25 percent to win 3000 (35)

However, despite the same final outcomes, the distribution of preferences is different
in Problems 10 en 4. Clearly, people ignored the first stage of the game in Problem 10,
and treated the choice problem in the second stage in isolation (i.e., distinct from the
first stage). This phenomenon is called the isolation effect.

In two other problems Kahneman and Tversky (1979) asked two groups of subjects to
make a choice between the following pairs of prospects (p.  278):

Problem 13:

25 percent chance to win 6000 (18)

or
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25 percent chance to win 4000 and 25 percent chance to win 2000 (82)

Problem 13':

25 percent chance to lose 6000 (70)

or

25 percent chance to lose 4000 and 25 percent chance to loose 2000 (30)

Problems 13 shows that the value of 6000 was less than the sum of the values of 4000
and 2000. On the other hand, Problem 13' shows that the value of -6000 was greater
than the sum of the values of -4000 and -2000. In other words, the total value of
aggregated gains was smaller than the sum of the separate gains. Likewise, total value
of aggregated losses was larger (i.e., has a smaller negative value) than the sum of the
separated losses. The implication of this finding is that in order to maximise
subjective value, gains should be presented separately (i.e., segregated), and losses
should be presented simultaneously (i.e., combined).
Summarising, Kahneman and Tversky observed violations of the assumption that
utilities are weighted by their probabilities: the certainty effect (people overweight
outcomes that are certain, relative to outcomes that are less certain) 20, the reflection
effect (the preference for negative prospects is the reverse of the preference for
positive prospects, i.e., the choices reverse when the signs of outcomes are changed),
and the isolation effect (people neglect the components that alternatives share, and
focus on the components that distinguish the alternatives) are examples that utilities
are not always weighted by their probabilities. Additionally, they showed that people
use a reference point from which they interpret outcomes as either gains or losses.

Therefore, they rejected expected utility theory as a normative theory of behaviour
and presented an alternative, descriptive theory which they called prospect theory.
Prospect theory describes how people actually make decisions. In addition, the theory
deals with monetary prospects each occurring with particular probabilities. Prospect
theory assumes that people, when they make risky choices, enter two stages: the

editing phase and the evaluation stage. In the editing phase the prospects are
analysed and possible outcomes are coded as either gains or losses. In the evaluation
phase the edited prospects are evaluated and the prospects with the highest value is
selected. The introduction of prospect theory had consequences for the theory of
decision making.

20 The certainty effect also applies for losses. People take risks to avoid a certain loss (just as
they avoid a risk to obtain a certain gain) (Baron, 2000).
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The Implications of Prospect Theory for the Theory of Choice Behaviour

Prospect theory has three main consequences for the theory of decision making. First,
the term utility was replaced by the term value (V) and was defined on prospects
rather than on final wealth states. As assumed in psychophysics, people interpret
changes or differences rather than the absolute outcomes with respect to some
adaptation level or reference point. More specifically, "(...) stimuli are perceived in
relation to this reference point (...) (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979, P. 277)· Moreover,
adaptation to losses takes longer than adaptation to gains (Stahilevitz & Loewenstein,
1998). Second, prospect theory proposed a value function which shows the relation
between changes from a reference point and the corresponding values of the changes.
The third consequence of the introduction of prospect theory was that attitudes
toward risk are not only influenced by the perception of an event as either a gain or a
loss, but also by the perceived magnitude of associated probabilities, the decision
weights. Next, we will describe the terms reference points, value function, and
decision weights in more detail.

Reference Points

The reference point is the adaptation level from which people evaluate objects or
events. The introduction of the reference point (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979) had
impact on how people value these objects or events. For example, the choices people
make or the preferences they have depend on how the problem is presented in terms
of outcomes (Tversky & Kahneman, 1981, 1986), ownership status (Knetsch &
Sinden, 1984; Kahneman, Knetsch, & Thaler, 1990, 1991), acquisition mode
(Loewenstein & Issacharoff, ig94), or entitlement rights (Hoffman & Spitzer, 1985).
In general, depending on the reference point, outcomes are interpreted as gains or
losses and people behave accordingly: risk averse for gains and risk seeking for losses.
In many cases, outcomes can be presented as either gains or losses with respect to the
reference point. The presentation of outcomes as either gains or losses is called
,»aming, and the effect the presentation format has on people's choices is called the
framing elTect (e.g., Heath, Larrick, & Wu, 1999; Levin, Schneider, & Gaeth, 1998).

Thus, the introduction of a reference point also made that people's evaluations of
events were influenced by how outcomes were interpreted relative to their reference
point.

Reference Points and Framing Effects
The framing effect is observed in that people's choices and preferences dependent on
the way outcomes or situations are presented. The framing effect was clearly
demonstrated by Tversky & Kahneman's (1981) Asian disease problem. In this
experiment, two groups of subjects were presented with two different programs to
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combat an Asian disease. The first group was presented with the following problem

(Problem 1). The number in brackets represents the percentage of people choosing

that option:

Problem 1

Imagine that the U.S. is preparing for the outbreak of an unusual Asian decease, which is

expected to kill 600 people. Two alternative programs to combat the disease have been

proposed. Assume that the exact scientific estimate of the consequences of the programs

are as follows. In parentheses the percentage of subjects choosing that option:

If Program A is adopted, 200 people will be saved. (72)

If Program B is adopted, there is 1/3 probability that 600 people will be

saved, and 2/3 probability that no people will be saved. (28)

Which of the two programs would you favour?

The second group was presented with the same problem, but the choice options were
different (Problem 2):

Problem 2

If Program C is adopted 400 people will die. (22)

If Program D is adopted there is 1/3 probability that nobody will die,

and 2/3 probability that 600 people will die (78)

Which of the two programs would you favour?

Both problems are identical. However, in the first group the outcomes of the two
programs were described as the number of lives saved (gain) while for the second
group the outcomes were described as the number of lives lost (loss). As can be seen
from the percentages, most people preferred a sure gain in Problem 1, whereas most
people preferred a probable loss in Problem 2. Thus, the framing of outcomes

21determined people's preferences.

21 In later studies, however, it was shown that ambiguity in the Asian disease problem could
have accounted for the framing effect. With ambiguity is meant that subjects in the Asian
disease problem were left ambiguous with respect to what would happen to the other 400
people in Problem A or the 200 people in Problem B. When ambiguity in the description of
the programs was eliminated (by making the outcome explicit), weak to no framing effects
were found (Kuhberger, 1995; Mandel, 2001).
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Levin, Schneider, & Gaeth (1998) distinguish between three types of framing
manipulations. The first is risky choice framing. In this type of framing, the
outcomes of options with different risk levels are described in different ways. The
Asian disease problem belongs to this type of framing. Second, they mention
attribute fiuming, in which some characteristics or properties of an object are
presented in different ways. Promoting a snack as '30% fat-free' is more attractive
than promoting it as 'containing 70% fat' (Levin & Gaeth, 1988), who found that
ground beef was more attractive when it was presented as '75% lean' than when it was
presented as '25% fat'. Attribute framing and risky choice framing differ in two ways.

First, attribute framing involves the framing of attributes (e.g., fat percentage in food)
and not the framing of several independent options in a choice set (e.g., what
program to choose). Second, attribute framing does not manipulate the risk level of a

goal or an action (e.g., what percentage of people will be saved or will die when a

particular program is adopted?). More generally, attribute framing affects item
evaluation while risky choice framing affects risk preference. Third, there is goal
.»aming, in which the goal of an action or behaviour is framed. When the goal frame
is positive, attention is paid to the positive consequences (gain) of an action. The

negative goal frame focuses on avoiding a negative consequence (loss) of an action.
An example of goal framing is to inform people about the negative consequences of

not quitting smoking vs. informing them about the positive consequences when they
do stop smoking. Similarly, Meyerowitz and Chaiken (1987) found that a negative

goal frame (not doing a breast self-examination decreases the chance of finding a
tumour) was more persuasive than the positive goal frame (doing a breast self-
examination increases the chance of finding a tumour). Goal framing differs  from
attribute framing in that (1) in goal framing performing particular behaviour is
equally good in both frames, while (2) in attribute framing an act is perceived as

'good' in the positive frame and 'bad' in the negative frame'. In the body-check
example, doing self-examination is good in both frames: body self-check is a good
thing to do in order to obtain a gain (positive frame), and it is a good thing to do in
order to prevent a loss (negative frame).22 When seen as attribute framing, only the
positive frame (doing a self-check results in finding a tumour early) has good

consequences. Thus, in attribute framing it is more preferred to obtain a gain than to
prevent a loss. As found by earlier research (e.g Beggan, 1994; Mandel, 2001) people

prefer to focus on a gain frame rather than on a loss frame.

Goal-framing effects have also been found in situations of transactions. For
example, Beggan (1994) asked subjects how they perceived paying back a loan.
Subjects answered two questions. In the first question subjects indicated to what
extent they felt that paying back a loan was perceived as a loss. In the second question

22 The 'gain' here is to find a tumour in an early stage, because it increases one's chance to
survive the disease. The 'loss' here is not to find a tumour in an early stage, because it
decreases the chance of survival.
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they indicated to what extent they thought that paying back a loan was perceived as a
gain. For both questions, the answers were given from strong disagreement (1) to
strong agreement (7). Beggan (1994) found that subjects perceived paying back a loan
as more of a gain than a loss. This was also found when they considered someone else
paying back a loan. However, a loan was seen as more of a gain for one's own loan
than for someone else's. These results indicated that people prefer a 'gain frame',

especially when it has favourable implications for oneself. In the same study he found
that sellers of a coffee mug perceived a transaction as more of a gain than buyers.
Buyers, on the other hand, neither interpreted the transaction as a loss, nor as a gain.

In hypothetical transactions between buyers and sellers, Kristensen and Gdrlinga
(1997) found evidence that initial offers in a transaction between buyers and sellers
serve as a reference point. Sellers became more satisfied with their selling prices and
more likely to sell when a buyer's initial offer was closer to the selling price. Buyers,
on the other hand, were more satisfied with the proposed selling prices when their
own initial offer was closer to the proposed selling price. Thus, the initial offer (and
not the market price) was by both buyers and sellers adopted as the reference point.

Further support for the adoption of a reference point and associated framing
effects are found in the field of consumer decision making. When the perceived
ownership of an item is manipulated (by providing the decision making a reference
point from which to evaluate) it may result in people's tendency to keep an item in
possession rather than exchange it for some compensation (Knetsch, 1995).

Labelling Changes from the Reference Point
The discussion on framing introduces the question of how the interpretation of events
should be labelled. Intuitively, we think of a gain when a positive change takes place
in relation to some reference point, and of a loss when a negative change takes place.
But a positive change from the reference is not by definition labelled a gain, nor is a
negative change from the reference point labelled a loss. Of importance is the domain
in which the changes occur. For example, is winning £100 in a bet the same as
winning £100 when £200 has already been lost? Knetsch (1997, 2000) differentiates
between positive and negative shifts in the domains of gains and losses. To illustrate
his discussion consider the following example. Image two gamblers A and B who
possess the same amount of money (they are identical in terms of wealth state) before
they play two successive games. In the first game they win (positive change) the same
amount of money. In the second game they both lose (negative change) what they
have just won. Suppose that gambler A has already integrated his prize from the first
game into his endowment. Consequently, losing the amount will be interpreted as a
loss. Now suppose that Gambler B has not yet integrated the prize from the first game
into his endowment. Consequently, he will interpret losing the amount as a foregone
gain. In other words, Gambler A, who has already adapted to ownership of the
amount won, interprets the negative change in the domain of losses. Gambler B,
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LOSS  pegative change   negative change FORGONE
GAIN

REDUCTION positive change, positive change     GAIN
OF LOSS

'           Quantity
Domain of losses

T Domain
of gains

Reference point

Figure 3.1. Positive and negative changes in the domain of gains and
losses (adapted from: Knetsch, 2000).

however, has not yet adapted to ownership of the money and interprets the negative

change in the domain of gains. The same rationale can be used to explain the
difference between reduction of losses and gains. Imagine two other gamblers,
Gamblers C and D, who play the same two games and entered with the same amount

of money as A and B. In first game, both C and D lose (negative change) the same
amount of money. In the second game they both win (positive change) a prize equal
to the amount just lost. Suppose that Gambler C has already accommodated to the
loss. He will interpret the positive change as a gain. Suppose that Gambler D has not
yet accommodated to the loss. He will interpret the positive change as a reduction Of
a loss. In other words, Gambler C, who has already adapted to the loss, perceives the
situation in the domain of gains. Gambler D, who has not yet adapted to the loss,
perceives it in the domain of losses. In general, reductions of losses have often a
greater positive value than gains, and losses have often a greater negative value than
foregone gains (Knetsch, 2000). The interpretation of positive and negative changes

in the domain of gains and losses are depicted in Figure 3.1.

Summarised, a negative change in the domain of gains is perceived as a foregone
gain, and a positive change in the domain of gains is perceived as a gain.
Alternatively, a negative change in the domain of losses is interpreted as a loss, while
a positive change in the domain of losses is interpreted as reduction of a loss. To
distinguish between the terms, it is very important to take into account in which
domain the change takes place. The domain is determined by whether or not one has
adapted to a particular state. With forgone gains one has not (yet) adapted to the
ownership state, whereas with losses one has adapted to ownership. With gains one

has adapted to the non-ownership state, whereas with reduction of losses one has not

(yet) adapted to the non-ownership state.
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Figure 3.2. A hypothetical value function
(based on Kahneman & Tversky, 1979).

Value Function

The second consequence of prospect theory was the introduction of the value
function, which relates changes from the reference point to values. The function has
the following properties (Figure 3.2): 23

• The function is defined on deviations from a reference point
• The function is concave for gains.
• The function is convex for losses.
• The function is steeper for losses than for gains.

• V(O) = O

As discussed before, the reference point is the perspective taken by the decision
maker from which events are evaluated, and the location of the reference point is
responsible for framing effects. The concavity for gains implies a marginal
diminishing sensitivity for gains. This means, for example, that the difference
between €250 and £200 has less impact than the difference between £50 and 43150.
Consequently, people are risk averse for gains. Likewise, the convexity for losses
implies a marginal diminishing sensitivity for losses. Consequently, an increase in a
loss from -€250 to -€300 has less impact than a loss from -£50 to -€100.
Consequently, people are risk seeking for losses. The steeper slope in the domain of
losses than in the domain of gains represents that losses have a greater impact than
gains. Hence, people treat losses as more serious than proportionate gains. For

23 The value functional can be specified as an power function (Tversky & Kahneman, 1992)
with u(x) = (x)0·88 for x 2 o, and u(x) = -2.25(-x)0.88 for x < 0.
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example, the absolute impact of a loss (e.g., -€150) is greater than the absolute
impact of a gain (e.g., €150). This property is called loss aversion and represented by:

v(x) < -u(x) [3.2]

Decision weights
The reference point and the value function are not the only factors that affect
decision-making theory. The perception of the probabilities associated with outcomes
had also an effect. In prospect theory, outcomes are bounded on impossibility (p = 0)
and certainty (p = 1) and are multiplied by a decision weight A(p) which is inferred
from choices. The overall value V of a prospect is now determined by values v and
decision weights x. In a situation with two outcomes x (with probability p) and y
(with probability q) the overall value of the prospect is:

V(x, p; y,q) = A(p)v(x) + A(q)u(y) [3·3]

The relation between probabilities and decision weights is not linear. People tend to
overweight low probabilities (p < 0.4) and underweight high probabilities (p > O.4)
(Tversky & Kahneman, 1992). Kahneman and Tversky (1979) depicted this
overweighting and underweighting of probabilities in a 4.) function. Furthermore,
the function is concave for low probabilities and convex for high probabilities. In the
mid-range the function is rather flat. The form of the function implies that the impact
of a change in possibilities has less impact close to impossibility and certainty of an
outcome. For intermediate possibilities the impact is rather constant. In another
study on prospect theory and decision weights, Tversky & Kahneman (1992)
concluded ona series of hypothetical choices that people are (see Table 3.2):

• Risk seeking for gains of small (p s .1) probabilities compared to high probabilities
• Risk seeking for losses of moderate and high (p 2.5) probabilities compared to low

probabilities
• Risk averse for gains of moderate and high (p 2.5) probabilities compared to low

probabilities
• Risk aversion for losses of small (p s .1) probabilities compared to moderate and

high probabilities

With the introduction of prospect theory it became possible to explain phenomena
that did not fit the normative theories. As will be described next, these phenomena do
not only extend to decision making under risk, but also to decision making when no
risk is involved.
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Table 3.2. Percentage of risk-seeking, risk-neutral, and risk-averse
choices in the Tversky & Kahneman experiment (1992).

Gains Losses

p S.1 P 2.5 p 5.1 p k ·5

Risk seeking             78 10 20       87
Risk neutral 12         2             0          7
Risk averse 10       88          80        6

The Asymmetrical Treatment of Gains and Losses in a
Riskless Context

The introduction of prospect theory and the asymmetrical valuation of gains and
losses also have an effect on decisions without risk. For example, when people are
asked to exchange an item in possession for an equally valued item, they often refuse
and prefer to keep what they have. Prospect theory explains this tendency to stick to
current possessions by loss aversion. Losses have a greater impact on attitudes than
gains, so people generally prefer not to give up what they have in exchange for
something else (e.g.,Knetsch & Sinden, 1984; Knetsch, 1989,1990,1995). Hence,
people tend to overvalue goods in their possession relative to goods not in their
possession. This phenomenon is called the endowment effect. Given the purpose of
the thesis we will only discuss and extend on the endowment effect. For more effects
following the different treatment of gains and losses, see Thaler (1992).

The Endowment Effect

The overvaluation of items in possession violates the economic assumption that
valuations should not depend on entitlement (Coase, 1960). However, experimental
studies have shown that owners often overvalue their items, which makes it difficult
to complete transactions between owners and a non-owners. The tendency to
overvalue goods in possession relative to goods not in possession is called the
endowment effect (Thaler, 1980). The endowment effect is, among others, observed
in that people's minimum selling price, or willingness to accept (WTA) for goods is

often many times greater than their maximum buying price, or willingness to pay
(WTP) for those same goods.

Knetsch and Sinden (1984) were the first who studied the differences between
people's WTA and WTP using a choice task. In an experiment they endowed all
subjects with lottery tickets. Half of them were asked to pay $2 if they wanted to play
the lottery (WTP). The other half were given a lottery ticket for free, but they were
offered $2 compensation if they did not play (WTA). People in the WTA group would
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only accept the $2 compensation if they valued the ticket at less than $2.
Alternatively, subjects in the WTP group would only pay $2 for participation it they
valued the ticket as worth more than $2. The results showed that there were
Significantly more people in the WTA group who refused to accept the $2
compensation (29 out of 38, or 76%) than there were people who decided to pay $2
for participation (19 out of 38, or 50%). Thus, people valued the tickets more highly
when they owned than when they did not own them. However, when subjects were
asked to advise others on whether to pay or to accept $2 for the lottery ticket no
significant differences were found in valuation of the tickets: 55% percent advised
others to pay $2 for the ticket and 48% advised to accept the $2 compensation. In
sum, these experiments showed that the endowment effect occurs only when people
act on behalf of themselves and not on behalf of others. Other choice experiments
that also showed an endowment effect in choice task were performed by, among
others, Loewenstein and Kahneman (1991) and Knetsch (1995).

Besides choice tasks to show the endowment effect, others have used elicitation
techniques to measure WTP and WTA. For example, Kahneman, Knetsch, & Thaler
(1990) measured WTP and WTA for a market good using a random price mechanism
(Becker, DeGroot, & Marschak, 1964).24 First they measured WTP and WTA for
induced value tokens (tokens with a fixed value). In agreement with economic theory
they found no difference between WTP and WTA for these tokens.25 For market goods
median WTA was often twice median WTP. This result was neither due to bargaining
behaviour (selling at the highest possible price, buying at the lowest possible price),
nor to transaction costs (transaction costs had been eliminated by the results of the
token experiment in which actual number of trades was equal to predicted number of
trades).26 In another experiment they tested whether the endowment effect was
caused by reluctance to sell (and therefore a high WTA) or reluctance to buy (and
therefore a low WTP). Kahneman et al. (1990) elicited prices from Sellers, Buyers and
Choosers. Sellers, who had received a mug for free, indicated whether they were
willing to sell their mug at different prices while Buyers indicated whether they were

24 With this procedure people make stepwise decisions whether they are willing to buy (or sell)
at different prices. Buying (selling) prices are randomly determined afterwards. With this
technique there is no incentive to overstate or understate one's real WTA or WTP. By using
this procedure, buyers obtain maximum utility from a transaction when their buying prices
(WTP) are equal to the true value of the good, i. e., the cash equivalent of the good. sellers, on
the other hand, will obtain the highest utility from a transaction when their selling prices
(WTA) are equal to the true values  of the good.
25 Van Dijk and Van Knippenberg (1996) argued that that an endowment effect for trade goods
is possible when the exchange price is uncertain. Presumably because people are less likely to
calculate a net gain for uncertain trade prices.
26 Contrasting predicted number of trades, 1/*,to actual number of trades, K yields a unit-free
measure of undertrading, (V/V*), that can be attributed to ownership effects on value. When
there are no ownership effects V/V* = 1. The smaller the ratio, the larger the ownership effect
(cf., Kahneman et al., (1990).
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willing to buy a mug at different prices. Choosers, who were not endowed, indicated
for different prices whether they preferred the money or the mug. Prices were
determined by a random price mechanism (Becker, DeGroot, & Marschak, 1964).
This procedure controls for so-called 'strategic bargaining behaviour'. Because Sellers

and Choosers were initially in the same wealth position (neither group had to pay
money to end up with the mug) any income effects were eliminated. Median prices

for Buyers ($2.87) were almost identical to those for Choosers ($3.12), but not for
Sellers ($7.12). Thus, even when wealth and entitlements were identical, the actual
endowment of the Sellers more than doubled their values compared to the values

given by the Choosers. In other words, actual endowment may be more important
than legal entitlement, and loss aversion (and hence, reluctance to sell) makes people

value their possessions more.
Franciosi, Kujal, Michelitsch, and Denkg (1996) replicated the Kahneman et al.'s

(1990) buyer-seller-chooser experiment. They argued that the terms might induce
different emotions which affect the price. But even when the instructions were

changed so that for buyers, sellers, and choosers the task was framed a choice task,
the prices still showed an endowment effect.

In addition to a perceived increase in valuation of possessed items, loss aversion
also makes that people prefer to remain at the status quo. This effect, the status quo
bias, was introduced by Samuelson and Zeckhauser (1988). In 1990, a study on the

status quo bias showed that preferences for car insurances in two states (New Jersey
and Pennsylvania) were determined by which car insurance was the status quo
(Johnson, Hershey, Meszaros, & Kunreuther, 1993).In New Jersey the cheapest
insurance was the default, while in Pennsylvania the more expensive was the default.
When both groups of inhabitants were asked whether they were willing to change

their current insurance for the other alternative (the default of one state was the
alternative for the other state), most people refused to do so.

Tendencies of an endowment effect are also found in situations where people do
no actually possess an item. For instance, Sen and Johnson (i997) showed that
possession of a gift certificate for a restaurant significantly increased the preference

for that restaurant over others (mere-possession effect). Likewise, the name-letter
effect (Nuttin, ig87) shows that of people find the letters making up one's name more
attractive than the letters that are not part of one's name.

The difference between WTP and WTA (the ratio WTA/WTP) is not the only
indicator of the endowment effect. Any overt behaviour, displayed either monetarily
or non-monetarily, that reflects a higher valuation or higher preference for
possessions than for non-possessions is indication of an endowment effect. Further,
studies have demonstrated an endowment effect without direct measures of WTP and
WTA (e.g., Knetsch, 1989). Knetsch (1995),for instance, studied the endowment
effect with different kinds of transactions (see Table 3.3): exchanging money for a

good (and vice versa). Let us refer to them as mixed exchanges. And exchanges where
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Table 3.3 Trades involving different kind of exchanges (Knetsch, 1995)·In
parentheses the percentage of subjects preferring a particular good.

Trade Initial endowment Exchange offer

1                            Mug (88) Pen (12)
2                          Pen (90) Mug (10)
3                            Mug (97) Money (3)
4 Money.(82) Mug (18)
5                          Pen (82) Money (12)
6                                          Money (86) Pen (14)

a good is exchanged for another good (and vice versa), so called goods-only
exchanges.

From Table 3.3 we learn that most subjects preferred to keep the good or money in

possession. For example, when people were endowed with a mug, most of them
preferred to keep the mug (88%) when offered to exchange it for a pen. In contrast,
when subjects were initially endowed with a pen, most people preferred to keep the
pen (90%) when asked to exchange the pen for the mug. Obviously, preference for

goods depended on whether they were in possession or not. Another important issue
that can be learned from Table 3.3 is that the endowment can also occur when no
money is involved (Trades i and 2). Note that money served a double role in this
study: in exchange for a good it served as some kind of payment (Trades 4 and 6), but
when exchanging the good for the money it served as some kind of compensation

(Trades 3 and 5). This study also shows violations of normative behaviour. We can
observe intransitivity, invariance, and incompleteness. What we learn from this study
is that:

• The endowment effect can be observed without monetary values.

• Direct, or explicit elicitation of WTP and WTA (followed by a direct comparison of
these two values) is not necessary to show the endowment effect. It seems
sufficient to measure people's 'willingness to trade' their possessions in exchange
for a priori valued goods.

• It is not necessary to contrast WTP and WTA to prove the endowment effect.

Causes of the Endowment Effect

Both monetary approaches (studies that used WTP and WTA) and non-monetary

approaches (studies that used goods only) have shown that the endowment effect is a
robust phenomenon. Despite the overwhelming evidence, there are fewer studies
devoted to the question why the endowment effect occurs (cf., Brown & Gregory,
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Table 3.4 Determinants with predominantly cognitive and affective
consequences, and conditions that affect the strength of the endowment
effect.

Conditions to affect the
Determinants with Determinants with strength of the
cognitive consequences affective consequences endowment effect

• Cognitive dissonance     • Loss aversion • Transaction demand
and consolidation • Mere exposure • Time

processes • Mere possession • Product-related

• Mere ownership factors

• Attachment

1999). As will be discussed later, loss aversion is still considered a common
explanation, although cognitive explanations, especially changes in attitudes, may
also account for the effect. Research on attitudes and cognitive processing suggests
that changes in attitudes may also explain the endowment effect. In this section a
summary of possible reasons for the endowment is given. A classification will be
made into cognitive and affective explanations. The cognitive explanation includes
cognitive dissonance and consolidation processes. The emotional factors include loss
aversion, mere exposure, mere possession, mere ownership, and attachment.
Further, there are also conditions that may weaken or strengthen the endowment
effect. These include transaction demand, time, and product-related factors. Table
3.4 gives an overview of relevant determinants and conditions that may cause or
affect the endowment effect in the domain of consumer behaviour.

Cognitive Explanations of the Endowment Effect

Cognitive Dissonance and Consolidation Processes
In general, people wish to keep their thoughts in agreement with how they act.
Consequently, when people experience dissonance between the two, cognitive
processes take place in order to keep their thoughts or cognitions in line with their
behaviour. Two related theories that may explain why possessed items are more
highly valued than non-possessed items are Festinger's (1957) cognitive dissonance
theory and Svenson's (1992) differentiation and consolidation theory.

According to the principles of cognitive dissonance, following the endowment of a
good, people will change their attitude toward the good to justify possession of it. The
need to reduce dissonance occurs because it is psychologically unacceptable not to
like an item in one's possession. If cognitive dissonance is an explanation for the
endowment effect then we should observe that higher experienced levels of
dissonance should result in a more favourable evaluation of items.

Antonides and                
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Knetsch (1997) manipulated the amount of cognitive dissonance in consumer choices
and found some evidence that cognitive dissonance may increase the liking as well as
the WTA for objects.

A theory which is based on dissonance theory is differentiation and consolidation
theory (Svenson, 1992), according to which, once people have made their choices

(differentiation), active processes take place that increase their liking for the chosen
alternatives (consolidation). Svenson and Benthorn (1992) measured attractiveness

ratings for chosen and non-chosen alternatives both five minutes after a choice was
made and one week later. After five minutes the difference in attractiveness ratings
for chosen and non-chosen alternatives was not significant. After one week, however,
the difference in attractiveness ratings between chosen alternatives and rejected
alternatives was significant, and in favour of the chosen alternatives. Thus,
differences between chosen and non-chosen alternatives increased as a function of
time, in favour of the chosen alternatives. In a related study, Svenson and Mamsten
(1995) investigated the effect of post-decision consolidation on final rating for either
gains or losses and found a strong effect of consolidation in favour of gains. Subjects
evaluated two objects and stated which one they preferred. They could either gain or
lose the preferred object. Subjects who gained the object increased their

attractiveness ratings for it, and decreased the ratings for the non-chosen object.
Those who gained the non-preferred object did not change their ratings for either
object. So, people who gained the preferred object, almost immediately changed their
ratings in favour of what they had gained, showing that consolidation may even occur
after a short delay (10-15 min).

Affective Explanations of the Endowment Effect

Loss Aversion
Still accepted as the most common explanation for the endowment effect is loss
aversion. Loss aversion is consistent with a value function, defined over positive and
negative changes with respect to some reference point. The reference point is usually
considered as the status quo (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979). For relatively positive
outcomes (i.e., acquisition of a good), the value function is concave and relatively flat,
whereas for relatively negative outcomes (i.e., returning a good that is in one's
endowment), it is convex and relatively steep. Hence, the loss of a good has a greater
negative impact than the positive impact of the acquisition of the good.

Rather than studying the conditions under which an endowment effect occurs,
Loewenstein and Kahneman (1991) studied possible causes for it. They tested
whether the endowment effect is caused by either self-manipulation of preferences or
loss aversion. By self-manipulation of preferences they referred to changes in
attitudes toward a good after endowment. They argued, that if the endowment effect
is caused by self-manipulation then there should be a relation between being
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endowed with a good and the evaluation of that good. On the other hand, if it is
caused by loss aversion, attitudes toward the good should not change, but the
anticipation of losing the good should increase the valuation of the good. In their first
experiment they created two groups. One group was endowed with a pen, another
group was endowed with a token. Both groups were asked to choose between the pen,
and two chocolate bars. When people had been endowed with the pen, 56% preferred
the pen to the chocolate. When people had been endowed with a token, only 24%
preferred the pen. Thus, there was an initial endowment (dlect: People tended to
prefer what they had initially been endowed with. Initial endowment effect did not,

however, have an effect on ranking: people who were initially endowed with a pen,
did not give it a higher rank (i.e., like it more) than people who were not. Loewenstein
and Kahneman (1991) concluded that the endowment effect is not caused by a self-
manipulation of preferences but by loss aversion.  In a second experiment they refined
the loss aversion explanation. If the 'pain' of a loss is indeed the reason for the
endowment effect, people who had once owned a good but lost it (experiencing
negative feelings) would be more willing to pay to get it back than will people who
never owned the good. To test this subjects were randomly assigned a mug (initial
endowment) and could either end up with the mug or lose it (final endowment).
There was a significant initial endowment effect: people who once had a mug were
willing to pay $4.51 for the mug, whereas people who never had one were willing to
pay $3·54· There  was  also a significant final endowment e#ect: subjects who ended
up with a mug gave it a higher value than people who did not. The significant initial
endowment effect supported their argument that loss aversion makes people
reluctant to part with their possessions but does not change their attitudes toward
them. Even when people were endowed with a good for only a short period they were
willing to pay more to get it back than when they had never been endowed with it.
Research by Strahilevitz and Loewenstein (1998) supported the finding of an initial
endowment and final endowment effect. In addition, Kahneman et al. (1991) tested
whether the endowment effect was caused by a general reluctance to buy or a
reluctance to sell. They found that people are not unwilling to sell; rather they were
unwilling to sell an item. Again, loss aversion was found as an explanation for the
endowment effect.

Rather than focusing on a loss itself, Carmon and Ariely (2000) assert that buyers
and sellers differ in what will be given up. According to them, buyers will focus on
expenditures while sellers will focus on the object that is given up. On the basis of
four studies they concluded that buyers and sellers indeed focus on different types of
losses. Focusing on expenditure-related factors affected buying prices while focusing
on product-related factors affected selling prices.

In sum, although some researchers have questioned whether loss aversion can
account for the endowment effect (e.g., Beggan, 1994), quite a few studies have shown
that it is one cause of the effect
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Mere Exposure
Another explanation for the increased appreciation of possession is that the repeated
exposure to a stimulus may increase the liking for that item. It is known that after
repeated exposure to an object people tend to like these more (Zajonc, 1968).
Examples of how mere exposure can increase our liking for objects are, for example,
the consumption of food or drink. The first time we eat Brussels sprouts we dislike
them, but the second time we come to like them more than we did after the first time.
Mere exposure may also explain why we come to like music more after the third time
than after the first time. However, an implication of the mere exposure effect is not
that repeated exposure enhances the liking of stimuli after each exposure situation by
definition. As Zajonc (1968) showed, the exposure-attitude function (a function
which displays the favourability of an attitude as a function of exposure frequency) is

monotonically increasing and becomes flatter at higher exposure frequencies. In
other words, repeated exposure is a sufficient condition to increase the liking of
stimuli, and increased stimulus familiarity (due to mere exposure) weakens the effect.
Further, the mere exposure effect is larger (1) for complex stimuli (vs. simple stimuli),
(2) with brief exposure time (vs. long exposure time, i.e.,1 second vs. 5 seconds), (3)
with longer delays between exposure and attitude ratings (vs. shorter delays), (4)
when stimuli are exposed in a heterogeneous sequence (vs. homogeneous sequence)
(Bornstein, 1989). However, mere exposure cannot explain why the endowment
effect starts almost immediately after endowment when exposure time is still very
short.

Mere Possession
There is evidence that people may display a preference for a good without actual
possession of it. Sen and Johnson (1997) investigated whether people's ratings for
goods after mere possession (merely possessing a coupon without actually possessing
the good), changed their ratings for the goods (mere-possession elTect). As predicted,
they found that possession of a gift certificate for a restaurant significantly increased
the preference for that restaurant. In a follow-up study they investigated the effect of
loss aversion on, among others, prices people associate with product attributes.
People with and without a restaurant coupon were asked for their WTA and WTP for
a decrease and increase, respectively, of attributes like food and atmosphere of the
restaurant. Loss aversion, as defined by the WTA/WTP ratio was determined by a
median split. The effect of couponing on preference was only significant for people
who were more loss averse. People who were least loss averse showed no effect of
mere exposure. The results of Sen and Johnson (1997) show that changes in attitudes
can positively change the preferences for stimuli without actual ownership of them,
and that the mere-possession effect is strongest when people are loss averse.

The implications of the mere-possession effect is that some advertising strategies,
such as printed advertising, may benefit from people's tendency to prefer merely-
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possessed goods. It may explain why some retailers provide printed advertisements
via direct mail, hoping that consumers will feel endowed with the advertised good
before an actual purchase.

Mere Ownership
Related to the overvaluation of goods that are merely in possession is the mere-
ownership effect: people tend to judge their own possessions as more attractive than
the possessions of others (Beggan, 1992; Nesselroade, Beggan, & Allison, 1999). The
difference with the mere-possession effect is that the mere-ownership involves actual

ownership of the item in question. The mere ownership effect was also found when
the exposure time and the amount to think about the possession were controlled.
Thus, the effect can neither be explained by exposure time (or familiarity), nor by the
amount of thought. Instead, the effect may be explained by people's tendency to
maintain a positive self-image (Beggan, 1992). Evidence for this self-enhancing

judgment was provided by Nesselroade et al. (1999). In one of the studies, one group
of subjects received a cassette tape to keep. A second group did not receive anything.
Both groups were asked to report positive and negative attributes of the tape. As
predicted by the mere-ownership effect, subjects who were in possession of a tape
wrote down a greater number of positive attributes than subjects without a cassette
tape. There were no differences in the number of reported negative attributes of the
tape.

Attachment
It is often heard that people become attached to a good because it perfectly reflects
their self-image (Belk, 1988). People do indeed classify goods into categories like 'it's
me' and 'it's not me' (Schulz Kleine, Kleine III, & Allen, 1995) and appreciate 'it's me'

products more. When a product is more in agreement with how people see
themselves, it is more highly valued than a product that is inconsistent with one's
self-image. Another type of attachment was found by Loewenstein and Issacharoff
(1994).They showed that attachment to objects depended on whether these objects
were obtained by one's own effort or by chance.27 Objects that were obtained by one's
own effort were more highly valued than objects obtained by chance. Thus,
attachment may play a role in product valuation, and may be a consequence of
different person-related factors.

Conditions Affecting the Strength of the Endowment Effect

Transaction demand
In a recent paper, Mandel (2002) argues that transaction demand, or the motivation
to complete a transaction, can affect the strength of the endowment effect. High

27 Cognitive dissonance may explain this finding.
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transaction demand on the buyer's side may result in a increase in WTP while high
transaction demand on the seller's side in a decrease in WTA. He proposed that high
transaction demand on one's own part (whether it is the buyer who wants to sell or
the seller who wants to sell) could weaken or reverse the endowment effect
(Proposition 1). Further, he argued that when an agent realises that the other party
has a high transaction demand, sellers (realising that someone is quite willing to buy)
may increase their WTA, and buyers (who realise that someone is eager to sell) may
decrease their WTP (Proposition 2). In two experiments, Proposition i was found
both times, and Proposition 2 was supported only once. The strong evidence for
Proposition 1 implies that the least favourable condition for an endowment effect to
occur is when both buyers and sellers have a high transaction demand since WTP and
WTA will converge.

Time
Strahilevitz and Loewenstein (1998) studied how time and ownership affect product
valuation. They suggested that people who once owned a good will have an
attachment to the good (a history of ownership), and that the longer the history of
ownership, the more they will be willing to pay for it to get it back. They called this
the duration-of-prior-ownership efect. The results supported the hypothesis. By
eliciting choice prices (the money amount which leaves people indifferent between

receiving the money or the good) they found that subjects who had owned a key chain
for one hour before they lost it they valued it more ($1.30) than subjects who had
owned it for only a few minutes before the loss ($0.59). Further, they tested whether
there was an effect of duration of current ownership (duration-of-current-ownership
ellect) on the valuation of good. This hypothesis was also supported. By measuring

selling prices it was found that subjects who had owned the key chain for one hour
needed more compensation to give it up ($1.41) than people who had owned the good
for a few minutes ($0.86). Last, the hypothesis concerning the time that has passed
since the loss (time-elapsed-since-loss e(Tect) was not supported. People's WTP to
buy back a previously lost item did not change as a function of the time elapsed since
the loss. People who had lost the key several minutes ago were not willing to pay
more to reobtain the key chain than subjects who lost it an hour ago ($0.59 vs.
$0.65). Thus, it does not seem to make a difference for product valuation whether
something has been lost recently, or a longer time ago in the past. As possible
explanation for the rejection of the time-elapsed-since-loss effect they suggested that
adaptation to losses take longer than adaptation to gains, and that a longer time
interval would be needed to observe the effect.

Product-Related Factors

So far, the discussion about conditions that may affect the endowment effect have
focused on conditions that were not related to the product itself. Since there are many
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different types of goods (e.g., hedonic vs. functional goods or experience vs. search
goods) the strength of the endowment effect can also be influenced by product
characteristics.

The first property is the substitutability of a good. Hanemann (1991) hypothesised
that the substitutability of a good drives the difference between WTP and WTA.
According to him, the fewer substitutes there are for a good (i.e., the smaller the
substitution effect), the larger the discrepancy between the two measures. With at
least one substitute for a good, WTP and WTA are equal. If there is no substitute for a
good it is possible that WTP is finite whereas WTA can be infinite.

Shogren, Shin, Hayes, and Kliebenstein (1991) tested the substitution effect with
both perfect substitutes (candy bars) and imperfect substitutes (health risk). In their
convergence principle they predicted that the difference between WTP and WTA
would become smaller (converge) for the perfect substitute, but not for the imperfect
substitute. Successive trials were used to measure WTP and WTA. People were either
given a brand-name candy bar or a small piece of candy. Those endowed with the
small bar were asked for their WTP to upgrade their candy. The others were asked for
their WTA to change their brand-name candy bar for a small-piece candy. As
predicted, WTP and WTA did converge, indicating that when a product has a perfect
substitute, differences between WTP and WTA disappear. To measure the
substitution effect for imperfect substitutes people received either of two types of
food: a screened food that was said to be almost completely safe, or a test food that
could give some negative side effects on health. People who received screened food
were asked for their WTA to change it for the test food. People with the test food were
asked for their WTP to change the test food for the screened food. Thus people were
asked for monetary values to either decrease or increase health risk. As predicted,
WTA and WTP for the imperfect substitute did not converge. WTA was much greater
than WTP. Shogren et al. (1991) supported Hanemann's proposition that the degree
of substitution between goods is responsible for the difference between WTP and
WTA.28

Related to Hanemann's substitutability argument, Bar-Hillel and Neter (1996)
found that people were not willing to trade lottery tickets when these were replaced
by a ticket with a different number. They reasoned that people would perceive a loss
when the old ticket would have won and the new ticket had not. However, people
were willing to exchange lottery tickets when the new ticket had the same lottery
number as the old ticket. Since the new ticket had the same number as the old ticket

28 The question is whether Shogren et al's. (1991) conclusions are indeed based on a real non-
substitutable good. Although health can neither be substituted by any good, nor by any
amount of money health was assumed substitutable. Because they gave people the
opportunity to exchange a risky food for low-risk food, they created a market for something
they classified as non-substitutable. In fact, rather than measuring how much value people
put on an imperfect substitute (health), they measured how much value people put on
reducing risk and taking risk, respectively.
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it followed that when the new ticket would win, the old ticket would also have won.
Thus, people were only willing to trade when they experienced no loss in the trade.
Similar results were found for pens. People were more willing to exchange their pen
when it was replaced with an identical one. Obviously, people are not reluctant to
exchange when a good was replaced with a perfect substitute. When it was replaced
with an imperfect substitute people were less willing to trade.

Additional support was found by Chapman (1998). She found in one of her
experiments that reluctance to trade was greatest when the goods were dissimilar
(e.g., Kit-Kat bar vs. cinnamon gum), intermediate when they were similar
(cinnamon gum vs. spearmint gum), and lowest when the items were identical (e.g.,
Kit-Kat bar vs. Kit-Kat bar). The number of people willing to make identical trades
was significantly greater than the number of people willing to make similar and
dissimilar trades, respectively. To eliminate transaction effects all subjects were
offered an additional dollar with the alternative good. On the basis of the results she
concluded that reluctance to trade is caused by loss aversion (in the last experiment
transaction costs were eliminated as possible explanation for reluctance to trade),
and that reluctance to trade decreases as similarity between goods increases. In sum,
Bar-Hillel (1996) and Chapman (1998) show that the similarity between the endowed
good and the alternative good can explain why people prefer to keep their possession.

The last property of a good that may contribute to whether or not people are
willing to give up their endowment is the type Of good. For instance, people may
place different values on candy bars than on pens. The candy bar is a so-called
hedonic good (it stimulates our senses, it is associated with feelings of joy and
pleasure, etc.), whereas the pen is a so-called functional good (it serves to accomplish
a goal, it is useful, etc.). Dhar and Wertenbroch (2000) studied the preference for
hedonic (M&Ms) and functional goods (glue stick) in an acquisition task and a
forfeiture task. In the acquisition task subjects were asked which of the two goods
they would like to receive. In the forfeiture task subjects received both goods and they
indicated which of two possessions they would like to give up. They found that
relatively more people preferred the glue stick (and not the M&Ms) in the acquisition
task, while relatively more people preferred (to keep) the M&Ms (and not the glue
stick) in the forfeiture task. Thus, different types of goods are valued differently under
different conditions.

The Transaction Between Money and Goods: Quadrants and Measures

When measuring monetary values of goods (or events) it is important to use the
appropriate measure. Two points must be considered. First, the appropriate measure
for object valuation varies with the perception of a situation (see Figure 3.1). The
appropriate measure for gains and foregone gains is WTP (to obtain and to keep,
respectively). For losses and reduction of losses it is WTA (to give up and to forgo,
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Figure 3.3. A visual representation of exchanges between
money and a good (taken from Knetsch, 2000).

respectively) (Knetsch, 1997). Second, the term willingness to pay requires that some
kind of payment must be made in order to obtain a good. In the example where goods
are being exchanged, the payment is the endowed good (in exchange for a non-
possessed item). Likewise, to measure willingness to accept it is required that some
kind of compensation is received in exchange for an item in possession. In the
example of exchanges between goods the compensation is the non-endowed good.

Knetsch (2000) describes the transaction between money and goods with four
different areas, or quadrants, where each quadrant requires a different valuation
measure. Figure 3.3 shows four quadrants labelled I, II, III, and IV. The horizontal
axis (x-axis) represents amounts of money (or as discussed earlier some other kind of
payment). The vertical axis (y-axis) represents amounts of a good. Both axes consist
of a negative (negative change) and a positive (positive change) domain. In Quadrant
I money is given up (decrease in amount of money, therefore -$) in exchange for a
good (increase in the amount of a good, therefore +Good). This is the position taken
by prospective buyers, and is a measure of WTP. Quadrant II involves a choice
between receiving money (+$) or a good (+Good). This quadrant yields the so-called

choices prices for gains (monetary values for which one is indifferent between
receiving money, or the good), and is an indication of the opportunity cost of the
good. In Quadrant III a good in endowment is given up (-Good) in exchange for
money (+$). This is the position taken by prospective sellers and the measure is
WTA. Quadrant IV is the same as Quadrant II, except that a choice is made between
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two losses: losing money (-$) or a good (-Good). Quadrant IV measures choice

prices for losses (monetary values for which one is indifferent between losing money,
or the good). Note that Quadrants II and IV involve choices (one option or the other)
rather than exchanges. Quadrants I and III represent monetary values of gains
(Quadrant I) and losses (Quadrant III), respectively, and are indicative of the value
attached to a good when it is not owned vs. when it is owned. The endowment effect
is often defined as the ratio between the monetary values in Quadrant III (WTA) and
I (WTP) but, as argued before, it is one of several ways (e.g., choice tasks) to measure
the effect.

Implications of the Endowment Effect

The endowment effect described in this chapter was observed under strictly
controlled conditions. First, in a laboratory setting subjects were either assigned the

role of owner, or non-owner of a good and their buying and selling prices were
measured. It was found that owners of a good valued these goods more than non-
owners. Although the endowment effect was observed in a laboratory setting and
most often for tangible goods, the implications of the effect are found in several fields.
Examples are the valuation of time (Hoorens, Remmers, & Van Riet, igg9), the
environment (Hammack & Brown, 1974; Knetsch, 1990), health issues (Shogren et

al., 1994) and public goods (e.g., Boyce, Brown, McClelland, Peter, & Schulze, 1992;
Walker, Morera, Vining, & Orland, 1999).

One of the earliest studies that measured the value of a non-tangible good was
conducted by Hammack and Brown (1974).They (hypothetically) asked duck hunters

how much they were willing to pay to preserve the existence of a duck area. They also
asked the hunters how much they would accept to remove the area. The results were
that the average compensation demanded was more than four times the willingness
to pay ($1044 VS. $247)· Other environmental implications of the endowment effect
are discussed in Knetsch (1990,1997, 2000). Possible reasons for the large difference
between WTP and WTA in environmental studies can be attributed to the moral
responsibility people feel to maintain the environment (e.g., Boyce et al., 1999;
Walker et. al, 1999). When people were held responsible for the killing of house
plants the differences between WTA and WTP were greater than when people were
not held responsible. Walker et al. (1999) found that people valued the removal of a
street tree differently depending on whether the removal was due to human causes or
due to environmental causes. WTP and WTA differences were larger when the
removal was necessary because of street-widening projects (human) than of tree
diseases (natural).

Others have studied the evaluation of time and found an endowment effect for it
(e.g.,Ortona & Scacciatti, 1992; Hoorens, Remmers, & Van de Riet, 1999). For
example, Hoorens et al. (1999) asked subjects for different activities how much they
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were willing to pay per hour to hire someone else. In addition, they asked the subjects
how much they had to be paid themselves if they did each of the activities for
someone else. In general, people came up with higher hourly wages for themselves
than for others, indicating an endowment effect for time.29

Yet another field where we may observe the tendency to overweight losses is in the
domain of policy issues and international behaviour (Levy, 1997)· For example, Levy
asserts that state leaders will take more risk to maintain their current position than to
enhance their positions (i.e., risk aversion for gains). Likewise, when suffering losses
they will take more risk to reduce the loss (i.e., risk seeking for losses). The same
story applies to business managers. Political bargaining, for example, becomes easier
when one party frames the situation to the other party in the domain of gains, rather
than in the domain of losses.

Last, Thaler (1980), and Levin, Schreiber, Lariola, and Gaeth (2002) use the
endowment effect in the marketing area. According to Thaler, the endowment effect
may explain why consumers hardly return badly taken pictures for a refund when
given the opportunity. Returning to Table 3.4, this can be well be explained by loss
aversion, mere ownership, and attachment. Also, he explains how a two-week trial
period with a money-back guarantee will benefit from the endowment effect: when
the transaction costs of taking home the good and back are less than the expected
value derived from using the good, the consumer may decide to buy. After two weeks,
if the consumer has adapted to possession of the good, returning the good becomes
less likely. Again, this can be explained by loss aversion and attachment but,
additionally, also by mere exposure, mere possession, and time. Levin et al.'S (2002)
finding that consumers spent more money on a pizza when they started with a fully-
loaded pizza (and then deciding on what not to keep as ingredients) than when they
started with a basic pizza (and then deciding what to ingredients to add) can also be
attributed to loss aversion. Others have also referred to the endowment effect as the
reason of why some marketing strategies may be beneficial. For example, Plous
(1993) applies the asymmetry of the value function to the marketing area by saying:

"This asymmetry is routinely exploited by companies that goer products on a trial
basis. Trial ownership often increases the value  Of a product and makes  it  more
d(Oicult to return (p. 97)".

Likewise, Smith and Nagle (1995)  conclude from the different treatment of gains and losses:

"Thus, managers can influence the purchase decision bv endowing buyers (e.g.,
with a triatproduct) prior topurchase (p. 101)".

29 Thus, one's own opportunity costs are more highly valued than the opportunity costs of
others.
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What they suggest, is that purchase decision can be determined by mere possession of an
item. As they continue with the implications of the value function:

"An implication Of this is that it is often better to decouple product acquisition and
payment byfirst endowing buyers with the product. If buyers can bepersuaded to

take the product home, they will adjust their reference point to include the newly
acquired asset. They will then be reluctant to return the product when payment is

due, since this will require that they incur a loss (p. 101)1

So, both Plous' (1993), and Smith & Nagle's (1995) references to the value function
(and indirectly to the endowment effect) are supported by different factors from
Table 3.4. Despite that the endowment effect is often referred to as an inhibitor of
transactions, the managerial implications of the effect is that purchases may become
more likely when consumers are first endowed with a product before they make their
purchase decision. Loss aversion, mere exposure, mere possession, mere ownership,
attachment, and time are all sorts of factors that may 'facilitate' the occurrence of an
endowment effect in a marketing setting.

Summary

This chapter started with a description of expected utility theory as a normative
theory of behaviour, and explained why Kahneman and Tversky (1979) rejected
expected utility theory and introduced prospect theory. The consequences of the
introduction of prospect theory on decision making research were discussed, and
examples were given of irrational behaviour that could now be explained by prospect
theory. Then the chapter continued with a discussion on how positive and negative
changes from a reference point could be interpreted, and should be labelled
accordingly. The asymmetrical treatment of gains and losses in a riskless context was
then discussed, with special focused on the endowment effect as resulting from the
different treatment of gains and losses. Possible explanations of the endowment
effect with different types of consequences, and conditions that could affect the
strength of the endowment effect were described. The chapter ended with the
implications of the endowment effect in several fields of decision making, including
retailing.
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Theory and Hypothesis

As described in Chapter 3, one of the implications of the endowment effect is in the
marketing area (Thaler, 1980; Smith & Nagle, ig95). Smith and Nagle's (1995)

interpretation of the value function suggested that prior endowment of a good, such
as temporary endowment in a product trial, could influence consumers' purchase

decisions.
In a model which is based on the value function, Hoch and Loewenstein (1991)

describe how consumers adapt to possession of a good and, hence, how feelings of

deprivation makes people more willing to obtain a good. In contrast to the value

function, their model applies to situations in which no actual ownership is present.

Instead, it describes how people feel mentally endowed with an item. According to
their model, partial adaptation to possession of a good results in a shift in reference

point from the'no purchase'(no possession) state to the 'purchase' (possession) state.

Consequently, when a consumer has become adapted to the sensation of possession,
but fails to make a purchase, he may experience feelings of deprivation (i.e., the
difference between satisfaction obtained from a purchase and satisfaction obtained
when no purchase is made). As long as no purchase is made, feelings of deprivation
and desire to buy remain, and even increase when one moves closer to the possession
state. The negative feelings of deprivation when not making a purchase are related to
loss aversion (Thaler, 1980). As Hoch and Loewenstein (1991) say: "The consumer
who partially adapts has already had a taste and may dread the pain of having to
forgo further tastes (p. 495)"· It should be realised that the feeling of deprivation (not
making a purchase) involves no actual loss as is the case with the endowment effect.
It is therefore said that deprivation is related to loss aversion.

We expect that a free trial causes a shift in reference point from the 'no purchase'

state toward the 'purchase' state, making consumers more motivated to buy a trial
good compared to a no-trial good. More specifically, it is expected that people are
closer to the sensation of possession of a good after a free trial than without trial, and
thus more eager to obtain the good. Indeed, it is well known that people will pay a

higher price to prevent the loss (feeling of deprivation) of a good than to gain the
same good (e.g., Kahneman et al., 1990; Loewenstein and Kahneman, 1991).
There are at least two factors influencing WTP for a good.3° The first is the expected
value of the good (i.e., will the product be satisfactory). Second, there is the effect of
endowment, described above.

30 There are, of course, more factors. One, which we do not discuss in this paper, is the cost to
the consumer of returning a good -a so-called transaction cost. Land's End will rely on its
customers' sense of 'fair play' to prevent them from returning goods just because they are
worn out or no longer stylish. But it will also rely on customers being reluctant to experience
the embarrassment of asking for a refund for worn-out clothing or to go through the trouble of
packaging their clothes and mailing them.
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Thaler (i985) distinguishes between acquisition and transaction utilities.
Acquisition utility refers to the value of a good compared to its cost. Transaction
utility refers to the utility obtained from the perceived quality of the deal (e.g., is it a
fair deal?). For example, a bargain has a positive transaction utility while paying too
much has a negative acquisition utility.

In the next studies we study three different purchase conditions. First, we consider
a normal sale, in which no guarantee is offered or implied, to offer acquisition utility,
diminished by the (negative) transaction utility caused by uncertainty about the good.
Let p be the actual price one is willing to pay for the good, z. Let R be the value

equivalent of z. That is, the amount of money that would leave the individual
indifferent between receiving p or z as a gift. Furthermore, let p* be the reference

price (cost) for the same good, however, without any uncertainty about its function.
Let us assume p* to be higher than p. For normal sales, total utility, w, equals:

W(Z, P, PO = Ul(2-P)- U2  * -Pi [4.1]

with vi the acquisition utility obtained from trading p to obtain z (valued at p) and U2
the transaction utility due to uncertainty.

Second, we consider a no-question-asked money-back guarantee In addition to
acquisition utility, a money-back guarantee reduces uncertainty about the
functioning of the product completely. Hence, the total utility for a good offered with
a money-back guarantee consists of acquisition utility only:

w(z, P) = vi(12 -P) [4.2]

Last, we consider the free trial, in which the good is taken for a one-week period of
evaluation. The value equivalent of a good after a free trial, ng, is assumed to be
higher than p because of the endowment effect, e. Total utility in this case equals
acquisition utility plus the extra value of endowment, v3:

w(z, p,  e)  =  vi(12 -p)  +  v3(2  -P) [4·3]

The assumption is that w(z, p, p*) < w(z, p) < w(z, p, e). Note that w reflects total
utility. Further, it is assumed that the higher the expected utility of a purchase, the
higher WTP for the good. Reflecting the ordering of total utilities, our hypothesis

concerning WTP is as follows.

WTP(normal sale) < WIP(money-back guarantee) < WTP(free trial)
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Overview of the Experiments

This chapter will describe a series of experiments conducted to test the effectiveness
of, free trials and money-back guarantees versus normal purchases. Experiments 1-3
elicited WTP for consumer goods in all three conditions. Contrary to the predictions,
trial-based purchases yielded significantly lower WTP values than money-back
guarantees and normal sales purchases. Experiment 4 varied the degree of ownership
in combination with product trials.

The results showed that actual ownership of a trial good resulted in a higher
economic valuation than temporary ownership of a trial good. In Experiment 5 we
applied the standard design to test the endowment effect in combination with
product trials. In a 2 (ownership) x 2 (trial) design we measured people's economic
valuation and their attitudes. A positive effect of ownership on economic product
valuation was found, but not on attitude. In addition, a positive effect of trial on
attitude was found, but not on economic product valuation. A subsequent path model
was estimated with attitude as intervening variable that was able to explain these
differential main effects.
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Experiment 1

Introduction

The purpose of Experiment i is to test the assumption that the provision of a product
trial will shift consumers' reference point from the 'no purchase' state to the
'purchase' state (Hoch & Loewenstein, 1991), making them more willing to buy. In
addition, the effectiveness of a money-back guarantee is investigated. Both sales
strategies are compared to a normal purchase. Subjects are given the opportunity to
buy a CD single in either of the three conditions and their WTP is measured.

Method

Subjects

A sample of 250 Dutch high-school students from two different schools was tested.
Ages ranged from 14 to 20 years and mean age was 17 years. Fifty-two percent were
male. The experiment took place in February 1998 at the Libanon Lyceum in
Rotterdam, and the VIaardingse Openbare Scholengemeenschap in Vlaardingen.

Materials

Three different CD singles, with a retail price of Dfl 9.95 each, were used as
products.31 All CDs were in the Dutch Mega Top 100 during the experiment. The CD

singles used were Natalie Imbruglia (Torn), Five (Slam Dunk (Da Funk)), and Robyn
(Show me love).

Design and Procedure

Subjects were randomly assigned to one of the three strategy conditions normal sale,
money-back guarantee, or one-week free trial. All procedures were carried out in
class. Free-trial subjects started one week earlier than normal-sale and money-back
guarantee subjects, such that all measures of WTP took place at the same time.

Free trial (n = 74)· Subjects in the free-trial condition were immediately given the
opportunity to choose one of the CD singles to take home for a one-week free trial

after which they could decide whether they would like to buy the CD-single. One week

3/ At the moment the experiment was run, 1 Dfl (Dutch Florin) was equal to approximately
CO.45·
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later they were told that the CD would be available for purchase at a price between Dfl
1 to Dfl 10. They were shown three envelopes and told that the selling price would be
one of three, already determined, selling prices in the envelope:32

We have three envelopes with prices ranging .Pom 1211 i  and Ijl 10. One student
will be asked to draw an envelope. The price in this envelope will be our selling

price. Afer  the  envelope  has  been  drawn you  write  down  your buying price for
the CD on the questionnaire. Then we will open the envelope. Ifyour buying price
is less than the price in the envelope, we will not sell the CD to you. Ifyour buying
price is at least the price in the envelope, we will seU the CD to you for the price in
the envelope. Note that your buying prices will not have any influence on thejinal
selling price. If you sati* the conditions you have to make a real money
transaction. We ask you not to communicate when youjill out the questionnaire.

All envelopes contained a sheet of paper with '5 guilders' written on it, so the CDs
would only be sold to those with a WTP of at least Dfi 5. However, this was unknown
to all subjects. We will refer to this selling price procedure as the 'random price
mechanism'.

Money-back guarantee (n = 89). Subjects in this condition were given the following
instructions:

We  give  you  the  opportunity  to  buy  one of these three CD singles for a random

price with the guarantee that you can get back the purchase price next week if you

do not like the CD, no questions asked. Next week we will come back, and Zf you

bring the CD with you, we will give you your money back. Remember that your
purchase will be riskfi·ee, because we offer you a money back guarantee. You will
be given a questionnaire. On this questionnaire you have to write down which CD
you want to buy and at what price.

Then they were told how the random price mechanism worked.

Normal sale (n = 87). Subjects in this condition were given the same instructions as
those in the money-back guarantee condition, except that they were not offered a
money-back guarantee. However, they were instructed, as part of the experiment, to
bring the CD with them the next week. Although they did not know in advance, they
were given the opportunity to get their money back one week later. The price
mechanism was explained as in the other conditions.

32 The instructions were in Dutch and have been translated into English.
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Results and Discussion

Since there were no significant differences between the two schools the results
were aggregated. A one-way ANOVA with the applied sales strategy (strategy) as the
independent variable and WTP as the dependent variable was performed to test the
effect of strategy on WTP. The effect of strategy was significant, 17(2,208) = 4.89, P  <
.01. Mean WTP in the normal-sale, money-back-guarantee condition, and free-trial
condition was Dfl 5.76, Dfi 4.32, and Dll 3.86 respectively. Post-hoc tests (Tukey
HSD) showed that mean WTP in the normal-sale and free-trial conditions differed
significantly from each other (p < .01). Subjects who had the CD for a one-week free
trial were willing to pay about Dfi 2 less for it than those who bought the CD under a
normal sale condition. A money-back guarantee significantly decreased WTP relative
to normal sale. Eighteen subjects who were offered a money-back guarantee bought a
CD.  Of those eighteen, six claimed their money back.

There were, however, two serious problems with the experiment. Despite our
prohibition there was still a lot of classroom discussing when students were deciding
on their WTP. It was thus not clear whether the results were caused by our
manipulations, or caused by social interaction. Evidence that interaction between
subjects can influence decisions was given by one subject who changed the choice of
her CD single when another student had said that'she must have been crazy' with her
choice. It is therefore not unlikely that interaction had a similar effect on determining
WTP. Even more significantly, more than 50 percent of the students refused to pay
when our price was less than theirs.

In Experiment 2 we attempt to overcome these problems by conducting a
replication under more controlled conditions. First, subjects will be tested
individually thus eliminating any social effects. Second, it was stressed that their
decision was binding and that they would have to make a real purchase if their WTP
was greater than the selling price. Only if they understood that their decision was a
real purchase decision they were allowed to draw a selling price. Experiment 2
incorporates these changes.
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Experiment 2

Introduction

We offered subjects the opportunity to buy a CD-single under one of three conditions.
In the free trial condition they had a one-week trial of the CD, after which they had
the opportunity to buy the CD. Subjects gave their willingness to pay for the CDs, and
the selling price was randomly chosen using a variant of the Becker-DeGroot-
Marschak procedure (1964) which will be described below. In the money-back

guarantee condition they could return it for a full refund any time within a week of

purchase. In the normal sale condition they had neither a free trial nor any guarantee.
The same CD singles were used as in Experiment 1.

Method

Subjects

A sample of 154 students at Erasmus University Rotterdam participated. Their mean
age was 22 (range from 18 to 51) and 66 percent were male. The experiment took
place in March 1998.

Design and Procedure

Subjects were recruited after they had participated in another, non-related
experiment.  If they agreed to participate they were randomly assigned to one of three
conditions (free trial, money-back guarantee, normal sale), and then scheduled to

return one week later. Those who were assigned to the free-trial condition

immediately chose one of three CD-singles for a one-week trial period. Because of the
one-week trial they were offered, they started the experiment one week earlier than
subjects in the other two conditions. They were instructed to bring the CD with them
when they came for their appointment. All subjects were paid Dll 5 (about £2.28) for
participation.

Free trial (n = 51). Subjects were welcomed, informed about the purpose of the study,
paid Dft 5 for participation, and then asked for their CD. This was put on the table

beside them. They were then given the following instructions:

I am going to o#er you a chance to buy the CD that you were given for a one-week

trial. I will ask you to state how much you are prepared to pay for it, and (f it is
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available to youfor thatprice you can buy it. Following is a list ofprices:
For each price, indicate whether you are willing to pay that much for the CD.

Remember, we are not asking you to say what you think the CD is worth, but
rather what you are willing to pay RIGHTNOWfor the CD.

Dft 1 yes no

Dfl 2 yes- no -
Dfl 3 yes no-
Dfl 4 yes no-
Dfl 5 yes- no-
Dfl 6 yes- no -
Dfl 7 yes no

Dfl 8 yes no-
Dfl 9 yes no-
Dfi 10 yes no

0  I do not want to buy a CD

When all subjects had completed this form it was checked to ensure that they
understood that their decisions were 'for real.' In practice, only 3 of the 154 subjects
had misunderstood the task, and were asked to fill out the same form again. The
analyses include these subjects.

Next, subjects were shown 10 poker chips labelled Dfl 1 to Dfl 10 and an um. They
were told:

Here are 10 poker chips, marked with 12# 1.- through 1211 10.-. We will put them

into  this urn and you will draw one chip. Ifyou said that you will pay this amount

for a CD, you willpay and get a CD. Otherwise, you will not.

They then drew a poker chip from the urn, and if they had agreed to buy the CD for
that price they did so. If they drew a number higher than the highest price they were
willing to pay, they were then offered a chance to buy the CD for this higher price.
Once this procedure was completed they filled out a questionnaire, to be described
later.

Money-back guarantee (n=51). The procedure followed by subjects in this condition
was almost identical to that followed by those in the free trial condition. The primary
difference was that they chose the CD they wanted immediately before stating their
WTP. And in addition to the instructions given above they were told:
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Your purchase will be risk-free, because I am also ofering a money-back

guarantee. ifyou buy the CD and then decide you do not like it, you can return it
within a week here at the university and get your money back. No questions
asked.

Normal sale (n=52). The procedure followed was identical to that used in the money-
back guarantee condition, except that there was no offer of a money-back guarantee.

Results and Discussion

A one-way ANOVA with the applied sales strategy (strategy) as independent variable
and WTP as dependent variable revealed a significant effect of strategy 17(2,151) =
10.64, p = .000. Offering a free trial yielded again a significantly lower WTP (Dfl
2.53) than offering goods under a normal sale condition (Dfl 4.25) or money-back
guarantee condition (Dfl 4.65). Post-hoc procedures (Tukey HSD) showed that the
difference between the normal sale condition and the money-back guarantee
condition was not significant. However, differences between free trial sales and both
money-back guarantee sales and normal sales were significant (both p <  .ooi).

Because subjects could choose one of three CD singles ("Robyn", "Natalie", and
"Five"), a one-way ANOVA for each CD single was run. For all three CDs the effect of
strategy was significant (all three CDs p < .01). For the CD "Robyn" and the CD
"Natalie" WTP after a free trial was significantly less than WTP under a normal sale
and a money-back guarantee condition (both CDs p  <  .01). Mean WTP with a normal
sale and a money-back guarantee did not differ significantly (p = .762 for Robyn and
P = .591 for Natalie). There were only five subjects in the free trial condition and only
subject in the normal sale condition who chose the CD "Five", making comparisons
across conditions unreliable for this CD. Mean WTP for the CDs is shown in Table 4.1.

These findings contradict our hypotheses that WTP will be higher after a trial than
without trial. An explanation why WTP was lower after free trial might be that during
a trial period people are able to use the product many times, thereby 'consuming' or
becoming 'satiated' with the good.33 We label this effect of using up a good
consumption in accordance with Davis et al. (1995). In their model, V represents the
total value of a good. After some consumption./3 of the good, a remaining value (1-:li) V
of the good is left. Thus, they model that consumption decreases the value of a good.
Consumption of CDs, of course, cannot be due to a decrease in quantity, but more

33 Not to mention the possibility of copying the CD.
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Table 4.1. WTP for CD singles as a function of strategy

Strategy M          SD
Free Trial (n = Si) 2.53 a 2.34
Money-back guarantee (n = 51) 4.65 b 2.42
Normal sale (n= 52) 4.25 b 2.62

a, b - Means with different superscripts differ significantly

due to satiation.34 Consumption, whether it is real consumption or frequent use of the

product, will probably decrease the satisfaction derived from it.35 Since participants'
future satisfaction is expected to be lower after a one-week trial than without trial,
consumption might have reduced WTP in the trial condition. Although (a-priori)

liking for a particular music genre will undoubtedly determine WTP we cannot
attribute these results to liking, because different CDs were not chosen in different
conditions. In Experiment 3 we will use goods that are usually consumed very slowly,
thus avoiding the possibility of consumption.

34 Besides consumption there are more explanations that could explain the decrease in
valuation of free-trial goods. These are not investigated in this research, but will be described
in the discussion.
35 For purely durable goods, the amount of satisfaction is less likely to decrease over time,
because their function hardly deteriorates. Examples are a washing machine, or a dishwasher.
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Experiment 3

Introduction

In this experiment it is investigated whether consumption of a good overshadows the
endowment effect (by reducing WTP). We use durable goods like pens, headphones,
calculators, clocks, and coffee mugs. These durable goods are expected to yield
satisfaction even after frequent use. In line with our previous experiments, we elicited
WTP in three conditions: normal sale, money-back guarantee, and free trial. If
consumption reduces WTP, then by eliminating consumption we should find that
WTP for a good after trial is higher than WTP without trial.

Method

Su4fects

One hundred and sixty-eight first-year psychology students at the Free University in
Amsterdam participated in the experiment. Eighty-six percent were female. Two
subjects did not specify their gender. Mean age was 20 years with ages ranging from
17 to 39 years. The experiment took place in June 1998.

Materials

Subjects were given a choice between five different goods that they could either buy
immediately, or take home for a one-week free trial and then decide to buy. The
goods we used were goods that would not be 'consumed', i.e., would still yield
satisfaction, after being used for a week. In contrast to the CD singles, these goods
were more functional: Parker roller pens (Dfi 12.95), headphones (Dft 9.95),
calculators (Dfl 9.95), travel alarm clocks (Dfl 2.50), and coffee mugs (Dfi 5.95), with
retail prices in Dutch guilders given in parentheses.

Design and Procedure

Subjects were randomly assigned to either the normal sale condition, money-back
guarantee condition, or one-week free trial condition. Subjects in the free trial
condition immediately chose one of the five products for a one-week free trial. They
were asked to return it to class the next week. Subjects in the money-back guarantee
condition chose one of the five products, and were told in advance that they could
return their good within one week and claim their money back. Subjects in the
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normal-sale condition were neither offered a free trial, nor a money-back guarantee.

Subjects in the money-back guarantee and normal sale conditions were tested at the
end of trial period of those in the free trial condition in order to elicit WTP in all three
conditions at the same time. In all groups WTP was measured by using the random
price mechanism applied in Experiment 2. After filling out the price list, each subject
drew his or her own price. Prices ranged from Dfli to Dfl 20 in steps of Dfi leach.
Because of practical limitations subjects were tested in small groups of 5 to 10
subjects per group. To ensure that the observations were not influenced by social
interaction the students were separated and three experimenters were present.

Results and Discussion

Because there were only three people who chose a calculator, making comparisons of
the remaining products with the calculator unreliable, they were excluded from the
analysis. In addition, two more subjects in the free-trial condition did not finish the

experiment and were also excluded from the analyses. The analyses were performed
with the remaining 163 subjects.

To test the effect of strategy and product on WTP we performed an ANOVA with
strategy and product as independent variables and WTP as dependent variable.
Neither of the main effects (17(2,151) = 2.611, p >  .05 for strategy; F(3,51) = .989, p >
.io for product), nor the interaction effect were significant F(6,i51) = 1.876, p > .05).
Mean WTP for the products per condition is displayed in Table 4.2.

Although only marginally significant, free trials performed again worse than
money-back guarantees and normal sale. Inspection of the mean WTP values per
product suggested that the performance of free trials differed across products. As Call
be seen in Table 4.2, differences between normal sales and free trials were relatively

greater for pens and headphones than for clocks and coffee mugs. This interaction
effect raises the question whether there is some difference between, on the one hand
the pens and the headphones, and on the other hand the clocks and the coffee mugs

that can account for the differences in WTP. The next section suggests and tests a

possible explanation for it.

Search vs. Experience Goods

As discussed in Chapter 3, product can be classified in, among others, search and

experience goods depending on whether the good exists of mainly search, or
experiential attributes. A product is considered as difficult to evaluate when one
needs to discover its experiential attributes (e.g., performance) in order to provide a

judgement. On the other hand, a product is considered to be relatively easy to
evaluate when one can almost immediately evaluate its performance. Seen in this
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Table 4.2. WTP in Dutch guilders for consumer goods as a function of strategy.

Condition
Money-back

Product Free trial guarantee Normal sale
M    SD n M          SD         n         M          SD         n

Pen 1.40 1.45         15 5.00 3.57        15 5·33 4.56 9
Headphone 3.44 3.08 16 4.91 3·02        11 5·00 4.16      13
Clock 3.20 2.59 5 2.88 3.09 8 3.44 0.88 9
Coffee mug 4.00 2.00 12 3.26 2.38 23 3.85 2.58 27

Total 2.92 2.51 48 3.98 3.00 57 4.28 3.19 58

light, the products used in this experiment consisted of mainly experience attributes
(pen, headphone) or search attributes (clock, coffee mug). Therefore, pens and
headphones could be categorised as experience goods and clocks and coffee mugs as
search goods.

In an additional analysis it was tested whether the type of a good and the condition
under which the good was sold affects WTP. We performed a 3 (strategy) x 2 (type)
ANOVA with WTP as dependent variable. As before, neither the main effect of
strategy F(2,157) = 2.733, P > ·05, nor the effect of type were significant 17(1,157) =
1.813, P > .10. However, the strategy x type interaction was significant F(2, 157) =

4.12, P < .05. As can be seen in Table 4.3, WTP was not affected by the applied
strategy for search goods 17(2,81) = .626, p > .50). For experience goods, however, the
applied strategy yielded different values of WTP (2,79) = 5.684, P < ·01). Normal-sale
purchases and money-back guarantees yielded significantly higher WTP than free-
trial purchases. Normal-sale and money-back guarantee purchases did not differ
significantly from each other. It seems that search goods are less affected by product
trial (money wise). Therefore, for further investigation of the effects of product trials
we exclusively use experience goods in the experiments that follow. The results are
graphically displayed in Figure 4.1.

Summarised, product trials yield a significantly lower WTP than normal sales and
money-back guarantees purchases, but only for experience goods. Because
consumption effects had been eliminated, this decrease in WTP cannot be attributed
to consumption.

Based on the results of Experiments 1 and 2 it was suggested that people had been
satiated with, or consumed, the CD tracks after the trial period and did not expect
further benefits from buying. Therefore, the value of the CD had decreased in value.

This decreasing effect on WTP was labelled consumption.36 In the current experiment
it was attempted to eliminate the consumption effect by using goods that would yield

36 Consumption, as used in the context, is part of the consumption process itself. The process starts
before purchase and ends after purchase (Foxall & Goldsmith, 1998),
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Table 4.3. WTP in Dutch guilders for different types of consumer goods as a function of
strategy.

Condition
Product Money-back
Type Free trial guarantee Normal sale

M           SD         n           M           SD         n M SD    n
Search 3.76 2.14 17 3.16 2.53         31 3.75 2.27 36
goods

Experience 2.45a 2.61 31 4·96b 3.28 26 5·14b 4.22 22
Goods

Total 2.92 2.51 48 3.98 3.01 57 4.28 3.19 58
a, b - Means with different superscripts differ significantly.

6-
4.96 5.14

5- --= Free trial

- 3.76 3.75
- 4-a ===3.16-„i-,-  
E  3  -      .- %1               2.45          1%1             O Muoan y beaeck
9 2- I .b. tg.

.                            . 0 Normal sale1- 1% %10

Search goods Experience
goods

Figure 4.1. WTP as function of strategy and product type.

approximately the same satisfaction after a one-week trial. Consequently, differences
I in WTP between normal sales and free trials can hardly be due to consumption.

Overall, we found that consumption could not account for a decrease in WTP after
product trial. For search goods (clocks, coffee mugs) we found no effect of strategy.
Trial had no decreasing effect on consumers' WTP. For search goods (pen,
headphones) we did find an effect of strategy. For these goods, WTP for free-trial
products was significantly less than WTP for normal sale products. Another factor,
presumably more closely related to the type of product, could be responsible for the
disadvantage of a free trial.

Evidence for an additional factor was given by qualitative data. Some subjects
mentioned that the pen wrote badly, or that the quality of the headphones was poor.
These qualifications suggest that subjects were to some extent disappointed in the
product's performance. Disappointment occurs when people are not satisfied with a
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good, or when expectations and performance do not match. Indeed, disappointment
is a motivational aspect affecting a good's evaluation (e.g., Oliver, 1980; Mano &
Oliver, 1993), causing a lower WTP for the good. Hidden (i.e., experience) attributes
may cause disappointment when they are evaluated as more negative than
expectations. The quality of the hidden attributes should at least be as expected in
order to avoid disappointment. The issue makes one wonder about disappointment
under normal sale, i.e., without the opportunity to return the good. It is worth telling
that in Experiment 1, one-third of the participants under the money-back guarantee
returned their CD, whereas in normal sales no such opportunity existed.37 This post-
hoc analysis showed that the negative effect of free trials on WTP differed across
product type. For easy-to-evaluate goods (search goods) we found no effect of
strategy on WTP. For hard-to-evaluate goods (experience goods), WTP was
significantly less in the free-trial condition than in the normal sale and money-back

guarantee condition. Based on the judgements of some subjects we expect that
disappointment is an important factor in explaining these results for hard-to-evaluate
goods.

Another reason why WTP is lower after trial than in normal sales could be that
consumers' reference points did not shift toward the purchase state as suggested by
Hoch and Loewenstein (1991). Hence, adaptation to possession did not occur either.
In this case, lack of ownership results in a small endowment effect, or no endowment
effect at all. As mentioned earlier, Hoch and Loewenstein (1991) describe that the
closer a consumer comes to a feeling of possession (and the greater the desire for the

product becomes), the greater the feeling of deprivation will be when the consumer
fails to make a purchase. Thus, we expect that, once a consumer has been endowed
with a product (through product trial), it will be more painful to refrain from
purchase than without any trial. More generally, if the extent to which people own a

good influences its valuation, then goods will be more highly valued when they are
owned than when they are not (Beggan, 1992).In the next study we focus on this
effect of ownership with trial on the valuation of a good.

37 In experiment 2, no CDs were returned in the money-back guarantee condition. However,
this might have been due to the transaction costs of going to the university and claiming the
money back. Transaction costs are not further considered here.
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Experiment 4

Introduction

Experiment 4 focuses on the effect of ownership on people's valuation of goods.

Ownership may influence people's valuation of a good, and may determine whether
the endowment effect will occur. To test this idea, subjects' choice prices for pens
were measured, either after ownership, or non-ownership. With choice prices,
subjects indicate for different money amounts whether they prefer the money, or the
product. Note that choice prices measure how much people value a good independent
of ownership. It was predicted that choice prices would be higher with than without
ownership.

For exploratory reasons, the type of good was also manipulated. Since hedonic
and/or emotional properties might induce stronger bonds between the consumer and
the product than functional properties, loss aversion may differ across functional and
hedonic types of a good.38 Hence the effect of a free trial may also be related to the
type of good.

Method

Subjects

A total of 145 first-year psychology students from the Free University Amsterdam
participated in the experiment. Ninety-eight were female and 42 were male. Five
subjects did not specify their sex. Mean age was 20 (range 17-38). The Experiment
took place in June 1998.

Design and Procedure

Upon entering the classroom subjects were assigned to either the ownership
condition or the non-ownership condition. Within each condition subjects received
either a blue pen or an orange pen (shop price Dfl 2.25 each) with instructions. The
orange pen served as the relatively more hedonic type of good, whereas the blue pen
was considered relatively more functional. This created four conditions:
(ownership/blue), (ownership/orange), (non-ownership/blue), and   (non-

ownership/orange).

38 After finishing the experiment, we learned about Dhar and Wertenbroch's experiment
(2000) showing higher loss aversion for a hedonic than a functional product.
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Ownership condition (n=70). Subject in this condition received the following
instructions:

"You have been given a pen. The pen is yours to keep. We do ask, however, that
you bring thepen with you to next week's class. In that class we will ask you some

"

questions concerning yourpen.

Non-ownership condition (n=75)· Subject in this condition people received the
following instructions with the pen:

"You  have been given  a pen for a one-weekfree  trial.  We ask you to bring  the pen

with you to next week's class. In that class we will ask you some questions

concerning the pen that you tried."

One week later subjects in both conditions were given the choice between different
amounts of money (ranging from Dfl 0.25 to Dfl 6) and the pen. Subjects in the

ownership condition were given the following instructions (the instructions given in
the non-ownership condition are given in brackets):

last week we gave you a pen Ipen for a jpee triall. Today we would like  you  to

choose between money and your Ithelpen. Thefollowing table includes a list. One

column shows amounts Of money, the other column shows the word Men: For
each row in the table, either encircle the amount of money, or the word ben'. Do

this, according to whether VOU prefer the money, or the pen. Ajter you have made
your choices we will randomly draw one of the amounts. If, for that amount you

have indicated that you would rather have the money than the pen, you will get
the money and we'lt get the pen. If you have indicated that you would prefer the

pen to the money, you will keep  the pen and we keep the money. "
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Dfl o.25 Money Pen

Dfl 0.50 Money Pen

Dfl 0.75 Money Pen

Dfl 1.00 Money Pen

Dfl 1.50 Money Pen

Dll 2.00 Money Pen

Dfl 2.50 Money Pen

Dfl 3.00 Money Pen

Dfl 3·50 Money Pen

Dfl 4.00 Money Pen

Dfl 4.50 Money Pen

Dfl 5.00 Money Pen

Dfi 6.00 Money Pen

One random price was drawn per subject. After prices had been stated and possible
transactions had taken place all subjects evaluated the pen on five 10-point Likert
scales (1 = very bad, 10 = very good). The dimensions were funny, multifunctional,
nice, handy, overall evaluation.

Results and Discussion

A total of 19 subjects had forgotten to bring the pen back to class the next week.
Because they were therefore not able to make a realistic choice between money and
the pen, they were excluded from the analyses. The final analyses were performed for
the 126 subjects (63 per condition).

A two-factorial ANOVA with ownership and colour as independent variables and
Price as the dependent variable was performed. The effect of ownership was
significant F(1,122) = 5.598, p < .05. On average people were willing to exchange their
pen for Dfl 2.21 in the ownership condition, and Dfl 1.73 in the trial condition F (1,
122) = 5.60, p < .05. Neither the effect of colour F(1,122) = .988, p > .30, nor the
ownership x colour interaction were significant F(1,122) = 2.032, p > .10. Mean price
for pens are depicted in Table 4.4. Note that the differences between the ownership

conditions are larger for the orange pen than for the blue pen.
Experiments studying the effects of ownership on economic valuation usually ask

non-owners for their WTP, and owners for their WTA (Knetsch, 2000). In this
experiment, subjects who received a one-week trial of the pen (non-owners) did not
own a pen, and were presented with a choice between receiving money, or the pen.
Since they were not in possession of either good we should have measured WTP and
not choice prices. For subjects who owned the pen, the decision was also presented as
a choice, but their decisions were between keeping their pen (and not receiving
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Table 4.4. Choice prices for pens as a function of ownership

Ownership
Pen Colour Trial Actual Ownership

M             SD             n                   M             SD             n
Blue 1.98 1.16          31 2.16 1.08         29

Orange 1.49 O.90           32 2.25 1.29            34

Total 1.73 1.05          63 2.21 1.19          63

Table 4.5. Factor loadings per dimension

Dimension Factor 1 Factor 2
Overall evaluation ·768 ·312
Fun -. 225 .816

Handy .874 .049
Multifunctional .470 -.223
Nice .189 .890

Eigenvalue 1.72 1.55

money), or giving up the pen (and receiving money). Thus, in this condition we used
the correct measure. A correct design would have been a WTP measure in the trial
condition and WTA in the ownership condition. Given the 'incorrect' measure in the
trial condition, the conclusions with respect to the effects of ownership on Price
should be taken with caution.

Evaluation

After the random price was determined subjects rated the pens on five different
dimensions. A factor analysis on the five ratings (a = .48) was conducted to
summarise the information. An orthogonal (Varimax), two-factor solution was
obtained. The eigenvalues (after rotation) of the two factors were 1.72 and 1.55,
respectively. Total explained variance after rotation was more than 65% (33·2% for
the first factor and 32.1% for the second factor). Pattern loadings (after rotation) per
variable are shown in Table 4.5.

In order to interpret the factors, we considered a threshold of 0.40 for the absolute
loadings. The variables 'overall evaluation', 'handy', and 'multifunctional' exceeded
the threshold on the first factor. The variables 'nice' and 'fun' are below the threshold
of 0.40. Interpretation of these variables suggests that the first factor measures an
overall evaluation of the pens.  On the second factor, the variables 'fun' and 'nice' have
relatively high pattern loadings, while the variables 'overall evaluation', 'handy', and
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'multifunctional', have low pattern loadings (and below threshold). Interpretation of
the variables on this dimension suggests that the second factor contrast a functional
evaluation with a more hedonic evaluation of the pens. We called this second factor
the 'frivolity factor'. The five measures used before can thus be summarised in two
composite measures labelled 'overall evaluation' and 'frivolity'. Factor scores for both
factors were computed for all observations using Bartlett's method (weighted least-

squares method). These factor scores were then used in a subsequent analysis to test
for the effects of ownership and colour on overall evaluation and frivolity. We
performed two separate two-factorial ANOVAs. One with ownership and colour as
independent variables and the factor scores of overall evaluation as dependent
variable, and one with ownership and colour as independent variables and the factor
scores of frivolity as dependent variable.

For the first factor (overall evaluation) only the effect of ownership was significant
17(1,87) = 8.492, p < .01. People who had owned the pen gave it a higher overall

evaluation (.31) than people who had not owned the pen (-.28). Neither the effect of
colour F(1,87) = .863, P >  ·30, nor the ownership x colour interaction were significant
17(1,87) = 2.116, p > .10. Apparently, the overall evaluation of a good seems more
affected by ownership than by hedonic properties.

For the second factor (frivolity), the effect of colour was significant F(1,87) =

10·563, P < .01. Orange pens were rated as more frivolous (.34) than blue pens (-.32)
Neither the effect of ownership F(1,87)  = .022, p >  .80, nor the interaction ownership
x colour interaction were significant F(1,87) = 1.117, P > ·20. Thus, the frivolity of a
good seems to be more determined by its hedonic properties than by ownership.

Summarised, the result that ownership affects overall evaluation, while colour affects

frivolity suggest that the overall evaluation of an item is more likely to be determined
by ownership than byhedonic components.
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Experiment 5

Introduction

The question addressed in the previous experiments was whether a free trial of a
product induced an endowment effect and, hence, yielded a higher product
evaluation. Thaler defined the phenomenon without any reference to how the effect
should be measured. Although the endowment effect is usually shown by monetary
values, i.e.,WTA exceeding WTP many times, other studies have demonstrated the
endowment effect with choices (Knetsch & Sinden, 1984; Knetsch, 1990,1995). As it
was suggested in Chapter 3, the endowment effect can be shown other than by direct
comparison of WTP and WTA.

One limitation of our previous experiments is with respect to the experimental
conditions tested so far. Since offering a free trial would only make sense to non-

owners of a good, and not to owners, we have only focused on the monetary values
given by non-owners (WTP). However, the endowment effect states that goods are
valued differently as a function of ownership status (contrasting ownership vs. non-
ownership), and the previous design therefore lacked an real ownership condition.
Together with the earlier results that ownership might be a prerequisite for an
endowment effect (see Experiment 4) we added an ownership condition to the trial
condition. This led to Experiment 5 with a 2 (ownership) x 2 (trial) factorial design. It
is predicted that, if free trials do induce an endowment effect, the endowment effect
would be stronger for a trial good than for a non-trial. In other words, an ownership x
trial interaction is predicted.

Method

Participants

One hundred and sixty-eight first-year economics students from Erasmus University
Rotterdam served as subjects. Mean age was 19 (ranging from 17 to 25 years). Sixty-
six percent were male, and three percent did not specify their gender. The
Experiment took place in November 2001.

Material

A cookbook served as the trial product. A pretest showed that, among others, a

(reference) book is a type of product people like to examine before purchase. In
addition, the book was pretested for a non-negative trial effect such that possible
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negative trial effects could not be attributed to an a-priori negative evaluation of the
cookbook. The retail value was approximately € 3.60 (Dil 7.95)39.

Procedure and Design

Two factors were manipulated: ownership (no ownership vs. ownership) and trial (no
trial vs. trial). Half of the subjects received a cook book which was theirs to keep. The
other half received a book, which was not theirs to keep (ownership manipulation).  In
both groups, half of the subjects were given the opportunity to examine the book, the
other half not (trial manipulation).4° This resulted in four conditions: (1) no trial/no
ownership, (2) no trial/ownership, (3) trial/no ownership, (4) trial/ownership).
Subjects were randomly assigned to one of the four conditions.

Measures

After the manipulations all subjects filled out a short questionnaire consisting of five
questions related to their attitude toward the product. The questions were (1) Does
this cookbook appeal to you? (2) Do you think this cookbook is adequate? (3) Is this
cookbook a product you would like to have? (4) Do you think this cookbook is a good
product? (5) Do you think this cookbook is attractive? All items were rated on a 7-
point scale 0=not at all, 7= very much). After the attitude questions money values
were measured. In addition, non-owners were asked for their WTP to buy, owners for
their WTA to sell. Prices were determined by a random price mechanism (Becker,
DeGroot, & Marschak, ig64). Thus, the independent variables were trial and
ownership and the dependent variables were economic valuation (expressed in Dutch
guilders) and the five attitude measures.

Results and Discussion

The Effects of Trial and Ownership on Economic Valuation and Attitude

To check the dimensionality of the five attitude measures the questions were factor
analysed using principal component analysis with Varimax rotation. A one-factor
solution was obtained with an eigenvalue of 3.257· The five component loadings were
.869,.749, ·852, .803, and .756, respectively, with a = .8623· Given the one-
dimensional structure a new variable attitude was created defined as the average of

39 At the moment the experiment was run (2001) the currency was the Dutch guilder and,
hence, monetary values were elicited in guilders rather than in Euros.
40 To ensure that subjects did not inspect the cooking book, tile book was 'sealed' with a
rubber band and subjects were told not to remove it.
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Table 4.6. WTP for the cookbook as a function of trial and ownership.

Ownership
Trial No ownership Ownership

M           SD           n                M           SD           n
NoTrial 3.40 2.90          35 7.59 3.38        41
Trial 3.09 2.49        41 6.41 4.26 49
Total 3.23 2.67 78 6.94 3.91 90

Table 4.7. Attitude scores for the cookbook as a function of trial and
ownership.

Ownership
Trial No ownership Ownership

M            SD            n                  M            SD            n
NoTrial 4.35 1.20          35 4.13 1.18 40
Trial 4.83 1.05 42 4.79 1.07        46

Total 4.61 1.14         77 4.48 1.17        86

the five items.

The Effects of Trial and Ownership on Economic Valuation
A two-factor ANOVA was performed with economic valuation as dependent variable
and trial and ownership as independent variables. Missing values were dealt with by
applying listwise deletion. The effect of ownership on economic valuation was
significant F(1, 164) = 50.96, p < .01. Owners stated a monetary value of 6.94 and
non-owners on average a value of 3.23, indicating an endowment effect. Neither the
effect of trial F(1,164) = 1.995, P > .10, nor the ownership x trial interaction were
significant F(1,164) = .686, p > .40. Surprisingly, the effect of trial on economic
valuation was negative, but this effect was not significant. After trial subjects valued
the book on average at 4.86, whereas without trial they valued it at 5.67. Thus, there
is an endowment effect, but this effect is not related to product trial (as shown by a
non-significant interaction term). Mean WTP of the book for all four conditions are
displayed in Table 4.6

The Effects of Trial and Ownership on Attitude
A second ANOVA tested the effects of ownership and trial on attitude. The effect of
trial was significant F(1, 159) = 10.49, P < .01. As can be seen in Table 4.7, attitude
was 4.81 after a product trial and 4.23 without product trial. Thus, a product trial
yields a significantly more positive attitude toward the trial good than no product
trial. Neither the effect of ownership 17(1,159) = .513, P > .40, nor the ownership x
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trial interaction were significant 17(1,159) = .255, P > .60.

These two ANOVAs showed that a free trial has no significant effect on the monetary

evaluation of an item (i.e., no endowment effect). However, product trials have a
significant, positive effect on people's attitude. In other words, ownership or
possession has a significant effect on the monetary valuation of an item, whereas trial
has a significant effect on the attitude toward the item.

Structural Equation Modelling: Estimating the Direct and Indirect Effects of Ownership and
Trial on Economic Valuation

Building the Model: Including Attitude as Intervening variable
In the analyses above it was shown that ownership and trial each have a different
effect on attitude and economic valuation. Ownership had an effect on economic
valuation, and trial affected attitude. However, correlations between attitude and
economic valuation are positive in each condition, and this raises the question why
these differential effects occur

In general, ANOVA only estimates the total effect (sum of direct and indirect
effects) of independent variables on a dependent variable. In our analyses, ANOVA
answers the question whether there is a difference in the scores on attitude and
economic valuation, respectively, as a function of trial and ownership. Attitude and
economic valuation were considered as two uncorrelated dependent variables, but it
is not unrealistic to think of attitudes as antecedents of overt behaviour (Eagly &
Chaiken, 1993). In this case an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) will not be
appropriate, because it only answers the question of whether there is a difference in
economic valuation as a function of trial and ownership after economic valuation has
been adjusted for by attitude. Thus neither ANOVA, nor ANCOVA gives an answer to
the role of indirect effects as shown in the model.

We can model this idea of attitude as consequence of trial and ownership, and as
antecedent of economic valuation in structural equation modelling (SEM). Attitude is
considered as an intervening variable in the relationship of ownership and trial to
economic valuation (see Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001). A model with attitude as
intervening variable is shown in Figure 4.2.

As can be seen in Figure 4.2, trial and ownership are uncorrelated because these
two variables have been manipulated independently. Further, both trial (trial -4
attitude) and ownership (ownership -1 attitude) affect attitude. In turn, attitude may
affect final economic valuation (attitude -> economic valuation). Last, both trial (trial
-* economic valuation) and ownership (ownership -4 economic valuation) affect
economic valuation directly. Note than in comparison ofAN(C)OVA the model allows
for both direct and indirect effects of trial and ownership on economic valuation.
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Trial
(V 1 )                                                                 741
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Attitude B43        Economic
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Figure 4.2. Combined trial and ownership model with model as intervening variable.

Model Estimation

Estimation techniques in SEM assume multivariate normality of the dependent
variables. A multivariate normality test (Stevens, 1992) showed that this assumption
was not met. Although violations of normality in SEM have almost no impact when
sample size is large (n > 200), the effect can be substantial with smaller sample sizes.

Kline (1998), and Hu, Bentler, & Kano (1992) suggest the application of the Satorra-
Bentler statistic (Satorra & Bentler, 1994) which adjusts the value of the standard %2
statistic downward to decrease the probability of a Type I error. Although an
asymptotically distribution free estimation procedure is also available, Kline (ig98)
argues that large samples are necessary to be accurate. The independence hypothesis,
testing whether the variables of the proposed model are uncorrelated, is rejected
r(6) = 93·571, p < .01. The Satorra-Bentler statistic showed that the model was a
good fit to the datat(1) = 0.018, p = .892. The path model was estimated using EQS
for Windows. Figure 4.3 shows the path coefficients for the tested model. The model
shows that the direct effect of trial on attitude is larger than the direct effect of trial
on economic valuation. The latter effect is negative: trial seems to decrease rather
than to increase economic valuation. As expected, ownership has a positive direct
effect on economic valuation, but not on attitude. Finally, attitude has a positive
effect on economic valuation.

Decomposing the Total Effect into Direct and Indirect Effects

Using the path coefficients it is possible to calculate indirect and total effects (Table
4.8). Indirect effects are estimated as the products of the direct effects. For example,
the indirect effect of trial on economic valuation through attitude is given by
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Trial
-.211 **

.251
**

Attitude .388**,       Economic
Valuation

-.052 --.
Ownership 515**

EA                        EEV

** p < .01

Figure 4.3. Path estimates for the combined trial and ownership model with
attitude as intervening

(.251)(.388) = .097. Total effects are the sum of all direct and indirect effects of a
variable on another. For example, the total effect of trial on economic valuation is the
sum of the direct effect on economic valuation (-.211) plus the indirect effect on
economic valuation (.097), or -.114. If there are no indirect effects of one variable on
another, the total direct effect is the same as the direct effect. Table 4.8 summarises
the effects from the model. The fit indices show that the model is an improvement
compared to the independence model.

Direct Effect of Trial and Ownership on Attitude and Economic Valuation
The direct effect of trial on attitude is significantly positive. The direct effect of
ownership on attitude, however, is not significant. Thus, product trials are positively
related to attitudes. The non-significant relationship between ownership and attitude
suggest that ownership of a good does not affect attitude toward the good. The
assumed relationship may therefore be removed from the model. A Wald-test, testing
whether some parameters could be set to zero, shows that there will be no significant
loss of fit when the path coefficient from ownership to attitude is set to zero (p =
·492). Thus, the hypothesised relationship between ownership and attitude can
indeed be omitted from the model.

The coefficients further show that the direct effect of trial on economic valuation is
significantly negative, while the direct effect of ownership on economic valuation is
significantly positive. Thus, trial decreases the valuation of a good, whereas

ownership increases the valuation of a good.
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Table 4.8. Standardised parameter estimates (z-values) for direct and
indirect effects and fit indices when a relationship between ownership and
attitude is assumed.

Endogenous variable

Causal variable Attitude Economic
Valuation

Trial

Direct effect .251(3.292)** -.211 (-3·473)**
Indirect via attitude                                           -                              .097 (2.909)**
Total effect (ANOVA main effect) .251** -,114 n.s.

Ownership
Direct effect -'052 (_.688) ·515 (8.587)**
Indirect via attitude                                       -                        -,020 (-.679)
Total effect (ANOVA main effect) -.052n.s. .495**

Attitude
Direct effect .388 (5.898)**

Bentler-Bonnet Normed Fit Index (NFI) 1.000
Bentler-Bonnet Nonnormed Fit Index (NNFI) 1.067
Comparative Fit Index (CFI) 1.000
Robust Comparative Fit Index 1.000

** p < .01;
n.s. not significant

Direct Effect of Attitude on Economic Valuation
The path coefficient representing the relationship between attitude and economic
valuation is significantly positive. Thus, higher levels of attitude (a more positive
attitude) are associated with higher levels of economic valuation (a higher monetary
valuation).

Indirect Effects of Trial and Ownership on Economic Valuation
The indirect effect of trial on economic valuation through attitude is significantly
positive. For ownership the effect is negative, but non-significant. These results imply
that that a product trial had a positive effect on economic valuation through attitudes,
while ownership had not. In other words, part of the positive effect of trial on attitude
is transmitted to economic valuation, and the net result is positive.
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Total Effects of Trial and Ownership of Attitude and Economic Valuation
From the ANOVA it was already known that the (total) effects of trial and ownership
differs for attitude and economic valuation. Note that ANOVA results are total effects.

From Table 4.8 it is possible to see why these different effects occurred. The
significant total effect of trial on attitude is accounted for by the direct effect of trial
on attitude (.251). The non-significant total effect of trial on economic valuation is the
net result of two effects: a direct, negative effect (-.211), and an indirect, positive

effect (.097). The net result is a non-significant, negative effect (-.114). In the same
way, the non-significant total effect of ownership on attitude is caused by a non-
significant, direct effect of ownership on attitude (-.052). Last, the significant total
effect of ownership on economic valuation is the net result of two effects: a direct,
positive effect (.515), and a small, non-significant indirect effect (-.020).

Summarised, the decomposition of the total effect of trial and ownership in direct
and indirect effects shows why ANOVA found differential effects on attitude and
economic valuation.

Explained Variance
The coefficient of determination, R2, represents the amount of variance in a
dependent variable explained by the independent variables in the model. Put
differently, R2 represents to what extent other causes, or variables not tested in the
model can account for the error (variance) in a variable. R2 for the two variables
(attitude, economic valuation) is computed from the standardised coefficients

associated with the error term of the particular variable. R21'3 =1- (.967)2 =.065 for
attitude, and R2\'4 =1- (.776)2 = .398 for economic valuation. Since it is assumed that
covariances are uncorrelated (see Dunn, Everitt, & Pickles, 1993) the error terms are

uncorrelated, and we may interpret the explained variances independently from each
other. Thus, given the model in Figure 4.3, only 6.5% of the variance in attitude is
accounted for by trial and ownership, and almost 40% of the variance in economic
valuation can be attributed to the effects of trial, ownership, and attitude.

Interpretation of the Effects
The obtained effects can be interpreted as follows: the positive relation between trial
and  attitude  (733  could  be  interpreted  as an information effect. Namely, a trial,
providing information, yields a more positive attitude than no trial (no information).
The non-significant relationship between ownership and attitude (732  supports the

economic argument that entitlements should not influence attitudes (Coase, 1960).In
other words, this parameter supports the idea of rationality: ownership effects do not
exist as far as attitudes are concerned. The third parameter (#43) could be interpreted
as consistency in behaviour. As attitude toward an object becomes more positive, the
economic valuation assigned to it will also increase. Parameter 741, representing the
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negative relationship between trial and economic valuation could be read as a
consumption effect. During a product trial consumers are able to consume, or obtain
information about a product. Consequently, less information is left after trial. The
last parameter, 72, is the effect of assigning values to an object as a function of
ownership. Since non-owners are in an acquisition mode (decision about a gain) and
owners in a forfeiture mode (decision about a loss), this relation represents loss

aversion. Summarised, the result that the indirect effect of ownership (through
attitude) on economic valuation is non-significant, while the direct effect of
ownership on economic valuation is significant, shows that the endowment effect is
not determined by attitudes, but by loss aversion.

Model Modification

The Wald test indicated that there would be no loss in fit when the coefficient
between ownership and attitude will be set to zero (i.e., assuming no relationship).
Therefore, a new SEM analysis was performed without an assumed relationship
between ownership and attitude (i.e., the ownership -* attitude path is omitted). The
estimation procedures were the same as in the initial model. The Satorra-Bentler
statistic indicates a good fit to the data %2(2) = O.491, p = .782. Only 6.3% of the
variance in attitude is explained by Trial and 41.1% of the variance in economic
valuation is explained by Trial, ownership, and attitude. The Wald test for this model
showed that no parameters could be omitted without a significant loss of fit, thus
model trimming will stop here. A summary of all the effects of the trimmed model is
given in Table 4.9 and a visual representation of the model and parameter estimates
in Figure 4.4. As can be seen in Table 4.9 the parameter estimates have not changed
much compared to our initial model (see Table 4.8). The interpretation of the effects
will therefore remain the same as mentioned before. So, this analysis shows that a
more parsimonious model can explain the data without a significant loss of fit.
Explained variance has increased slightly after model modification: trial explains
6.3% of the variance in attitude. trial, ownership, and attitude together account for
41.1% of the variance in economic valuation.

In this experiment product trial and product ownership were independently
manipulated to test whether product trials were able to move the reference point
toward the purchase state. It was predicted that the endowment effect would be
stronger under a trial condition than under a no-trial condition. The ANOVA results
showed an endowment effect, but contrary to the predictions, the effect was not
stronger under a trial condition. This suggests that there is no relationship between
product trials and the endowment effect. Further, despite the positive correlation
between attitude and product valuation, the effect of trial and ownership on attitude
and valuation were different. Therefore, a SEM analysis was performed with attitude
as intervening variable.
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Figure 4.4. Model estimates without assumed relationship between
ownership and attitude.

Two SEM analyses were performed with attitude as intervening variable. The
results of the first SEM analysis showed a positive effect of product trial on attitudes.
A relationship between ownership and attitudes, however, was not found. The
relationship between trial and economic valuation was two-fold. First, there was a
negative, direct effect of product trial on valuation. Second, there was a positive,
indirect effect of product trial on economic valuation (through attitudes). The total
effect of trial and economic valuation, however, was non-significant, but negative.
The relationship between ownership and economic valuation was also two-fold. There
was a positive, direct effect of ownership on economic valuation. Second, there was
an indirect, negative effect on economic valuation, but this effect was not significant.
In the second SEM analyses no relationship between ownership and attitude was
assumed. The results were almost similar to the first analysis. Lack of ownership
effects on attitude are in agreement with Loewenstein and Kahneman (ig91), who
concluded that the endowment effect is not caused by a change in attitude, but by the
anticipation of a loss (here represented by the positive, direct relationship between
ownership and economic valuation).

In sum, this experiment shows that product trials might be effective tactics,
especially when the economic valuation of products evaluation is first going via
attitudes.
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Table 4.9. Standardised parameter estimates (z-values) for direct and
indirect effects and fit indices when no relationship between ownership and
attitude is assumed.

Endogenous variable
EconomicCausal variable Attitude Valuation

Trial

Direct effect .251 (3.293) **    -.209 (-3.464)**
Indirect via attitude                                       -                 .096 (2.912)**
Total effect (ANOVA main effect) .251** -.113 n.s.

Ownership
Direct effect                                                   -                  .510 (8.678)**

Attitude
Direct effect ·384 (5·954)**

Bentler-Bonnet Normed Fit Index (NFI) .995
Bentler-Bonnet Nonnormed Fit Index (NNFI) 1.052
Comparative Fit Index (CFI) 1.000
Robust Comparative Fit Index 1.000

** P < .01;
n.s. not significant

Limitations

The results obtained in this experiment do suggest that product trials are effective
marketing tools as long as purchase decisions are made through attitude.
Furthermore, they suggest that, once consumers own a product act as rational
decision makers. This is one drawback of SEM, namely that the results should be
interpreted given the tested model. We have specified the path model after data
collection and were therefore restricted to the available variables for interpretation. It
is, for example, unknown how the formation of attitude was realised after trial.
During product trial people learn about attributes, especially those that are 'hidden'
(book contents, quality) and it is not unlikely that these hidden attributes will, or will
not meet subjects' (subjective) criteria in order to satisfy them. Satisfaction, thus,
could be a determinant of attitude. Since satisfaction was not part of this model we
can only guess about possible satisfaction effects on attitude. Oliver (1980, 1996)
presents an expectancy disconfirmation model in which he explains how expectations
yield disconfirmation, and how this affects attitudes.

Last, the disturbances (E) for both attitude and economic valuation are large (see
Figure 4.5)· This is often an indication that predictive validity is low (see Kline, 1998)
as disturbances can be interpreted as unmeasured (omitted) causes of a variable.
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Indeed, other factors may play a role in product valuation. For example, Oliver's idea
that satisfaction/dissatisfaction with a product may result a function of
disconfirmation of expectations.

General Discussion

This study started with the expectation that some marketing strategies could benefit
from changing the reference point of the consumer (Experiments i through 3). More
specifically, it was expected that a free trial would allow for partial adaptation to
possession, causing a shift in reference point from 'no ownership' to 'ownership' over
time (see Hoch & Loewenstein, 1991), resulting in an endowment effect for the trial
good. On the basis of the endowment effect (e.g., Kahneman et al., 1990;  1991) it WaS
predicted that people would be willing to pay more (to avoid the loss) for a product
after trial than they would be willing to pay to obtain the same good without trial.
However, none of the experiments showed evidence of an endowment effect after
product trial. In contrast, it was found consistently that consumers were willing to
pay significantly less for trial products even when a possible consumption effect had
been eliminated. In Experiment 4 it was found that a prerequisite for the endowment
effect might be actual ownership rather than mere possession. In addition to the
other experiments, Experiment 5 included an actual non-ownership condition. An
endowment effect was found, but the effect was equally strong under a trial and no-
trial condition. Product trials were found to affect attitudes, while ownership affected
economic valuation. Subsequent SEM analyses showed that product trials could yield
a positive effect, especially when purchases decisions are preceded by attitudes.

The result that product trials are more successful in influencing attitudes than
WTP and WTA brings forth the question of whether product trials should be aimed  at

affecting economic valuation directly, or that other objectives are better. In normal
purchase situations consumers are hardly faced with the question how much they are
willing to pay for a good. They are mostly faced with the decision whether they are
willing to pay a fixed amount or not. Likewise, retailers never ask themselves whether
they are willing to sell at different prices, but offer one selling price and consumers
can take it or leave it. An alternative or additional measure to test the effect of
product trials could be consumers' purchase intentions, i.e., the purchase likelihood
of an item.

Overall, the effect of product trials was not according to our expectations. First,
there may be methodological factors that may explain the results. A major point is the
expected shift in reference point. After the free trial, the participants were given the
opportunity to buy the good. WTP served as a measure of loss aversion in line with
Hoch and Loewenstein's (1991) argument that the closer to the sensation of
possession, the more deprivation one feels when no purchase is made, and the greater
the desire and motivation to obtain (i.e., to buy) a good. Since a purchase involves
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WTP, the choice for WTP in the first three experiments was followed in order to
imitate marketing practice in real life.

However, in standard endowment studies, loss aversion is usually measured by
willingness to accept (WTA) of selling a good. In the standard case of a loss, subjects
have the opportunity to give up the good in exchange for money. Knetsch (1997)
describes a loss as a change from the situation where one has some quantity of a good
(qb, to the situation of having less quantity of the good (qo), where qi is considered as
the reference point. If qi is the reference point, the appropriate measure of the change
in welfare is the minimum monetary compensation demanded, or WTA to accept the
loss. In the experiments reported here, the implicit assumption was made that a free
trial would be able to change the reference point from qi (state when the product is on
trial) to qo (state when the product is not on trial). But, in the case of a free trial, the
reference point might not be the higher quantity because the consumer does not
really own the good. Consequently, the reference point is still the lower quantity (qo),
and not buying the good is considered as a foregone gain (qi), rather than a loss. And
as we know, forgone gains have a smaller impact than actual losses (Knetsch, 1997)·
So, if people perceived the purchase decision after trial as a forgone gain, then their
WTP for the trial good would be more equal to WTP for a non-trial good (i.e., a
normal-sale condition). However, it was found that WTP for trial goods was not
equal, but lower than WTP for non-trial goods. Thus, it is possible that a change in
reference point did not occur.

Alternatively, the experimental procedures may not have been sufficient to change
the reference point under free trial. For example, in Experiment 2, participants in the
trial condition were first asked to put the CD on the table in front of them, and then
asked for their WTP. Returning the good might already have changed the reference
point back to 'no endowment' (qo), making this condition equal to a 'gain' condition
like the normal sale condition. An alternative frame would be to have participants not
return the good, and to ask for their WTP to keep the good. Additionally, the
instructions given to the subjects could also have affected their perception of the
situation. Subjects were asked how much they were willing to pay to buy the
products, and buying involves a gain rather than a loss. One could think of changing
the instructions for the trial condition in such a way that the focus is more on the
discontinuation of the product's benefits.

Another point concerns the value of the products used in the experiments. The
products were relatively cheap and known to the subjects, and the product trials
might have been redundant if people were a priori willing to take the risk of a bad
purchase. The trial then not served as a way to reduce perceived risk, but rather as a
way to free ride on consumption of the good. It is expected that products that involve
more serious financial losses, or products with which the consumer are less familiar
would be more appropriate for product trials.

The length of the free trials in all but one experiment was one week, which
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provides ample opportunities for evaluation of the good. This relatively long period
was selected because the valuation of objects is known to increase over time
(Strahilevitz & Loewenstein, 1998). However, if expectations are not met early in the
trial period, disappointment may occur and may enhance a negative attitude over
time. Careful application of the length of the trial period may prevent that less
positive product features become apparent, and that a negative product experience

occurs. The role of expectations prior to a product trial is studied in Chapter 6.
The last point concerns the fact trial goods are not new anymore. Even after a

short trial period as given in Experiment 5, people may decrease the value of a good
because the product has been used and is not new anymore. As we know from
experience, retailers often lower their price for showroom and display products, and
people may on forehand lower their price for used goods. Thus, a possible
explanation for a lower value of trial goods found so far may be due to this 'second-
hand effect'. This is what Experiments 6 and 7 in the next chapter aim to find out.

Taken together, it is concluded that product trials and the endowment effect are
unrelated. Evidence was found that product trials and product valuation are
positively related provided that evaluation is going through attitudes. Further, post-
hoc analyses showed that experience goods were not the most suitable products to
use as trial products.

Implications

These experiment showed that product trials could be an effective retailing tactic
when consumer's monetary valuation of a good is first going through attitudes. For
example, after a product trial one can induce consumers to elaborate on the
advantages of the product before they make their purchases decision (see Chapter 2
about elaboration). Alternatively, the direct, positive effect of a product trial on
attitude also implies that product trials are successful in changing attitudes. Once
these attitudes have become more favourable retailers can think of ways how these
favourable attitudes can affect, for example, purchase intentions. Furthermore, the
positive relationship between ownership of a good, and monetary valuation supports
the application of sales strategies in which the purchase situation is presented as a

loss, rather than a gain (e.g., money-back guarantees with free trials as mentioned by
Thaler (1980).41

41 Transaction cost set aside.
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Measuring the Value of Product Trial
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Introduction

In Chapter 4 it was argued that the poor performance of product trials could not be
explained by "satiation" with a good. When such possible consumption effects were
eliminated (Experiment 3), it was still the product-trial condition that yielded the
lowest WTP values. As we found in Experiment 5, the direct effect of product trial on
monetary valuation is negative. The negative, direct effect indicates that subjects
'lower' their WTP immediately after a product trial.

Unlike people in the no-trial condition, subjects in the trial condition tried out the
product and the product had become a used product after trial. As we know, second-
hand products, even when they look new, are often sold at lower prices than new
products. Knowing this, subjects who received a product trial may be willing to pay
less for the product because of this 'second-hand effect: An example is a consumer
who finds out that the package of a product has been opened because someone else
has inspected the product. The product itself is still intact, but the consumer values it
at a lower price because it is not 'brand new' anymore after the trial. In other words,
by trying a product the product obtains a 'second-hand status' and therefore people
value the product lower than a brand-new product. If a trial devaluates an item, then
the trial itself could be represented by some positive value. Two experiments were
designed to test this idea. In Experiment 6, subjects' task was to try a portable radio
prior to purchase. WTP for both a new, and a used radio was measured. In
Experiment 7 the value of a trial was measured by asking people how much they were
willing to pay to try the radio.
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Experiment 6

Method

Subjects

Twenty-six first-year psychology students at Tilburg University received credit points
for participation. Eighty-five percent were female. Ages ranged from 18 to 32 and
mean age was 20. Subjects were tested individually. The experiment took place in
May 2002.

Material

A portable scan radio was used as product. Retail price was €5·36.

Design and Procedure

Upon arrival subjects were asked to try out the scan radio on the table in front of
them. The radio consisted of a small round radio, and a headphone connected to it.
The radio was referred to as the 'test radio' in the instruction, making it obvious that
it had been used for testing. They were also told that later in the experiment they
would be given the opportunity to buy an identical, new radio.42 After the trial
subjects indicated to what extent they agreed/disagreed with the following
statements: (1) Because I have tried the radio, this radio has become a test model, (2)
An identical radio, but in an unopened package, is worth more (better) than the radio
I have tried myself (1 = absolutely disagree, 7 absolutely agree). In addition, both
WTP for the trial product and WTP for an identical, new product were measured for
all subjects using the BDM procedure. A coin flip determined which radio was further
used for possible purchase.

Results and Discussion

Two subjects indicated that they already owned the radio and were excluded from the
analyses.

Both statements were answered on a 7-Point scale 0 = absolutely disagree, and 7
= absolutely agree). A score of 4 was thus more or less indicative that that subjects

42 It was told that the radio would be sold without batteries. The reason for not including the
batteries was that it reduced the possibility that others could try the radio before they entered
the experiment.
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neither agreed, nor disagreed with the statement (neutral point). A positive deviation
from 4 implies agreement with the statement, while a negative deviation from 4
implies disagreement. Two one-sample t-tests (one for each statement) were
performed. The first one-sample t-test showed that subjects' scores (4.71)
Significantly deviated from the neutral point t(23) = 2.097, P < ·05, indicating that
that trial had turned the radio into a test model. The second t-test showed that
subjects' scores (4.16) did not differ significantly from the neutral point t(23) = ·517, P
> .05, indicating that an identical radio in an unopened package was not worth more
than the trial radio. Thus, although people thought that trial affected the 'newness' of
the radio, they did not think that a new radio was worth more than a test radio. To
test the effect of trial on WTP for the new, and test radio, respectively, a paired

sample t-test was performed (with WTP for the radio as the repeated measure). The
effect of WTP was significant t(23)  = 3.848, p <  .01. On average, people were willing
to pay €3·50 (SD. = 2.37) for a new radio, and only €2.46 (SD. = 2.10) for the tested
radio. By subtracting the WTP for the test radio from the WTP of the new radio a
devaluation measure was created that represented product devaluation caused by
trial. Correlation between this devaluation measure and subjects disagreement /
agreement score for Statement 1 (Because I have tried the radio, this radio has
become a test model) was positive, but non-significant (r = .353, P > ·10, two tailed).

Taken together, subjects indicated that trying out a product had turned it into test
product, but at the same time they indicated that a new product was not worth more
than the test product. However, when asked how much they were willing to pay for
both radios, they were willing to pay less for a test model. This contrast can be
explained by the difference between what people think (rational) and how they feel
(emotions). Presumably, the decision on how much to pay for the radio contained -
apart from rational arguments- also emotional arguments such that what one
thought was inconsistent with how one acted.

In this experiment it was found that a product trial affected the way people

perceived the product after trial. In general, people indicated that after trial the
product had become a test model (i.e., second hand), but they did not think that a
new product was worth more (and better). WTP values showed that one was willing
to pay less for test products than for new goods, presumably because of the second-
hand status of a trial good.

If a trial reduces the total value of a product ('second hand') compared to no trial the
effect of trial can be represented by a positive value. Thus, the valuation of a product
after trial equals the valuation of the product before trial minus the effect of trial:

WTP(after trial) = WTP (before trial) - Value(trial) with Value(trial) > 0

To test the hypothesis that the product trial itse(f is valued positively, the next
experiment was conducted.
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Experiment 7

Method

Subjects

Fifty-two first-year social sciences students at Wageningen University participated.
Mean age was 17 ranging from 17 to 22. Ninety-four percent were female. The
experiment took place in June 2002.

Material

The same portable scan radios from Experiment 6 were used as the trial.

Design and Procedure

Upon entering the classroom subjects received a questionnaire. The questionnaire
informed them that three randomly selected students would be given the opportunity
to buy a scan radio later on. The experimenter then showed the radio and said they
could try the radio in exchange for some payment before being given the opportunity
to buy the radio. On a price list subjects indicated for each of a number of different
amount whether they were willing to pay that amount for the trial or not. Prices
ranged form Co.01 to £5.00. In addition, they specified their age, sex, and the
maximum amount they were willing to pay for the radio without trial. When all
subjects had filled out their WTP for the trial (WTP(trial)), three subjects were
randomly selected. Using the BDM procedure one random 'trial price' was
determined for all three students. When they had agreed to pay the amount for the
trial they paid that amount and received a trial, otherwise they did not pay anything
and received no trial. Then the three students received a second questionnaire to
indicate for different amounts (ranging from Co.50 to €10.00) whether they were
willing to pay that amount for the radio or not (WTP(radio)). Final selling price was
determined using the BDM procedure.43

Results and Discussion

If a trial is generally valued positively subjects should be willing to pay on average a

43 Although the only measure of interest was WTP(trial), subjects WTP(radio) was also
measured in order to make the entire transaction as realistic as possible.
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nonzero amount for the trial. A one-sample t-test was performed to test whether
mean WTP(trial) was greater than zero. The results showed that people were indeed
willing to pay a positive amount t(51) = 6.135, P = ·000·On average one was willing to
pay €0.25 (SD. = .29) for a trial of the radio, and €1.19 (SD. = 1.70) for the radio
itself. Although there were no specific expectations regarding the relationship
between WTP for a trial and WTP for a product, correlations were calculated between
WTP(trial) and WTP(radio). The correlation was significantly positive (r = .376, p <
.01, two sided) indicating that a higher WTP for the trial was associated with a higher
WTP for the radio.

General Discussion

The two experiments reported here give a possible explanation of the lower WTP for
trial goods. In Experiment 6 it was found that consumers perceived a product as a
test product when it had been used for trial. In line with their own perception,
subjects were willing to pay less for the test radio than for a new radio. However, they
did not report that a new radio was worth more than a test radio. It thus seems that
people do not think that a test product is worse, or performs worse than a new
product, rather their idea may be that one should pay less for test items than for new
items. To validate the idea that the trial itself reduced WTP, Experiment 7 asked
subjects' WTP for a trial. The amount was significantly positive, showing that a
product trial reduces the value of a product by some positive amount. One might
wonder whether the positive value assigned to a trial is equal to the difference found
between WTP for a new product and WTP for a tested product. A within-subjects
design could answer this question.

An unexpected finding was that the correlation between WTP(trial) and
WTP(product) was positive. Thus, a higher WTP for the trial corresponded to a
higher WTP for the product. Because a trial devaluates a product, a negative
correlation would be expected. One can explain the positive correlation by realising
that only interested consumers are willing to pay for a trial, and that interested
people are also the ones who are willing to pay more for the product. Thus,
involvement or general interest before the trial may explain this finding.
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Expectation and Disconfirmation Effects for Trial Products
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Introduction

Despite a major role of prior experiments in preference formation, none of the
previous experiments were concerned with subjects' expectations of the trial goods. A
good reason to include expectations is that expectations and disconfirmation are two
main determinants of satisfaction (Oliver, 1980).

Oliver (1996) mentions two models that describe the contribution of expectations
and disconfirmation to satisfaction judgment. In the perceived performance
hypothesis it is assumed that expectations more than the discrepancy between
expectations and actual outcomes (or shortly, disconfirmation) determine
satisfaction. On the other hand, the disconfirmation of expectations hypothesis
asserts that disconfirmation has greater impact on satisfaction than expectations.
Thus, the two models make opposing predictions regarding the impact of
expectations and disconfirmation in satisfaction judgment. Consequently, the first
model predicts an assimilation effect (outcomes are assimilated with expectations)
while the second predicts a contrast effect (outcomes are contrasted to expectations)
(e.g., Hovland, Harvey, & Sherif, 1957)·

Theory and Hypotheses

As outlined in Chapter 2, expectations and disconfirmation are two important
determinants of consumer satisfaction (Oliver, 1980; Oliver & Bearden, 1995).The
expectancy disconfirmation model (Oliver, 1980) asserts that consumers form
expectations prior to consumption, and compare product performance to these
expectations. On the basis of this comparison they form disconfirmation perceptions
which yield particular satisfaction judgments. Negative disconfirmation occurs when
perceived performance is worse than expected. Positive disconfirmation occurs when

performance is better than expected, and zero disconfirmation occurs when
performance outcomes are as expected.

Since disconfirmation of expectations can only be established when performance
outcomes are observed or known, Oliver (i996) introduced the complete expectancy
disconfirmation with performance model (see Figure 2.6). The model assumes an

unspecified relationship (correlation) between expectations and performance
outcomes, because the correlation between expectations and performance outcomes
can be three-fold: negative (when high expectations cause negative disconfirmation),
zero (when performance is outside control, e.g., games of chance), or positive (when
performance is within control, e.g., control over one's own performance). On the
basis of expectations and performance outcomes consumers implicitly calculate an
objective measure of disconfirmation, which in turn, leads to subjective
disconfirmation levels. The subjective disconfirmation is an antecedent to
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satisfaction. The direct relationship between expectations and

satisfaction/dissatisfaction represents the assimilation effect.
One drawback of the expectancy disconfirmation model is that it suggests a

negative relationship between the expectation level and the disconfirmation level

(and hence satisfaction). Thus, the model predicts that low expectations will result in
positive disconfirmation (and hence satisfaction), while high expectations will result
in negative disconfirmation (and hence dissatisfaction). Little evidence has been
found for this. For instance, Spreng and Droge (2001) had subjects test and evaluate
a camcorder on three attributes (ease of use, versatility, and picture quality) while
their expectations had been manipulated upward or downward. They tested two rival
hypotheses: the disconfirmation of expectations hypothesis and the perceived
performance hypothesis. The first hypothesis predicts Oliver's (1980) line of
reasoning as just discussed. The second hypothesis is based on the idea that people
see what they expect to see. Thus, given high (low) expectations of product
performance the "perceived performance" hypothesis predicts that people will
perceived high (low) product performance. Shortly, the first hypothesis favours a
more dominant role of disconfirmation, while the second hypothesis favours a more
dominant role of expectations. The results of this study showed that negative
disconfirmation increased satisfaction for only one of three attributes (ease of use),
and positive disconfirmation effects were non-significant (ease of use), or even in the
opposite direction (versatility and picture quality). Support for the second hypothesis
was found for only two of three attributes (versatility and picture quality). Shortly,
there are two possible roles of expectations and disconfirmations: expectations may
dominate disconfirmation (perceived performance hypothesis), or, alternatively,
disconfirmation may dominate expectations (disconfirmation of expectations
hypothesis). Which model is more likely to occur depends on different conditions.
Both models are discussed next.

When Expectations Dominate Disconfirmation

Oliver (1996) proposes three conditions under which consumers may pay less
attention to performance (disconfirmation) and more to expectations. First,
consumer may be unable to judge product performance due to measurement

d(Oiculties. Product performance may not be available for observation (e.g., when
trial is impossible), product performance may be ambiguous (Will I really lose weight
when eating those pills?), or the product is (technically) complicated such that
performance is difficult to assess (e.g., a lawn mower). A second reason is
impracticality. Sometimes product performance cannot be judged easily (recall the
credence goods mentioned in Chapter 2), and people rely more on expectations.
Think of a calculator.  It is promised that the battery will last for 15.000 hours.  But
will consumers be able to judge whether this is true or not when it breaks down?
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Figure 6.i. Perceived performance hypothesis: when expectations dominate
disconfirmation (Oliver, 1996).

Presumably not, and the impact of performance (and hence disconfirmation) will be
relatively weak. Third, people may be unwilling to test performance as an ego-
defensive mechanism. When performance is tested against expectations people may
find out that they have made a poor decision, or that the outcomes are confusing ("It
is a bad product, but the reviews were very positive").

Figure 6.1 shows the expectancy disconfirmation model when expectations
dominate disconfirmation. The model shows different levels of expectations and
different levels of disconfirmation. Also, the model shows two zones: a satisfaction
zone (light shaded area) and a dissatisfaction zone (dark shaded area). At point 1 the
consumer has neither high expectations, nor low expectations (neutrality). At points
2 and 3 the consumer has very high expectations and very low expectations,
respectively. To begin with the consumer at point 2: when the high expectations are
met (zero disconfirmation) the consumer remains satisfied (point 4). When the high
expectations are exceeded (positive diseonfirmation) the consumer finds himself at
point 6. When the very high expectations are not met (negative disconfirmation) he
will find himself at point 7. Note that because expectations have more impact than
disconfirmation, the negative disconfirmation at point 2 still yields satisfaction. A
similar explanation applies to a consumer at point 3. At this point, his expectations
are very low. When these low expectations are as expected (zero disconfirmation) he
remains dissatisfied (point 5). When the low expectations are exceeded (positive
disconfirmation), he is still dissatisfied (point 8). When the low expectations are not
even met (negative disconfirmation) he is, of course, dissatisfied (point 9).

In sum, this model shows how negative disconfirmation in the case of strong
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positive expectations may yield satisfaction, and how positive disconfirmation in the
case of strong negative expectations may yield dissatisfaction. In other words, people
assimilate their satisfaction judgment to their expectations. Let us now consider the
opposite pattern: when disconfirmation dominates expectations.

When Disconfirmation Dominates Expectations

When consumers weight performance outcomes (disconfirmation) more than
expectations, disconfrmation is said to dominate expectations. Oliver (1996)
mentions three conditions under which this may occur. A first explanation is
involvement. More highly involved consumers are more likely to experience higher
levels of (positive) disconfirmation. Second, unambiguity ofperformance results in a
greater impact of disconfirmation than of expectations. When performance outcomes
are discrepant enough from expectations, people are more influenced by
disconfirmation effects than by expectations effects. It is said that they contrast
(making more discrepant than in realty) the performance outcomes to their
expectations. Third, a declining memory for expectations may result in a greater
impact of disconfirmation. People may forget their expectations. Figure 6.2. shows
the expectancy disconfirmation model when disconfirmation is weighted more
heavily than expectations.

The model in Figure 6.2 shows different levels of expectations and
disconfirmation, and a satisfaction and dissatisfaction zone. Again, at point i the
consumer has neutral expectations. At point 2 is a consumer with modest, positive
expectations. When these modest, positive expectations are met (zero
disconfirmation) he remains modestly positive (point 4). When strong, positive
disconfirmation occurs he will become more satisfied (point 6). However, when
strong but negative disconfirmation occurs, the operation of expectations disappears
and he will become dissatisfied (point 7). A consumer at point 3 finds himself with
modest, negative expectations. When these modest negative expectations are met
(zero disconfirmation) he will remain modestly dissatisfied (point 5). Strong, positive
disconfirmation at point 3 may push the satisfaction level into the satisfaction zone
(point 8), while strong negative disconfirmation may make the consumer even more
dissatisfied (point 9).

Summarised, this model shows that strong negative disconfirmation in the case of
modest positive expectations may yield disconfirmation, and that strong positive
disconfirmation in the case of modest negative expectations can yield satisfaction.
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Figure 6.2. Disconfirmation of expectations hypothesis:
when disconfirmation dominates expectations.

Which Is More Likely to Dominate in Product Trials: Expectations or Disconfirmation?

The two models described above suggest that in some situations expectations receive

greater weight than disconfirmation (Figure 6.1), while in other situations more
weight is given to disconfirmation. Situations where expectations have more impact
than disconfirmation are measurement difficulties, practical problems, and

unwillingness to test. Alternatively, lack of ambiguity, involvement, and memory
decay were elements that caused disconfirmation to receive greater weight (Oliver,
1996).

In light of product trials the question arises to what extent expectations and
disconfirmation effects will affect satisfaction judgments, or more generally, attitude.
It is likely that disconfirmation will dominate expectations. First, in product trials
consumers actively interact with the product, and both good and bad attribute

performance (and disconfirmation) become immediately available. The information
they obtain is thus first-hand and reliable, and people attach much value to, and
consider as highly reliably, their own observations (e.g., Fazio & Zanna, 1981; Millar
& Millar, 1996). Second, consumers will engage in a product trial when they wish to
learn more about product attributes, or about a product they are unfamiliar with. In
this case, expectations may hardly, or not be present. An example when expectations
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are not present is when people receive a free sample snack, or beverage of a new
product in the shopping mall. The time between receiving the sample and
consumption is often too short to form expectations. In sum, it is expected that the
model depicted in Figure 6.2 is more likely to apply to product trials, thus that
disconfirmation is generally more predictive of trial-based attitudes than
expectations.
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Experiment 8

Introduction

When consumers engage in a product trial they may enter the trial with expectations.
For example, the product may have been promoted as "one that will never
disappoint". Or, like Procter & Gamble's slogan for their Pringles snack, you are told
that you will never dislike the product ("Once you pop, you cannot stop"). Whether or
not the products being advertised are your favourite ones, it is unknown whether

expectations are effective tools in manipulating consumers' final product evaluation.
As modelled by Oliver's (1980) expectancy disconfirmation model, there are two

factors that determine disconfirmation: the outcome of a direct experience, and
expectations. The question that follows is whether these two variables will equally

contribute to disconfirmation judgment, or that one variable will receive greater

weight than the other. It is not unlikely that the contribution of one factor will be

overcome by the contribution of the other. For example, given very low expectations
of a digital camera a consumer experiences that the camera is much more user-
friendly than expected. He considers his own experience as more reliable than
consumer reports and decides to buy the camera. In this case the (low) expectations

are overcome by the (better-than-expected) performance outcome. Now consider
another consumer who enters the shop with very high expectations of the same
camera. He thinks that the camera's user-friendliness is worse than the consumer

reports promised. Will this camera's bad performance be overcome by the consumer's
prior high expectations? If this person trusts his own experience more than consumer
ratings the answer is no. For this consumer, the (poor) performance is not overcome
by the (high) expectations. Because people rely more on own observations we expect

a stronger effect of disconfirmation than of expectations for tria-based product
evaluation. Further, it is also predicted that disconfirmation and WTP are positively
correlated.

The aim of this experiment is to study expectations and subsequent

disconfirmation effects on attitude formation and economic valuation.

Method

Subjects

Seventy-one first-year psychology students at Tilburg University participated in the
experiment. They received course credits in exchange for participation. Mean age was
21 with a range from 18 to 32 years. Seventy-two percent were female. The
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experiment took place in May 2002.

Material

An FM scan radio was chosen as the proposed trial product (retail price C 5.36). The
choice for a radio was made because it contains important attributes that could only
be assessed through trial (sound quality, number of stations than can be received).
Moreover, the manipulation of expectations regarding these attributes was easy to
employ prior to trial.

Design and Procedure

In a one-factorial design expectations were manipulated by written (fictitious)
consumer reports. The two radio attributes that were manipulated were sound quality
and number of stations to be received.

In the low-expectations condition (n=22) subjects read the following (fictitious)
citation of a consumer:

"Thejirst time I saw this radio I thought it would be useful. I travel a lot by train,
and to make the time as pleasant as possible it seemed to be a good solution.

However, when I turned on the radio there was a lot Of noise. Finding radio
stations  was  even more disappointing.  Only  a few stations  could be received.  In

shor4 this radio  was such a disappointment that I have never used it for its
original purpose, namely to make the travel time as pleasant as possible".

In the high-expectations condition (n=23) subjects read the following (fictitious)
citation of a consumer:

"Thefirst time I saw this radio I thought it would be US€jill. I travel a lot by train,
and to make the time as pleasant as possible it seemed to be a good solution.
Finding radio stations was no problem at all. All the stations I like to listen to
could be received, and the reception quality was very good. In short, this radio
was absolutely worth it. I use it each time I make a train trip. Travelling has
become much more pleasant.

"

In the no-expectations condition (n=26) no expectations were manipulated.

Immediately after the manipulation all subjects in all conditions filled out a short,
first questionnaire measuring expectations, and perceived performance. This
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questionnaire was then followed by a trial. After the trial, subjects filled out a second
questionnaire which measured their attitude and their WTP for a non-used, identical
radio. Subjects were tested individually.

Measures

Expectations and Attribute Importance
Immediately after the expectations manipulation (but before trial), all subjects filled
out a first questionnaire. The questionnaire contained questions with respect to
expected reception quality, expected number of stations to be received, and
expectations of the radio in general 0 = very low expectations, 7 - very high
expectations). In addition, the importance of the quality of reception, number of
stations, colour, and size of a radio was measured 0 = absolutely unimportan4 7 =
absolutely importanO.

Perceived Performance

Subjects filled out a second questionnaire after the trial. Questions were related to
perceived reception quality, perceived number of receivable stations, and perception
of the radio in general.

Attitude Measures

As part of the second questionnaire, subjects answered also the following five
questions after the trial, designed to measures their attitude toward the radio: (1)
Does this radio appeal to you? (2) Do you think this radio is adequate? (3) Is this
radio a product you would like to have? (4) Do you think this radio is a good product?
(5) Do you think this radio is attractive? All items were rated on a 7-Point scale (1=not
at all, 7= very much).

WTP
The last part of the second questionnaire measured subjects' WTP for a new radio,
identical to the one used for trial. A BDM random-price mechanism was applied to
determine buying prices.

Results and Discussion

Of the total sample three subjects (one in the high-expectations condition and two in
the no-expectations condition) indicated that they already owned the same radio.
Because their judgments would be biased by earlier product experience they were
excluded from further analyses.
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Manipulation Check: Reported Expectations

Three separate ANOVAs were performed with manipulated expectation level
(expectations) as the independent variable, and reported expectations of reception

quality (expected reception), expected number of radio stations (expected stations),
and expectations of the radio in general (expected radio), respectively, as the
dependent variable. Scores represent ratings on a 7-point Likert scale 0 = very low
expectations, 7 = very high expectations).

Reception Quality
The effect of expectations on expected reception was significant F(2,  65)  = 125·31, p  =

.000. Expectations of the radio reception were highest in the high-expectations
condition (5.82), lowest in the low-expectations condition (1.86) and intermediate in
the no-expectations condition (3·38). Post-hoc pair-wise comparisons (Tukey HSD)
showed that all three levels of Expectation differed significantly from each other.

Number of Radio Stations
The effect of expectations on expected stations was significant F(2, 65) = 56.13, P =
.000. Expectations were highest in the high-expectations condition (5.50), lowest in
the low-expectations condition (2.18), and intermediate in the no-expectations
condition (3.25). Pairwise comparisons (Tukey HSD) again revealed that all three
conditions differed significantly from each other.

Radio in General
The effect of expectations on expected radio was also significant F(2, 65) = 44·21, p =
.000. Expectations of the radio in general were highest in the high-expectations
condition (5.50), lowest in the low-expectations condition (2.55) and intermediate in
the no-expectations condition (3·42). Here, too, the pairwise comparisons (Tukey

HSD) displayed that the three levels of expectations differed significantly from each
other. Because significant differences were found between the three expectation
levels for all three measures of expectations the manipulation of expectations was
successful. In addition, the correlations between the three expectations measures
were all significantly positive and further analyses considered the average of the three
measures. This variable is referred to as Expectations. The reported expectations are

reported in Table 6.1.

Perceived Performance and Disconfirmation

The expectations consumer have with respect to product performance have been
found to affect their perception of performance (Oliver, 1980). When expecting very
poor performance, consumers are more likely to perceive performance as better than
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Table 6.1. Reported expectations as a function of manipulated expectation level.

Expectation Level
Low (n =22) High (n=22) No (n=24)

Reported expectations M SD M SD M    SD
of:

reception quality 1.86 8     .56             5.82 b
.91 3.38 C

.97
number of stations 2.18 a

.91 5.50 b 1.1() 3.25 C
1.15

radio in general 2.54 a
.91 5.50 b 1.1() 3.42 c 1.18

Mean expectations 2.19 .63 5.61 .95 3.35 1.02

a, b, c Conditions with different superscripts differ significantly (row wise)

expected. Alternatively, when expecting very good performance they are likely to
perceive performance as worse than expected.

We measured perceived performance as suggested by Oliver (1996). Rather than
inferring subjects' disconfirmation level from performance ratings, he recommends
to measure the perceived expectation-performance discrepancy. This measure is a
direct measure of the discrepancy between expectations and performance outcomes.
Since our subjects indicated their perceived performance relative to their
expectations 0=worse than expected, 4=as expected, 7=better than expected),
subjective disconfirmation can easily be calculated by subtracting 4 from their
perceived performance ratings (Table 6.2). Negative values are then indicative of
negative disconfirmation, a zero-value is indicative of zero confirmation, and positive
values represent positive disconfirmation. As can be seen in Table 6.2, the
disconfirmation value for reception quality for subjects in the low-expectation
condition equals 5.82 - 4 = 1.82. The positive deviation indicates positive
disconfirmation. Disconfirmation values were calculated for reception quality,
number of radio stations, and the perception of the radio in general. Correlations
between the three disconfirmation measures were all significantly positive. Therefore,
the average of all three disconfirmation measures was used for analysing the effect of
expectations on disconfirmation.

Disconfirmation as a Function of Prior Expectation4s
A one-way ANOVA was performed with disconfirmation as dependent variable and
manipulated expectation level as independent variable. There was a significant effect
of expectations (F(2,65) = 16.77, P = ·000). As can be seen in Table 6.2,
disconfirmation levels were significantly higher in the no and low-expectations
condition than in the high expectations condition. Disconfirmation levels in the no
and low-expectations conditions were not significantly different. As can be seen in
Table 6.2, people reported significant positive disconfirmation when expectations had
been low, or absent before the trial. When expectations had been high, no
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Table 6.2. Reported disconfirmation as a function of expectation level.

Expectation Level
Low (n = 22) High (n=22) No (n=24)

Reported                        M SD M          SD               M           SD
disconfirmation of:

reception quality 1.81 .91 .50 1.14 1.83 1.13
number of stations 1.45 1.01 -·59 1.30 1.04 1.49
radio in general 1.77 .97 .18 1.22 1.29 1.33

Mean disconfirmation 1.688 .85 .03b 1.03 1.39a 1.12

a, b, c Conditions with different superscripts differ significantly at the 5 percent level
(row wise)

disconfirmation had occurred.
From Table 6.2 we learn that the relationship between expectations and

disconfirmation is not as clear as often described in the literature (low expectations
yield positive disconfirmation, high expectations yield negative disconfirmation).
Apparently, when expectations were high, our subjects interpreted the outcomes as
expected, while when expectations were absent or low performance outcomes were
interpreted as better than expected. In other words, a negative relationship between
expectations level and the direction of disconfirmation was not found.

Evaluation Of The Radio

The evaluation of an object is often measured by attitude measures or monetary
values. In order to use attitudes the five attitude items were factor analysed using
principal component analysis with Variamax rotation. A one-factor solution was
found with an Eigenvalue of 3·739, and explaining 74% of the variance.44 Pattern
loadings were .920, .936, .912, .680 and.850, respectively, with  a = .913. Because the
items measured one underlying construct, the variable attitude was composed from
the mean score of the five items.

Attitude as a Function of Expectations
To test the effect of manipulated expectations on trial-based attitudes toward the
radio a one-way ANOVA was performed with attitude as dependent variable and
manipulated expectation level as independent variable. The effect of expectations was
not significant (17(2,65) = .697, P > ·50)· Mean attitudes are given in Table 6.3. As can
be seen in the table, expectations did not affect attitudes.

44 With a one- component solution, rotation is not possible.
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Table 6.3. Attitude towards the radio as a function of expectation level.

Expectation Level
Low (n = 22) High (n=22) No (n=24)
M              SD                   M             SD                    M               SD
4.21 1.23 4.69 1.35 4.41 1.42

Table 6.4. Economic valuation (WTP) of the radio as a function of
expectation level.

Expectation Level
Low (n = 22) High (n=22) No (n=24)
M              SD                   M              SD                    M               SD

2.73 1.62 3.64 2.41 3.50 2.37

Economic Valuation of the Radio as Function of Expectations
A second one-way ANOVA was performed to test the effect of manipulated

expectations on economic valuation (WTP). The effect of expectations was not
significant (F(2,65) = 1.131, p > .30). As can be seen in Table 6.4, expectations did not
affect WTP.

The Impact of Expectations and Disconfirmation in Trial-Based Attitude Formation

So far, the separate effects of expectations on disconfirmation, attitude, and economic
valuation were investigated. The expectancy disconfirmation model assumes that

expectations and disconfirmation are correlated, and that both expectations and
disconfirmation are determinants of satisfaction. Further, it is assumed that
expectations lead to disconfirmation. Thus, to investigate the strength of the
expectations and disconfirmation effects on attitude formation one should also take
into account the relationship between expectations and disconfirmation where
expectations determined disconfirmation. The model in Figure 6.3 shows the
assumed relationship between expectations, disconfirmation, attitude, and economic
valuation. Note that the expectations in the model refer to the reported expectations

following our expectations manipulation, rather than nominal variable expectations.
In addition to the relationship with attitude, the model also shows the relationship

between expectations and disconfirmation with economic valuation. Also, attitudes
are assumed to predict economic valuation. To analyse the effects of one variable
onto another a SEM analysis was performed.
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Expectations

Attitude Economic
Valuation

t'

V

Disconfirmation

Figure 6.3. Theoretical relationships between reported expectations,
disconfirmation, attitude, and economic valuation.

Structural Equation Modelling: Estimating the Effects of Expectations and Disconfirmation on
Attitude and Economic Valuation

The model from Figure 6.3 was estimated using EQS for Windows. The model in
Figure 6.4 shows that both expectations and disconfirmation contribute to trial-based
attitude formation. The Wald test indicated that there would be no loss in fit when all
coefficients toward economic valuation would be set to zero. In other words,
economic valuation has no significant direct relationship with any of the remaining
variables.

When the parameters for the relationships expectations -* economic valuation,
attitude -* economic valuation, and disconfirmation -4 economic valuation were set
to zero the model in Figure 6.5 was obtained and used for interpretation.45 Although
the relationship between attitude and economic valuation can be ignored without loss
of fit, a close-to-significant positive relationship between attitude and economic
valuation exists (p < .06).46 Table 6.5 shows the correlations between all four
variables in the model for each level of manipulated expectations.

45 A multiple-group analysis revealed that this model applies to all levels of manipulated
expectations without significant differences between the groups (manipulated expectation
level).
46 The p-value is based on two-tailed testing. However, one-tailed testing would be
appropriate here since it may be predicted that more positive attitudes would result in an
increase in economic valuation. In that case, we could conclude that the relationship between
attitude and economic valuation is significantly positive.
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Expectations -.032
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Figure 6.4. Path estimates for the expectancy-disconfirmation
model.

Interpretation of the Model
The model in Figure 6.5 shows three things. First, the model shows that both
expectations and disconfirmation contribute about equally to attitude formation.
Thus, unlike the disconfirmation of expectations hypothesis, perceived performance
is not more dominant than expectations. The estimated model shows that the trial
could not undo the role of expectations. Second, the effect of expectations on attitude
formation is two-fold: there is a positive direct effect (.602), and a negative indirect
effect via disconfirmation (-.422). Both effects are significant. Third, the relationship
between expectations and disconfirmation is negative. Thus, higher levels of
expectation result in lower levels of disconfirmation.

The amount of explained variance is 40.7% for disconfirmation and 29.2% for
attitude. Thus, expectations accounted for almost 41% of the variance in
disconfirmation and expectations and disconfirmation together explained more than
29% of the variance in attitude.

In sum, the SEM analysis shows a larger direct than indirect effect (through
disconfirmation) of expectations on attitude formation, and an almost equal
contribution of expectations and disconfirmation to trial-based attitudes.
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Figure 6.5. Path estimates for the expectancy-disconfirmation
model when all relationships with economic valuation are set
to zero.

Table 6.5. Correlations between reported expectations, disconfirmation,
attitude, and economic valuation per expectation level.

Expectation Level
Correlation between: Low High No

(n=22) (n=22) (n=24)
Expectations/Disconfrmation -358 -·587** -.165

Expectations/Attitude -.132 .044 .285

Expectations/Economic Valuation -.255 -·093 -·312
Disconfirmation/Attitude .525** ·363 ·467*

Disconfirmation/Economic Valuation .197 .207 .247

Attitude/Economic Valuation .400 .264 .176

* p <,05
**p < .01

General Discussion

This experiment has shown that retailers may influence consumers' expectations of a
trial good. When subjects were exposed to either very negative or very positive

product information their expectations were biased accordingly. When subjects'
expectations were not manipulated their expectation level was intermediate. It was
found that expectations affected subsequent disconfirmation levels. When
expectations were low or absent, perceived disconfirmation was significantly positive.
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However, when expectations were high no disconfirmation occurred. Lack of
disconfirmation for only those subjects in the high-expectations condition and not for
those in the two other conditions suggests that people in the high-expectations
condition were more likely to assimilate their perceptions toward expectations
(Sheriv & Hovland, 1961). In earlier research it was demonstrated that assimilation is
more likely to occur when information is ambiguous, or difficult to judge (Hoch & Ha,
1986). Since the type of information was constant across conditions, and thus equally
hard (or easy) to judge in all conditions, information difficulty cannot explain high-
expectations subjects' tendency to assimilate. Presumably, the interpretation of
performance outcomes was less ambiguous when expectations were low (leading to
disconfirmation) than when they were high (leading to no disconfirmation).

A remarkable finding was that low expectations yielded similar results as no
expectations at all. Both expectation levels resulted in significant positive
disconfirmation. It suggests that when consumers enter a product trial without any
expectations their perception resembles that of consumers who have low
expectations.

Further, the role of expectations and disconfirmation in attitude was almost the
same: both contributed in a positive way to attitude formation after a product trial.
Since the parameter estimates were almost equal it cannot be concluded that one
factor is more dominant than the other. It is therefore concluded that the
disconfirmation hypothesis was not supported, and that expectations still existed
when people formed their attitudes.

The two effects of expectations (direct and indirect effects) showed that
expectations of a trial good are most effective when they affect attitudes directly.
Namely, the effect is then positive. This contrasts the indirect effect of expectations
on attitude: a negative relationship between expectations and disconfirmation was
found which 'reversed' the effect of expectations on disconfirmation. These two
different types of effects yield different implications: given the indirect effect, it is not
recommended to create expectations that are too high since these may results in
negative disconfirmation, and negative disconfirmation was found to yield a negative
attitude.47 On the other hand, the direct effect favours the creation of high
expectations. Both the direct and indirect effects are significant so the question is
what to do. Inspection of the parameter estimates of the effects shows that the
parameter coefficient for the indirect effect is -.422 and .602 for the direct effect. The
absolute direct effect is considerably larger than absolute indirect effect, and it would
be wise to take into account the direct effect of expectations when manipulating
consumers' expectations.

We introduced the term 'ambiguity' to speculate why disconfirmation occurred as

47 Note that we did not find that high expectations led by definition to negative
disconfirmation. What we found was a negative relationship between expectations and
disconfirmation.
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predicted by expectancy disconfirmation for low-expectations subjects, but not for
high-expectations subjects. However, it is far too preliminary to attribute this effect
to ambiguity with certainty. It was, for example, not known how confident low-

expectations and high-expectations subjects were with their own disconfirmation
judgment after the trial. Had we measured their confidence level regarding their
disconfirmation, it would then be easier to attribute this effect to ambiguity (or not).

Thus, confidence with the perceived discrepancy between expectations and
disconfirmation is important to include.

The path model has given more insight into how the effects of disconfirmation and
expectations worked out for the radio. Apart from the generalisation to other

products, this study cannot answer the question of whether disconfirmation of
expectations has the same impact for all product attributes, or only for some.
Negative disconfirmation of the expected colour of the radio, for example, would have
been less harmful than the negative disconfirmation of the sound quality. Thus, it
should be considered whether disconfirmation of an attribute would be harmful to
final product evaluation, or not. This can, for example, be accomplished by asking

subjects what product attributes they consider as most important for a particular
good.4

48 A perceived discrepancy between expected and observed colour would be a less serious
problem for a camera than for a painting, because colour strongly determines the evaluation
of a painting, but hardly, or not at all, of a camera.
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General Conclusions and Final Remarks
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The objective of the experiments in this dissertation was to gain insight into the
working of the sales strategy product trial. Research on sales strategies in general is
scarce, and most of it deals with testing models on the basis of non-experimental
research. Going one step further than this, the question arose how product trials
would affect product evaluation and actual consumer buying behaviour.

Experiments 1-5 were designed to answer this question. In Experiments 6 and 7
we tested explanations for our findings of negative effects of a product trial on
economic valuation, namely the effects of consumption (wear-out effects). In
Experiment 8 the role of expectations was studied.

General Conclusions

The Relationship between Product Trials and the Endowment Effect

The main focus of this dissertation was whether free trials would be able to induce an
endowment effect. We argued in Chapter 2 that, in contrast to classical studies on the
endowment effect, an endowment effect could also be demonstrated by any kind of
measure that shows an increase in object valuation as a function of ownership.
Consequently, we have also included attitude -in addition to monetary values- as a
way to demonstrate an endowment effect. In other words, we have adopted the
position that the endowment effect is not only reflected by a higher monetary

valuation, but also by a more favourable attitude of objects as a function of
ownership.

Our initial hypothesis was that temporary use of a product for one week was able
to shift the consumer's reference point from the no-ownership state to the ownership

state (Hoch & Loewenstein, 1991), thereby inducing an endowment effect. It was
expected that economic valuation (WTP) would be increased by a product trial.

Experiments 1-3, described in Chapter 4, yielded unexpected, but consistent
results: WTP for goods was significantly lower after a product trial than without
product trial. This surprising result indicated that an endowment effect had not
occurred when the endowment effect was measured in terms of economic valuation
(money). Had the endowment effect been operative during trial, we would have
expected a relatively high product evaluation. Our results were opposite to the
predictions. After conducting Experiments 1 and 2 we concluded that this effect was
caused by the choice of the product. The music CDs contained 'only' 3 to 4 tracks and
might have led to boredom, or satiation rather quickly. However, Experiment 3
excluded this possibility, because similar results were found with products that were
less subject to satiation.

With the results of Experiment 4 it became clear that perceived ownership during
trial is an important condition for an endowment effect to occur. The implication of
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this finding is that for an endowment effect to occur, people should at least have the
perception of ownership. This is hard to accomplish, and in Chapter 2 We categorised
a product trial with ownership as a money-back guarantee. To illustrate, consider the
following quotation from Thaler (1980) in which he gives one implication of the
endowment effect in marketing:

66 Other marketing strategies can be understood with the use Of the endowment

e#ect. Consider  the case  of a two-week trial period with money-back guarantee.

C..) If the transaction costs are less than the value Ofthe utilization Ofthe goodfor
.two weeks, then the maximizing consumerpaysfor the good and takes it home.

What he in fact describes is a two-week money-back guarantee, but framed as a two-
week product trial with a money-back guarantee.

Experiment 5 provided an answer about the role of the endowment effect in
product trials, namely that product trials do not positively affect the monetary
valuation of objects, but do positively affect people's attitudes. People were not
willing to pay more for a product when these had been tried out, but their attitude
toward the goods was more favourable than the attitudes of people who received no
product trial. These two effects of a product trial show that a product trial is able to
induce an endowment effect, but that the effect manifests itself in attitudes, and not
in economic valuation. Claims in the literature that initial endowment is a successful
strategic step to influence buying decisions (Smith & Nagle, 1995) were not supported
by experimental evidence. Thus, one should be cautious when considering product
trials as a marketing tool, and not rely too much on their predicted effectiveness. Our
main conclusion is that a product trial can positively influence people's valuation of a
product -indicative of an endowment effect- but that the endowment effect is only
observed in terms of attitudes and not in terms of economic valuation. In other
words, the relationship between the hypothesised implication of the endowment
effect and product trials should be qualified, or further operationalised.

Explaining Product Devaluation after Product Trial

The main focus of Chapter 5 was on how a product trial could decrease the economic
valuation of a product. On the basis of qualitative data from Experiments 3 we
learned that the 'newness' of a product could be an important factor in economic
devaluation.49 In Experiment 6 only those subjects with differences between their
WTP for the test radio and a new radio were asked to write down the reason for this
difference. Although subjects in Experiment 6 admitted that a new product was not

49 In Experiment 3 we asked subjects to write down their reasons for their WTP. In general,
subjects reported that their WTP was affected by the knowledge that the products were not
new anymore when the trial period was due.
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worth more than a test product they agreed that usage had decreased the economic
value of the test radio. As one subject wrote down:

" I chose to pay lessfor the test radio than for the new radio. C..) The test radio
has  been  used  and I do  not know how ,»equently,  and I am ther€fore willing  to

pay tess (...)".

To further illustrate, another subject wrote:

"I am willing to pay only €o.50 for the test radio, because this one Ithe test radiol
has been used. I do not know what has happened to the Itestl radio. Since I expect

that the l(fe Ofthe Itestl radio is less than that Ofthe new radio I am willing topay

less".

These usage effects (or wear-out effects) on economic valuation can easily be
understood for products that show a physical deterioration after trial (e.g., cosmetics,
food). Since there is less of a product left after trial it is not surprising that consumers
are willing to pay less for it. Our results show that similar consumption (wear-out)
effects also occur for durable goods, like the scan radio used in Experiment 6. This
consumption effects is in accordance with Davis et al. (1995). It may be clear that our
radios cannot physically deteriorate during trial. Nevertheless, we found
experimental evidence for Davis et al.'s (1995) model, but for durable goods.

Another point we learned from Experiment 5 was that the trial, offered to reduce
the perceived risk of dissatisfaction with the product, had introduced another type of
risk. In general, subjects indicated that the trial -especially designed to reduce the
perceived risk of a financial loss- had introduced the possibility of another type of
risk, namely performance loss (Yates & Stone, 1992). Thus, eliminating one type of
risk had led to the introduction of another type. It should be considered as a serious
threat to the purpose of product trials that the product will be perceived as less
reliable (performance wise) after product trial than before the product trial. The
implications of the latter finding is that consumers should be given enough time to
interact with the product, but without the trial taking off too much of the total
quality, leaving traces of wear. Fast wear effects signal to consumers that a product is

inferior, resulting in a negative product evaluation.50 Thus, products that are not
subject to wear seem more suitable for trial than products that are sensitive to wear.
The implication of this is that for some products, retailers can give consumers a trial
product for inspection, but sell new (similar) products.

5O For this reason, many bookshops have inspection copies and only sell intact copies.
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The Role of Expectations

In Chapter 6 we built on the findings from Experiment 5, namely that a product trial
has a positive effect on economic valuation, but only if the effect is mediated by
attitude. One way to induce a positive attitude is to manipulate people's expectations
of the trial products. Oliver's (1980) expectancy disconfirmation model was used as
the basis to induce positive and negative attitudes toward the trial good. In
Experiment 8 we tested which of two hypotheses would be true in a product-trial
context. The disconfirmation of expectations hypothesis was thought to be more
easily confirmed than the perceived performance hypothesis.

We found support for Oliver's (1980) expectancy disconfirmation theory:
expectations and disconfirmation were negatively related. Thus, the higher the
manipulated expectation level (before trial), the lower the disconfirmation level (after
trial). However, no significant relationship between expectations and
disconfirmation, respectively, with economic valuation was found, and it is concluded
that Oliver's model does not extend to monetary product valuation. Neither of the two
competing hypotheses was confirmed. Expectations and disconfirmation contributed
almost equally positive to attitude formation. In other words, product-trial based
attitudes are formed by both expectations and direct experience. The high value
people have been found to attach to their own, direct experiences (e.g., Fazio &
Zanna, 1978, 1981) is not reflected in post-trial behaviour.

Final Remarks

This research came up with new perspectives on product trials. The idea that product
trials are effective because they give consumers the sensation of ownership is
rejected. It was found that that the application of product trials is only effective when
the objective of a product trial is to affect attitudes. Consumer behaviour consists of
more than attitudes toward an object (Ao); it also contains the attitude toward buying,
or using that good (Axer)• In this research the focus has been on A, only, but we
suggested that the effect of product trials could be related to purchase intention
(AAer)· Ultimately, consumers must decide whether a product is worth the retailer's
selling price or not. In other words, they finally need to attach a monetary value to
products and decide whether this value is less than or equal to the retailer's selling
price.

It could be argued that the role of attitudes is a less decisive factor in the purchase
decisions, because people are restricted by their budget. For example, a consumer
may agree that the latest model of a digital camera is better than his current one.
However, when the camera costs more than he can afford, his positive attitude will
not make him buy it. Should we therefore ignore the effect of a product trial on
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Stage 1 Stage 2
Influencing attitude Influencing actual

purchase behaviour./,
examples: examples:
•Product trial •Couponing
• Advertising •Rebates

Figure 7.1. Marketing of products modelled as a two-stage approach

attitudes? The answer is no. Given the positive effect of product trials on attitudes
they may be an antecedent of later purchase behaviour. 5, As shown in Figure 7.1 We
could consider the marketer's strategy as a two-stage process. In Stage 1 the
marketer's aim is to positively influence attitudes. In Stage 2, the aim is to make
people buy. A product trial should be considered as a tactic used in the first step, and
serves as a precursor of a retailer's actions in Stage 2.

The conclusion that product trials are useful in affecting attitudes leads to the
question of how positive consumer attitudes can be established. As we known, the
fact that a product does not disappoint is not a sufficient good reason to buy that
product. In order to yield a favourable attitude toward a product consumers may
need positive emotions.

Emotions are thought to account for more than fifty percent of consumers'
purchase decisions (see Millar, 2002). Research on emotions can help to understand
better what emotions consumer like to experience during the product trial (e.g.,
Holbrook & Hirschman, 1982; Holbrook & Gardner, 1993; Richins, 1997). The
importance of one such emotion was shown by Gaeth et al. (1997)· Frustration ratings

of subjects who had experienced a product failure of a word processor (either after

faulty instructions of the editing task, or after a problem with the printer) followed by
a successful product experience did not differ from ratings of subjects who had
experienced failure only. Also, people felt more frustrated after a failure-success
experience than after a success-success experience. Thus, while product evaluation
recovered after an initial product failure, feelings of frustration after a product failure

51 In an unreported experiment we investigated the effect of product trial on choice behaviour.
Subjects (n=123) were divided in two groups. All subjects received a trial of the snack Pringles.
Half of the subjects received a trial of an existing flavour (Pringles Original). The other half
received a trial of a to-be-introduced flavour (Pringles Hot & Spicy). After the trial subjects
were told that they would receive one of the two flavours of their own choice as a reward of
participation. The results showed that, after trial, a higher percentage (73%) preferred to
receive the tried flavour when it was the new flavour than when the tried flavour was already
widely available (36%). However, despite the large difference in percentages these differences
were not significant, but the direction of the choices shows that product trial might be able to
positively affect consumer choices.
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remained. To put it the other way around, positive emotions during the consumption
experience such as surprise, joy, etc., may be good reasons for consumers to choose a

particular brand or product, and not a product that only fulfils one's needs, or just
meets one's expectations.

Limitations

In this thesis the focus has not been on the type of consumer that commits himself (or
no) to a product trial. We already know that sampling can facilitate product trial
(McGuiness et al., 1992), but personality such as extraversion (vs. introversion) may
discriminate consumers who are willing to try versus consumers who are not.
Likewise, a consumer who is goal-oriented (a 'toward' person) is more likely to
engage in product trial than a consumer who is avoidant (an 'away-from' person).

Also, different consumer types may respond differently to the introduction of a new
product through product trial (see Antonides & Van Raaij, 1998). For example,
innovators and early adopters may be more sensitive to a product trial offer than
traditionalists (laggards).

Another limitation concerns the type of trial product. First, our products were
relatively cheap and consumers would normally take the risk of buying it without
additional information. More expensive products involve larger amounts of money
and the need for information (willingness to try) may be greater. Second, the
products used in these experiments were easy to try. However, not all products are
equally suitable for a product trial. The ease at which a product can be tried out varies
from product to product (or product category). Especially products whose quality
varies over time are difficult to try in order to get a consistent impression of future
quality. Think, for instance, of a subscription to a magazine.

Implications for the Marketplace

The finding that product trials do not give consumers a sensation of ownership
implies that marketers should not rely too much on the idea that consumers are
reluctant to return a product after a trial period. Obviously, consumers do not care
about the forgone gain of future product benefits. The focus of product trials should
therefore not be on what consumers will lose (forgo) when not buying the product.
Instead, it might be better to focus on the future gains which will be obtained when
the product is purchased.

It was further concluded that product trials could be used as a precursor of further
promotion techniques. For example, when a retailer is thinking of introducing a new
product on the market, marketers may first try to attract as many new consumers as
possible through product trial (McGuiness et al., 1992). Once consumers' attitudes
have become favourable, the next step is to apply a promotion technique to increase
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the purchase likelihood (e.g., selling the product at a reduced price). Note that a
product trial as a way to affect consumer attitudes does not involve any financial

decisions by consumers yet. It's only purpose is to have people think positively about
the product. The actual purchase decision follows after the product trial when
consumers must make a trade-off for themselves between their money and the
product. A possible sequence for the introduction of new products could be a product
trial followed by a price discount, or a product trial followed by a rebate. Most
efficient will be those sequences that start with a product trial, followed by a
promotional strategy that motivates people to purchase the trial product. Given the

high rate of impulse purchases in-store, product trials may directly affect sales when

provided in-store together with a promotional price discount of the product.
The finding that a product trial devalues the product (in terms of money) in the

eye of the consumer has implications for the choice of whether to give a product trial
or not. If a product trial results in a decrease of economic valuation there may be
factors that threaten the goal of product trials (namely, to positively affect consumer

attitudes). If, for whatever reason, a product trial brings to light some negative
features like traces of wear, product deficits, or performance restrictions, these

properties may negatively affect consumer evaluations. In anticipation to these

possibilities marketers should think carefully about what may become salient during
product trial.52 A side effect of a too long trial period is that people do not expect any

positive benefits anymore. Books, for example, are often on display in-store, but
when one is allowed to read the entire book during a store visit there is no further
reason to buy the book. In short, the format of the product trial (length, information
provided) should be geared to the product, and the possibility to learn about product
restrictions or negative product features should be avoided, or kept to a minimum
during the trial period. Once a good format has been found, it is more within the
control of the marketer what consumers willlearn (e.g., Hoch & Deighton, 1989).

Future Research Suggestions

Research always leaves us with new questions. Limitations of the conducted studies,
or extending on the studies bring forth new research questions. In this section we

suggest new lines of future research on the basis of the findings in this dissertation.
These suggestions concern the measurement of the reference point, the matching of

promotional strategies to consumers' wishes, emotions, and effectiveness of product
trials for non-tangible goods.

52 In the past the Coca-Cola Company offered consumers a very small trial-size portion (one
sip of Cola) in a taste test. The highly restricted trial was chosen to avoid possible negative
side effects of the taste. Here the marketers had taken into account that, if people would
dislike the taste after too much consumption, the beverage would be evaluated less positively
than desired.
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Measuring the Location of the Reference Point to Develop Follow-Up Techniques

A first suggestion concerns investigation of the reference point itself. In all the
experiments we conducted it was assumed that the reference point would be of great
importance in the applied sales condition. However, it consumers' reference points
were not explicitly measured. To continue Hoch & Loewenstein's (1991) idea of
adaptation to possession, it would be of scientific relevance to develop a valid tool to
measure the degree of adaptation. Relevant questions, for example, are, 'How is a
money-back guarantee perceived during the decision period?' 'Is payment a necessary
condition to consider oneself as an owner?

When we know consumers' reference point at different moments in time, a
possible marketing technique could be to send goal-oriented messages. It is known
that returning a product may be less difficult when one has not adapted to ownership
than when one has fully adapted. Once it is known that people have adapted to the
sensation of ownership (i.e., their reference point is more like that of sellers), as may
be the case at the end of an in-home product trial, or money-back guarantees, follow-
up strategies could stress the benefits of keeping the product. Alternatively, when
consumers have not adapted to possession (i.e., their reference point is more like that
of buyers), as may be the case in the beginning of the trial period, or with impulse
purchases, it would be more useful for follow-up strategies to focus on the benefits of
obtaining the product. In-between these two buyer and seller perspectives, people
may have partially adapted to possession, and the follow-up technique should be
geared to it accordingly. For example, one can think of a telephone call
supplementary halfway through an in-home product trial to stress the benefits of
buying the product (to consumers not yet adapted to possession), or the
disadvantages of not buying the product (to consumers already adapted to
possession). Research on how long the adaptation process will take will be helpful.
Similar techniques could then be developed for strategies such as money-back

guarantees, leasing, etc. Generally, a first insight into the stages of possession (Hoch
and Loewenstein, 1991) could be one line of research to further develop additional
sales strategies.

Matching Promotional Strategies to Consumers' Preferred Purchase Conditions

We suggested that some products would be more appropriate for trial than others. A
more precise classification of products into 'suitable for trial' vs. 'not suitable for trial'
may help marketers in their strategic decisions. A first step would be to ask people
what kind of products they would like to see sold with a product trial. Sorting tasks,
or multidimensional scaling techniques would be able to find underlying dimensions
that discriminate between suitable and unsuitable trial products. Sorting tasks may
also be used to make an overview of products that consumers like to buy with a
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particular sales strategy. A mismatch between how consumers like to buy products,
and how these products are actually sold can harm both consumers and retailers.
Consumers may delay a purchase, or not even buy because they perceive too much
risk. Consequently, retailers forgo purchases and profits. In general, a study on how
to best match consumers' preferred buying conditions to retailers' actual buying
conditions might further help consumers and retailers.

Evoking the Right Emotions

A third suggestion for future research concerns the role of desired emotions. This
research has not focused on how consumers respond emotionally to a direct-product
experience. Without a doubt, our subjects have experienced emotions during the
product trials, and it is not unlikely that all emotions were desired. It is known that a
negative product experience can be overcome when it is followed by a positive
product experience (Gaeth et al., ig97). Future research might focus on which
emotions should be invoked in consumers during direct experience to obtain the
highest possible appreciation of a product, or how negative emotions (resulting from
a negative experience) can be overcome.

Direct Experience with Services and Service Failure Recovery

Unlike the products used here, a last suggestion concerns direct experience with non-
tangible goods (services). There are two important differences between tangible
goods and services. First, the quality of services often varies from one moment to
another (e.g., satisfaction with a haircut, or satisfaction with customer service at a
bank). Consequently, satisfaction with a service may vary from time to time. For
example, a one-week waiting time to repair the heating system will be less
appreciated in winter when the temperature is below zero than in spring. Thus, the
perceived quality of a service differs from moment to moment.

Second, because perceived quality of a service is more subject to situational
factors, dissatisfaction with the service can be more easily compensated (e.g., the next
time) than the quality of tangible goods. Customers may be compensated for a badly
delivered service the next time by offering any kind of compensation such that they
end up satisfied. Compensation for a service is referred to as service recovery. If we
may assume that a bad service experience results in an unfavourable attitude, and a
positive service in a favourable attitude, service recovery may be effective in changing
attitudes. Service providers may thus check whether customers are satisfied, and if
not, how their dissatisfaction can be compensated by service recovery. Questions to
address customer satisfaction are "What are determinants of satisfaction (or
dissatisfaction) for particular kind of services?", or "How do different types of bad
experiences with a service differ in their impact on total satisfaction?" For example, a
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bad haircut is presumably a stronger determinant of dissatisfaction than a long
waiting time. Other questions are "How seriously counts a bad service experience in
the total satisfaction with the service?", "For a particular service, what kind of
complaints makes consumers leave the service"? Questions to address service

recovery may investigate how customers prefer to have a bad service experience
compensated in order to remain satisfied with the total service.
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Samenvatting (Summary in Dutch)

Samenvatting (Summary in Dutch)

Dit proefschrift gaat over de effectiviteit van verkoopstrategieen. En dan met name de
effectiviteit van de strategie waarbij de consument de gelegenheid krijgt het product
nog v66r de aankoopbeslissing uit te proberen. Naar deze verkoopstrategie, de
product trial, wordt in de marketing en consumentengedrag verwezen als een
verkooptechniek die waargenomen risico in een aankoop bij consumenten kan
reduceren. Immers, nog voordat de consument de beslissing neemt het product wel of
niet te kopen, kunnen de voor- en nadelen van het product afgewogen worden. De
kans op een miskoop en dus een financieel verlies wordt op deze wijze
geminimaliseerd.

Niet alleen de consument, maar ook verkopers zouden gebaat zijn bij de
toepassing van een product trial (Plous, 1993; Smith & Nagle, 1995) en wel om de
volgende reden: prospect theory (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979) stelt dat mensen

psychologisch anders omgaan met winsten en verliezen. Een verlies weegt zwaarder
dan een even grote winst. Sterker nog, de verhouding tussen winsten (aangenaam) en
verliezen (pijnlijk) is ongeveer 1:2. Met andere woorden, een verlies wordt als twee
keer zo pijnlijk ervaren als een winst plezierig ervaren wordt.

Een gevolg van deze asymmetrische interpretatie van winsten en verliezen is dat
mensen een aikeer hebben voor verlies. Deze verlies aversie uit zich onder andere in
het feit dan men bezittingen niet wenst af te staan of te ruilen. Onderzoek naar dit
endowment effect (Thaler, 1980) laat zien dat mensen goederen, eenmaal in bezit,
hoger waarderen dan goederen die niet in bezit zijn. Dit blijkt onder andere doordat
mensen pas bereid zijn hun eigendom af te staan (te verkopen) voor een bedrag (de
willingness to accept, of 11/TA) dat vele malen hoger ligt dan het bedrag (de
willingness to pay, of It/TP) dat zij zelf bereid zouden zijn te betalen om datzelfde te
verkrijgen (kopen). Dit verschil in verkoop- en aankoopbedrag niets te maken heeft
met strategisch gedrag (zo laag mogelijk kopen en zo hoog mogelijk verkopen)
(Kahneman, Knetsch, & Thaler, 1990). Kortom, mensen waarderen goederen,
eenmaal in bezit, hoger dan goederen die niet in bezit zijn en een verklaring voor dit
endowment effect is verlies aversie.

De implicatie van dit endowment effect voor de marketing is dat men, door
consumenten nog v66r de daadwerkelijk koopbeslissing producten tijdelijk in bezit te

geven, de illusie zou kunnen wekken dat er sprake is van eigendom. De gedachte
hierachter is dat tijdelijk bezit het referentiepunt van de consument verschuift van
'geen eigendom' naar 'eigendom' (o.a. Hoch & Loewenstein, 1991). Als gevolg van

deze referentiepuntverschuiving zou het voor de consument -bij het verstrijken van
de proefperiode- moeilijk zijn om het product af te staan. Immers, er treedt een
gevoel van verlies op en de enige manier om dit negatieve gevoel van een verlies te
vermijden is beslissen tot aankoop. Na verschuiving van het referentiepunt zou het
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endowment effect er dus voor kunnen zorgen dat mensen trial producten meer
waarderen dan niet-trial producten, wat zich bijvoorbeeld uit tot een eerdere

aankoop van het trial product.
In Hoofdstuk 2 wordt een theoretisch overzicht gegeven van de literatuur op het

gebied van de product trial. Besproken worden onder andere attitudevorming,
informatieverwerking, direct en indirect product ervaring.

Vervolgens wordt in Hoofdstuk 3 een overzicht gegeven van de literatuur omtrent
de psychologie van keuzegedrag en het endowment effect. Het hoofdstuk sluit af met
de implicaties van het endowment effect voor de marketing.

Hoofstuk 4 beschrijft experimenten die een antwoord proberen te vinden op de
vraag of een product trial in staat is om een endowment effect te veroorzaken voor
trial producten en een daarmee gepaarde toenemende economische waardering van
het product.

In Experimenten 1 en 2 krijgen proefpersonen de gelegenheid ed singles te kopen
in 66n van de drie verkoop condities: gewone verkoop, geld-terug garantie en product
trial. Het blijkt dat een product trial een negatief effect heeft op de willingness to pay
(WTP): Men is significant minder bereid te betalen voor de cd's nadat deze
uitgeprobeerd zijn dan wanneer dat niet mogelijk gemaakt is. Verder blijkt de WTP
voor cd's die gekocht worden met een geld-terug garantie even hoog als de WTP voor
cd's zonder enige garantie (gewone verkoop). In de hierna volgende experimenten
wordt niet meer verder ingegaan op de geld-terug garantie techniek.

In Experiment 3 wordt onderzocht of verzadiging met een product (zoal het vele
malen luisteren naar muziek) de lagere WTP na een product trial heeft kunnen
veroorzaken. Hiertoe wordt Experiment 2 gerepliceerd met producten die niet aan
verzadiging onderhevig zijn (o.a. koptelefoons, pennen, koffiemokken). Ook uit de
resultaten van Experiment 3 blijkt dat een product trial de WTP significant doet
afnemen. Verzadiging kan dus geen verklaring zijn voor het negatieve effect van een
product trial op de WTP.

Experiment 4 laat zien dat -wil een endowment effect waargenomen kunnen
worden- daadwerkelijk bezit (vs. bezit)53 wellicht een voorwaarde is. Proefpersonen
hebben een hogere economische waardering voor een product (pen) wanneer dit
product gedurende een proefperiode van een week hun eigendom is dan wanneer het
gedurende die week niet hun eigendom is. Een conditie met daadwerkelijk bezit is
dus een volgende uitbreiding van het experiment.

In Experiment 5 wordt -in aanvulling op de eerdere experimenten-- een
daadwerkelijke bezit conditie gecreEerd (om te vergelijken met een niet-bezit
conditie) tezamen met de reeds bestaande trial manipulatie. De resultaten van dit

experiment, welke een pure test is van het endowment effect, laten zien dat het
endowment effect (gemeten in geld) ongerelateerd is aan product trials: het
53 Het strikte onderscheid tussen eigendom en bezit is dat eigendom wel bezit is, maar bezit
geen eigendom. Bijvoorbeeld, een gestolen fiets is wel in bezit, maar geen eigendom.
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endowment effect voor het product (kookboek) is even sterk in de niet-trial condities
als in een trial-condities. Tevens blijkt de intermediErende rol van attitude een
belangrijk rol te spelen bij de vraag of product trial tot een endowment effect kunnen
leiden: product trials hebben een positief effect op de economische waardering, mits
dit effect gemediEerd wordt door attitude. Het directe effect van een product trial op
attitude en economische waardering zijn positief, respectievelijk negatief. Experiment
s laat dus zien dat een endowment effect wel mogelijk is na een product trial, maar
dat zich dit uit in een positievere attitude en niet in economische waardering (geld).

Hoofdstuk 5 beschrijft twee experimenten die onderzoeken wat het effect is van
het uitproberen op zich (de handeling) op de economische waardering van producten.

Uit Experiment 6 blijkt dat onzekerheid over toekomstige prestaties van het
product -nadat het uitgeprobeerd is- hierbij een rol speelt. Deze onzekerheid uitte
zich, naast kwalitatieve data, in een significante lagere WTP voor reeds

uitgeprobeerde producten dan voor ongebruikte producten. Echter, ondanks dit
verschil in WTP laten attitudemetingen zien dat men niet van mening is dat de
ongebruikte producten beter zijn, of meer waard zijn dan de uitgeprobeerde
producten.

Experiment 7 ondersteunt de conclusies van Experiment 6. Immers, als een
product trial (de handeling) de WTP doet afnemen impliceert dit dat de economische
waarde van de product trial zelf gerepresenteerd kan worden door een positief
geldbedrag. Dit wordt gevonden in Experiment 7.

In Hoofdstuk 6 wordt gekeken naar de rol van verwachtingen voor producten die
uitgeprobeerd mogen worden. Twee verschillende hypotheses worden hierbij
getoetst. De eerste hypothese, de perceived pe,formance hypothese, gaat er van uit
dat mensen zich in hun perceptie laten leiden door wat ze verwachten. Met andere
woorden, mensen 'zien' wat ze verwachten en eerdere verwachtingen zijn bepalend
voor de mate van satisfactie. De expectancy-disconfirmation hypothese daarentegen
gaat er van uit dat de waargenomen discrepantie tussen verwachtingen en
daadwerkelijke uitkomsten (disconfirmatie) de basis vormt voor satisfactie.

Omdat men in het algemeen meer waarde hecht aan de eigen observatie dan dat
van anderen (Fazio & Zanna, 1978, 1981) plus het feit dat een product trial gepaard

gaat met directe productervaring door de consument zelf, luidt de hypothese van
Experiment 8 dat de rol van disconfirmatie een belangrijkere rol speelt dan
verwachtingen in de uiteindelijk productevaluatie van testproducten. De resultaten
laten zien dat zowel verwachtingen als disconfirmatie bijdragen aan de uiteindelijke
productevaluatie. Geen van beide hypothesis wordt dus bevestigd in Hoofdstuk 6 en
we kunnen onder andere concluderen dat effecten van eerdere verwachtingen blijven
bestaan bij directe productervaring.

Tenslotte komen in Hoofdstuk 7 de algemene conclusies en concluderende
opmerkingen aan bod. Daarbij worden onder andere de implicaties voor de
marketing en suggesties voor toekomstig onderzoek besproken.
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Stellingen 8. Hoge verwachtingen v66r een product trial hebben een gunstig effect op

behorende bij het proefschrift attitudes zolang er maar niets wordt uitgeprobeerd.

Product trials: The Effects ofDirect Experience on Product Evaluation (Experiment 8 in Hoofdstuk 6 van  dit proefschria)

1.    Veranderingen en het voork6men van negatieve veranderingen hebben in het 9.    Verwachtingen doen niet onder voor directe produktervaring bij het vormen

algemeen meer invloed op het menselijk gedrag dan de uiteindelijke toestand van attitudes.

van de omgeving. Dit verklaart onder andere het succes van clickfondsen, (Experiment 8 in Hoofdstuk 6 van  dit pro€fschri#)

uitverkopen en verzekeringen.
10. Het effect van veranderingen op menselijk gedrag wordt in het algemeen(Hoofdstuk 3 van  dit proefschriA)

verminderd naarmate deze veranderingen plaatsvinden:

2.    Als een verkoper een product trial geeft aan een klant, leidt dit niet tot een a.   (verder) in de toekomst in plaats van in het heden;

hogere economische waardering van het produkt. b.   bij anderen in plaats van bij de persoon zelf;

(Experimenten 1-4 in Hoofdstuk 4 van ditproefschrift) c.   op (grotere) fysieke afstand.

3. Product trials hebben een gunstiger effect op de psychologische dan op de 11.  Als een AiO zegt: *Het gaat als een trein", wil dit niet altijd zeggen dat er

sprake van vooruitgang is.economische waardering van produkten door de consument.

(Experiments in Hoofdstuk 4  van ditproefschrifU (Gebaseerd op vertragingen b) de Nederlandse Spoorwegen)

4.   Produkttesten door bijvoorbeeld de Consumentenbond hebben afgezien van 12. De betaalbaarheid van de pensioenen kan beter worden veiliggesteld door de

produktinformatie geen negatief trialeffect op de willingness to pay van de pensioenen in de toekomst te bevriezen dan nu de pensioenpremies te

consument. verhogen.

(Zie Stalling 10)Experiment 5 in Hoofdstuk 4 van ditproefschn#)

s.   Produkten die getest zijn, kunnen behalve tot zekerheid ook tot onzekerheid

leiden bij de consument.

(Experiment 6 in Hoofdstuk 5 van ditproefschrin)

6.    Consumenten die van plan zijn een produkt te kopen, vinden het uitproberen
daarvan financieel de moeite waard.

(Experiment 7 in Hoofdstuk 5 van dit proefschri)

7.   Het expectancy-disconfinnatie effect komt niet tot uitdrukking in geld.
(Erperiment 8 in Hoofdstuk 6 van dit pro€BchrF)
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